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Summary
Releasing anonymized social network data for analysis has been a popular idea among
data providers. Despite evidence to the contrary the belief that anonymization will solve
the privacy problem in practice refuses to die. This dissertation contributes to the field of
social graph de-anonymization by demonstrating that even automated models can be quite
successful in breaching the privacy of such datasets. We propose novel machine-learning
based techniques to learn the identities of nodes in social graphs, thereby automating
manual, heuristic-based attacks. Our work extends the vast literature of social graph
de-anonymization attacks by systematizing them.
We present a random-forests based classifier which uses structural node features based
on neighborhood degree distribution to predict their similarity. Using these simple and
efficient features we design versatile and expressive learning models which can learn the
de-anonymization task just from a few examples. Our evaluation establishes their efficacy
in transforming de-anonymization to a learning problem. The learning is transferable in
that the model can be trained to attack one graph when trained on another.
Moving on, we demonstrate the versatility and greater applicability of the proposed model
by using it to solve the long-standing problem of benchmarking social graph anonymization
schemes. Our framework bridges a fundamental research gap by making cheap, quick and
automated analysis of anonymization schemes possible, without even requiring their full
description. The benchmark is based on comparison of structural information leakage
vs. utility preservation. We study the trade-off of anonymity vs. utility for six popular
anonymization schemes including those promising k-anonymity. Our analysis shows that
none of the schemes are fit for the purpose.
Finally, we present an end-to-end social graph de-anonymization attack which uses the
proposed machine learning techniques to recover node mappings across intersecting graphs.
Our attack enhances the state of art in graph de-anonymization by demonstrating better
performance than all the other attacks including those that use seed knowledge. The
attack is seedless and heuristic free, which demonstrates the superiority of machine learning
techniques as compared to hand-selected parametric attacks.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Chapter outline
The eminent Greek philosopher Aristotle noted that man by nature is a social animal,
and this is evident from the huge popularity of social networks of all kinds. Being a part
of such networks provides us a feeling of wellbeing and comfort as well as utility. Many
people participate actively in social networks [1] and their experience gets richer the more
information they share. The information contained in these networks ranges from public
through private to downright secret; interconnectivity adds a novel dimension as it may
reveal details unknown even to the individual themselves.
Social networks. We define social networks as networks where nodes represent people
and edges represent relationships among them. These relationships are ties that are social
in nature such as friendship, common interests, common workplace, professional relations
etc. In general any social relationship which has some form of cost attached to it. In this
dissertation we primarily focus on social networks which are formed as a result of first
order interactions between people; some examples of such networks are Facebook, Flickr,
Linkedin, Twitter etc. Such networks have similar properties even though they might be
of very different nature; this allows us to group them together in a class for analysis. Social
networks which depict the second-order interactions among people such as communication
between data centers, road networks, telephone networks etc. also have some similarity to
social networks involving people but these networks do not characterize human behavior
as closely and definition of privacy is diluted in such a scenario, hence we concentrate on
social networks involving people.
The anonymization of social graphs is becoming an important problem because of the
growing secondary uses of social network data. It is imperative to understand the privacy
guarantees we can expect from an anonymization scheme as it helps protect the data
better. Data are often high-dimensional, content rich and very desirable for the research
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community. Social network datasets have been a particular favorite of researchers and are
shared by data holders fairly openly [2, 3]. Social network datasets are very helpful for
studying a variety of human behavior such as mobility patterns, population growth, design
of roads, crime hotspots, spread of epidemics, residential segregation, community structure
etc. On the other hand such datasets can be very damaging if used unwisely. Releasing
private datasets in countries struggling with political unrest could prove detrimental as
it can be used for nefarious purposes. We discuss the case of Ivory Coast in detail in
Chapter 3 where Orange decided to release call detail records for analysis. When data
are collected from social networks that are inherently sensitive in nature such as political
beliefs, LGBT groups, romantic interests etc. then the capacity for personal harm far
exceeds the envisioned benefits. This also raises some ethical dilemmas – would it be fair
to violate the privacy of a few individuals if there is social benefit in doing so? How should
these people be chosen? Can societal benefits be achieved only at the cost of privacy?
These are hard questions, solutions to which are essentially non-technical and require
societal debate.
Data providers give an illusion of privacy by lightly anonymizing the data prior to release.
Such measures are helpless against serious adversaries as they cannot hide second-order
relations among data subjects. Yet so far, the research on social graph de-anonymization
has been as ad-hoc as the anonymization techniques they attack. Hence, it is important
to study whether such datasets can be anonymized before putting our faith in techniques
promising anonymity. We study this via adversarial models which capture the capabilities
of an attacker looking to defeat the anonymization of social graph datasets. Privacy
of the individuals in a dataset can be breached in numerous ways, such as – discovering
participation in a social network, exposure of social ties, learning political leanings, finding
movie preferences etc. In isolation released datasets seldom pose a privacy risk however,
the adversary often combines the released datasets to discover private information. Most of
these attacks involve splicing datasets together; we define an adversarial model to capture
these threats (see, § 2.7) and evaluate the likelihood of a privacy breach by designing
efficient ways to do so. In this dissertation we systematize social graph de-anonymization
attacks by taking a modular and principled approach to build a unified framework for
evaluating and attacking graph anonymization schemes.
We make three primary contributions in this work. Staring from the design of a machine
learning model to de-anonymize social graphs, we show how to use machine learning to
benchmark anonymity schemes and finally mount an attack which surpasses the previous
state of the art.
Automating social graph de-anonymization. Social graphs carry a lot of informa-
tion some of which must be retained to preserve utility. In Chapter 3, we start with using
the utility constraint to cast the problem of social graph de-anonymization as a learning
task and build a model using machine learning techniques to accomplish it. We define
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simple features based on neighborhood degree distribution to represent the nodes. The
algorithm presented is flexible and amortizes the cost of de-anonymization in the face of
changing anonymization schemes.
Benchmarking social graph anonymization schemes. Despite the many failed
schemes to date, social graph anonymization schemes are widely proposed. Due to the
diversity of adversarial models used and the complexities of capturing privacy leaks, there
is no standard way to compare these schemes. Chapter 4 defines the learning task to
create a framework which automates benchmarking of graph anonymization schemes
under a common adversarial model. The framework does not require the description
of the anonymization scheme but learns from examples provided. We also conduct a
thorough analysis of six perturbation-based social graph anonymization schemes with
varying levels of perturbation to assess its effect on graph utility. Our findings show that
none of these schemes is fit for purpose if the perturbation is so light that the dataset’s
utility is preserved.
Mappings nodes across graphs. Finally, Chapter 5 proposes improvements to a
number of heuristic-based attacks that map node pairs across intersecting social networks.
Some attacks use known seed mappings for priming themselves while others are purely
structure-based. We take a different approach by proposing a machine-learning based
attack. Automating the selection of attack parameters using model training is shown to
be far superior to handcrafted heuristics. Our attack is more successful than all other
attacks and does not use any seeds or side information. Learning from pertinent examples
not only automates the attacks but also radically improves them.
1.2 Publications
As a part of this dissertation I have published the following papers and posters, some in
collaboration with other researchers, in peer reviewed academic conferences and workshops.
• Kumar Sharad. Change of guard: The next generation of social graph de-anonymization
attacks. In Proceedings of the 9th Workshop on Artificial Intelligence and Security,
AISec ’16, 2016.
• Kumar Sharad. True friends let you down: Benchmarking social graph anonymiza-
tion schemes. In Proceedings of the 9th Workshop on Artificial Intelligence and
Security, AISec ’16, 2016.
• Kumar Sharad and George Danezis. An automated social graph de-anonymization
technique. In Proceedings of the 13th Workshop on Privacy in the Electronic Society,
WPES ’14, pages 47–58, New York, NY, USA, 2014.
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• Kumar Sharad and George Danezis. De-anonymizing D4D datasets. In 6th Workshop
on Hot Topics in Privacy Enhancing Technologies, HotPETs ’13, 2013.
• Kumar Sharad and George Danezis. Privacy leak in egonets (poster). In University of
Cambridge Computer Laboratory 75th Anniversary Poster Competition. Cambridge,
UK, 24th April, 2013.
1.3 Statement on research ethics
All the experiments reported in this dissertation are performed using freely available and
open social network datasets specifically published for research by the relevant organiza-
tions. We do not perform de-anonymization attacks on live social networks, scraped data,
or previously unlinkable datasets.
Chapter 2
Background
In this chapter we look at the privacy landscape and issues concerning the release of
high-dimensional datasets. We closely examine the externalities of anonymizing and de-
anonymizing such datasets with a focus on online social networks. We take a look at how
privacy attacks and defenses have co-evolved in social graphs. This chapter forms the
backdrop for the work presented in subsequent chapters.
2.1 Privacy in high-dimensional datasets
As much of our lives have become digitized, gathering private and personal data has
never been easier. The collection and documentation of our digital lives has manifested
itself in various forms ranging from product ratings, movie preferences, click patterns,
search history, geo-location data, medical records, browsing profiles, shopping preferences,
communication patterns, travel histories, media preferences and, especially, social net-
works. Much of this data is high-dimensional and feature-rich thus providing a valuable
opportunity to mine human behavior. The demand for such data among analysts and
researchers is very high, and to fill this gap data providers often release data for the public
good. However, releasing such data poses a serious threat to the privacy of the data
subjects [3–5]. The literature suggests that it may not be possible to effectively anonymize
high-dimensional data without destroying its utility [6]; this is particularly true for social
graphs due to entities being interlinked. Privacy of individuals in the dataset is seldom a
priority in such releases and is viewed as an obstruction to analysis. Until recently very
little was done to protect the privacy of individuals whose data were published, however
over the past decade data providers have started taking privacy a bit more seriously and
have resorted to anonymizing data before publication. Research shows that effectively
anonymizing high-dimensional data is a very hard problem [7–22].
Data providers primarily employ data anonymization strategies to protect themselves from
being held accountable for privacy invasion of the individuals. In the USA, providers use
17
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the basic legal definition of Personally Identifiable Information (PII) to frame privacy
rules about PII such as those in the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability
Act1 (HIPAA) try to provide some guidance about data anonymization, but the concept
is flawed, especially for high-dimensional datasets where it completely fails to provide
any acceptable level of privacy [23–25]. In the UK, providers rely on the fact that the
transposition of the Data Protection Directive is flawed, leading to a defective definition of
personal data that lets them claim data to be anonymous even when recipients can easily
re-identify it2,3. Law is yet to catch up with the privacy research in this area and the gap
leaves much scope for manipulation and interpretation of results which is exploited by
data providers. Catastrophic privacy breaches have been caused by data releases where
the data providers have kept repeating the same mistake of assuming that data which
appear to be anonymous are actually so (as we shall discuss in the next section). The
lessons are being learned only slowly due to the lack of legal accountability.
2.1.1 Pitfalls of releasing private datasets
Traditional approaches to protecting privacy in databases have long become obsolete. This
shift has happened primarily due to modern databases having a large number of columns or
attributes, popularly described as high-dimensional. Due to the high number of attributes
each data point (often representing an individual) is unique or almost so. Beyer et al. [26]
show that under a broad set of conditions, the distance to the nearest data point approaches
the distance to the farthest data point with the increase in dimensionality. Hence it is
very challenging to group data points together in the hopes of becoming inconspicuous in
the crowd. Such attempts come at a huge cost to the utility that was the primary goal of
publishing the data.
Despite this, data providers continue to test the boundaries with adventurous ways of
releasing personal data. One of most famous privacy fiascoes is attributed to AOL4. In
August 2006 AOL published anonymized search logs containing 20 Million queries collected
from over 657 000 of its users over a three-month period. The data were released to the
public and was meant to be used for research purposes. Two New York Times journalists
were able to identify user no. 4417749 just by looking at the content of the queries which
contained a lot of unsanitized personal information. On top of violating the privacy of a
great number of users the incident caused AOL a great deal of embarrassment and also
led to a class action lawsuit5. CNN recounts this episode as number 57 in their list of 101
1https://aspe.hhs.gov/report/health-insurance-portability-and-accountability-act-
1996
2https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/iigop-report-on-caredata
3https://www.dataprotection.ie/docs/EU-Directive-95-46-EC-The-Recitals-Page-
1/90.htm
4http://query.nytimes.com/gst/abstract.html?res=9E0CE3DD1F3FF93AA3575BC0A9609C8B63
5http://www.cnet.com/news/aol-sued-over-web-search-data-release/
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Dumbest Moments in Business6.
Narayanan and Shmatikov [3] demonstrated the challenge that availability of side in-
formation poses to the privacy of a published dataset. They presented statistical de-
anonymization attacks against high-dimensional micro-data. The attacks can successfully
de-anonymize individuals even with imperfect knowledge and noise in the data. Their
paper demonstrated the efficacy of the proposed attacks by identifying subscribers in
anonymized Netflix7 movie ratings, using Internet Movie Database8 (IMDb) ratings as
background knowledge.
We discovered similar privacy issues with the de-anonymization of social networks. Orange
introduced the Data for Development (D4D) challenge9 in the Ivory Coast to support
research on socio-economic development. They shared an anonymized version of call detail
records with researchers to facilitate the study. We found a number of issues with their
anonymization procedure [27], including serious privacy leaks due to structural attacks;
Chapter 3 describes these issues in further detail. The possible damage was restricted
because the data were not publicly released, but carefully shared with hand-picked research
teams only after signing a non-disclosure agreement.
In March 2014, following a freedom of information request, a complete dump of historical
trip and fare logs from the New York City taxis was published10. The data contained more
than 173 Million individual trip records, each containing detailed timestamped movement
history and taxi charges. Each trip also included the hack license number and medallion
number which were anonymized by replacing them by their MD5 hashes11. Such hash
functions are only useful in anonymization if there are a very large number of possibilities
for the hashed inputs. However, there are only about 22 Million possibilities for both
the hack license and medallion numbers, which can be hashed in minutes. Once the
hashes were known it was trivial to look up the correct number, which could then be
correlated with other datasets to reveal the drivers’ identity, their complete movement
pattern and the wages they earned. The anonymization attempt collapsed due to poor
use of cryptography.
Such instances point to the serious issues with claims of social benefit from publishing
private datasets. Once the data are released they live on and every additional release
shrinks the privacy horizon further. The datasets seldom exist in isolation and any
interaction makes the adversary stronger. However, parties involved in data release live
in a bubble and almost never consider the effect of each others’ actions. Attacks only
ever get better thus making privacy breaches ever more likely with every new data release.
6http://money.cnn.com/galleries/2007/biz2/0701/gallery.101dumbest_2007/57.html
7https://www.netflix.com
8http://www.imdb.com
9http://www.d4d.orange.com/
10https://medium.com/@vijayp/of-taxis-and-rainbows-f6bc289679a1
11https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc1321
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Social networks being high-dimensional are even more challenging to anonymize. They
present a variety of privacy issues which are unique; we take a look at some of them in
the next section.
2.2 Privacy challenges in social networks
Preserving privacy has been an ongoing tussle since the advent of online social networks.
Effectively anonymizing network data is challenging, and balancing privacy and utility is
even harder [28]. In addition, social networks can be the target of a wide variety of attacks.
Often private attributes of an user can be leaked just by observing public attributes such
as friendship and group membership [29].
Chew et al. [30] highlight the problem of inference control in social graphs. The problem
manifests itself via social graphs in several forms such as publication of activities, unwel-
come linkage of personae from various sources and merging of social graphs – all of which
erode privacy. The authors study the social network landscape and evaluate how privacy
breaches are enabled by popular social networks; ways to mitigate these risks are also
proposed.
Felt and Evans [31] propose mitigating the risk of malicious data harvesting in social
networks by third-party APIs through a privacy-preserving design. Third parties are
restricted to only an anonymized social graph and an abstracted version of the user data.
The suggested privacy policy can be implemented with the help of the platform owner
and the study argues that the recommended level of access is sufficient for almost all
applications.
Lucas and Borisov [32] aim to protect the information published by the user of a social
network from the platform owner itself via cryptographic techniques. The architecture
presented makes active attacks, even though possible, expensive for the platform owner.
Encryption ensures that the servers never store information in cleartext while supporting
many-to-many communication and ease of accessibility. The platform is used to manage
encryption keys and social relationships. Analysis of an implemented Facebook12 prototype
shows reasonable balance between privacy and usability.
Singh et al. [33] present a framework for building privacy-preserving social networking
applications without sacrificing the functionality of the platform. The framework uses
information flow models to restrict harvesting of user data by third parties.
Kerschbaum and Schaad [34] present a mechanism for privacy-preserving social network
analysis to facilitate collaboration of criminal investigators without plaintext data exchange.
The authors propose protocols using encryption to compute graph metrics without releasing
12https://www.facebook.com
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the original social graph. The technique allows selective disclosure of social network
information, thus augmenting the social graph’s view of the investigator.
Frikken and Golle [35] propose cryptographic techniques to assemble pieces of a distributed
social graph without any of the data holders revealing the identity of their users. The
assembled graph is isomorphic to a perturbed version of the underlying graph and restricts
the adversary from learning a true isomorphism between the published and the underlying
graph.
Korolova et al. [36] present an attack where an adversary subverts user accounts to gain
information about their neighborhood and collates it to obtain a global view of the network.
They present several strategies and an analysis of the fraction of users to subvert depending
upon the choice of users and the user neighborhood lookahead visible for the attack to
be successful. The results show that a large lookahead has a huge potential for privacy
breach and should be controlled to provide a balance between utility and privacy.
These issues broadly highlight the privacy challenges related to social networks. We now
focus our attention to the challenges of preserving privacy in the face of social network
data release.
2.3 Anonymity loves company
Latanya Sweeney [37] proposed the notion of k-anonymity to anonymize relational databases.
It provides a formal protection model to safeguard the privacy of individuals whose data
is released. A released dataset provides k-anonymity protection if the information for each
individual contained in the data release cannot be distinguished from at least k − 1 other
individuals whose information has also been released. Ensuring k-anonymity is expensive
in general [38] and suffers from a homogeneity attack: a set of individuals might be k-
anonymous yet still share the same value of a sensitive attribute, thus causing a privacy
breach. Background-knowledge attacks could also be mounted where the adversary can
leverage the relation between quasi-identifier attributes and sensitive attributes to narrow
the range of possible sensitive attribute values.
Machanavajjhala et al. [39] propose l-diversity to overcome the shortcomings of k-anonymity.
An equivalence class is said to be l-diverse if there are at least l well-represented values for
the sensitive attribute. A dataset is considered l-diverse if all the equivalence classes of
the dataset are l-diverse. This is similar to the approach taken by p-sensitive k-anonymity
proposed by Truta and Vinay [40]. A dataset satisfies p-sensitive k-anonymity if it satisfies
k-anonymity and for each group of tuples with the identical combination of key attribute
values that exists in dataset, the number of distinct values for each sensitive attribute
occurs at least p times within the same group.
Li et al. [41] further refine l-diversity to propose t-closeness where the distance between
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the distribution of sensitive attribute in the equivalence class and the distribution of
the attribute in the whole dataset is bounded by the threshold t. Domingo-Ferrer and
Torra [42] show that neither k-anonymity nor its enhancements are completely successful
in protecting privacy while preserving data utility.
The proposed k-anonymity and related techniques have been extended beyond relational
databases and applied to social graphs as well, though they are even less potent due the
high number of dimensions. Privacy in social graphs can be sought in an interactive or
non-interactive setting. The interactive approach of differential privacy provides rigorous
privacy guarantees in certain cases but is challenging to set up and requires constant
monitoring by the data holder. While non-interactive social graph anonymization schemes
are easy to set up and require no monitoring, they come without any provable privacy
guarantees; such schemes mainly fall under two categories [43–45] – clustering-based
schemes and perturbation-based schemes. We discuss these approaches in the next sections.
2.4 Differential-privacy-based schemes
Dwork et al. [46, 47] proposed differential privacy as a mechanism to provide provable
privacy guarantees while allowing access via queries to a statistical database. Such mecha-
nisms evolved in response to catastrophic privacy breaches caused by simplistic anonymiza-
tion of published data [48]. Differential privacy has gradually gained in popularity with
a sizable body of research exploring its applications [49–60]. However, such systems are
non-trivial to set up and the privacy guarantees come at the cost of maintaining an in-
teractive system to answer queries which are tightly controlled and include added noise
to mask the true response. Differential privacy guarantees that an adversary querying a
statistical database learns the same information about an individual irrespective of its
presence in the database. Protecting privacy even with strong guarantees is challenging
as definitions can break down due to improper assumptions [61].
Frameworks have been proposed to mold differential privacy to develop rigorous privacy
definitions for specific data sharing needs [62]. Attempts have also been made to ex-
tend the notion of differential privacy to social networks [63–66]; the task here is more
challenging due to the records being related to each other in contrast to a traditional
statistical database which assumes independence of records. Most approaches designed to
protect privacy in social graphs aim to provide either edge differential privacy [67–70] –
protecting the presence of a relationship in a graph or the much stronger node differential
privacy [71, 72] – protecting the presence of an individual along with all their relation-
ships. Differential privacy is essentially an interactive technique but it has been used to
suggest non-interactive approaches. Sala et al. [68] propose Pygmalion, a differentially
private graph model to protect edge privacy. The model takes a graph and a pre-defined
differential privacy guarantee and generates a structurally similar synthetic graph using
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degree correlations. The approach provides a privacy guarantee comparable to the purely
differential privacy case with much less noise. The authors aim to achieve a middle ground
between the anonymized release of data and a tightly-controlled query-based system. The
technique impacts the utility of the graphs and has limited applicability without advance
knowledge of data processing needs. Additionally, the incorrect estimation of the privacy
parameter exposes the data to structural graph de-anonymization attacks, while choosing
the parameter too aggressively destroys all utility.
Wang and Wu [69] also employ degree correlation to provide edge differential privacy in
graph generation. The technique enforces differential privacy on graph model parameters
learned from the original graph; synthetic graphs are generated subsequently using the
graph model with private parameters. Xiao et al. [70] use an estimate of the connection
probabilities between the graph vertices to infer the structure of the graph in a differentially
private manner with reduced noise. Proserpio et al. [73, 74] present a data analysis platform
wPINQ, which non-uniformly scales down the contribution of challenging records instead
of scaling up the magnitude of noise in differentially private computations. The authors
show that their technique produces higher accuracy by circumventing the worst-case
requirements of differential privacy and can improve results of graph analysis.
Privacy definitions that are more suited to social graphs have also been suggested, Gehrke et
al. [75] propose a zero-knowledge based definition strictly stronger than differential privacy
and particularly suited to modeling privacy in social networks, the authors demonstrate
the computation of a variety of statistics under the proposed notion.
Approaches have also been proposed that use the interactive query based mechanism
inspired by differential privacy but without any provable privacy guarantees. Such ap-
proaches are generally ad-hoc and typically provide an interface for data analysts to query.
The queries aim to provide safe answers but do not tightly control the information revealed;
this reduces the granularity and dimensionality of the information and limits the scope
of attack. de Montjoye et al. [76] propose openPDS – a personal metadata management
framework that allows individuals to collect, store, and give fine-grained access to their
metadata to third parties. The platform allows services to get answers to queries which
are computed on an individual’s metadata instead of trying to anonymize it. Revealing
pre-computed results reduces the scope of privacy breach without publishing the dataset.
The methodology does provide a compromise between pure differential privacy mechanism
and publishing the entire database and might be worth considering depending upon the
sensitivity of the dataset.
In summary, differential-privacy approaches are constrained due their complexity, their
limited ability to handle general computation scenarios, and the reduced accuracy due
to lack of data application knowledge which is seldom known beforehand; but they do
open up an interesting new avenue for privacy protection research. Interactive mechanisms
which are easier to implement also exist but come without any provable privacy guarantees
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and should be used prudently.
2.5 Clustering-based schemes
Clustering-based graph anonymization schemes release aggregate graph information in-
stead of the raw graph. We take a brief look at some of them in this section.
Zheleva and Getoor [77] consider the case of social graphs where nodes representing
individuals have multiple types of relationships among them, some of which are sensitive.
The relationships are represented by multiple edges between a pair of nodes; thus the
social network is a multigraph. The authors assume that the nodes are clustered into
equivalence classes based on their attributes. A number of measures are suggested to hide
sensitive relationships, all of which include removal of sensitive edges. Additional privacy is
provided by either deleting a fraction of non-sensitive edges, releasing non-sensitive edges
among equivalence classes, deleting a fraction of non-sensitive edges among equivalence
classes and deleting all edges. Multigraphs are not a very common way to represent social
networks and the suggested measures have limited scope.
Cormode et al. [78] present a technique that perturbs the mapping from entity to nodes
using safe groupings while keeping the structure of the graph intact.
Hay et al. [79] propose preserving privacy by grouping nodes into partitions. The published
data include the number of nodes in each partition and density of edges that exist within
and across partitions. This technique reduces the granularity of data by clustering nodes
into supernodes and edges into superedges. The authors suggest sampling a random graph
from the published data for graph analysis.
Campan and Truta [80] present a clustering mechanism similar to Hay et al. [79], but
propose preserving privacy under one extra complication – when the nodes have attributes.
They present ways to generalize categorical attributes based on predefined hierarchies and
numerical attributes using intervals. The generalizations are carried out at cluster level
after splitting the nodes into clusters.
Bhagat et al. [81] propose using label lists to protect the privacy of node attributes and
partitioning nodes into classes to protect against structural attacks. Instead of completely
removing node identifiers they suggest replacing them with a list of identifiers among
which one is its true identifier, the graph structure is left intact. The paper claims that
choosing the list carefully prevents the attacker from guessing the true identifier with
high probability. Such anonymization does not protect against structural attacks and
the scenario seems limited in scope. The authors follow the approach of Hay et al. [79]
and Campan et al. [80] to guard against structural attacks by partitioning the nodes into
classes and only releasing the interaction between classes.
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Clustering nodes and edges of a social graph is a useful way of publishing summarized
results. It provides a certain amount of privacy with limited data utility as the published
data is preprocessed. Summarizing information does away with the possibility of granular
analysis and only provides an aggregate view. Perturbation-based schemes fare better in
terms of data utility, and we discuss them next.
2.6 Perturbation-based schemes
Instead of releasing aggregate information, perturbation-based schemes introduce imperfec-
tions in the social graph before publishing it. The primary goal is to deter graph-structure-
based de-anonymization attacks. Certain schemes appear frequently in the anonymization
literature; they all involve deleting/adding edges in various ways. Some of them are:
• Random Sparsification (RSP) [5, 82] – This scheme deletes a fraction of graph edges
at random.
• Random Add/Delete (RAD) [82–84] – The graph is perturbed by deleting a number
of edges followed by introducing the same number of non-edges at random, this
preserves the total number of edges in the graph.
• Random Switch (RSW) [82, 84–86] – This scheme involves randomly selecting two
edges and switching them across node pairs which are not already connected. As
seen in Figure 2.1 the edges (a, b) and (c, d) are transformed to either (a, c) and (b, d)
or (a, d) and (b, c) given that those edges do not already exist. The number of edges
and the individual node degrees are preserved by this scheme.
a b
c d
eit
her
or
a b
c d
a b
c d
Figure 2.1: Random Switch
Ying and Wu [84] present a scheme to preserve the spectral properties of the graph which
are often damaged by random perturbation. To this end, spectrum-preserving versions of
RAD and RSW are proposed. The authors consider an adversary with only the knowledge
of target node degree, such an adversary is weak and limited. The anonymity provided
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is measured using a posteriori analysis of a link being discovered in the original graph
after observing the perturbed graph. The anonymity provided by the spectrum-preserving
approach is shown to be at most as good as RAD and RSW, which (as demonstrated in
Chapter 4) are pretty weak to begin with. Sacrificing more privacy to enhance utility
might make the scheme completely unusable for privacy protection. The paper only tries
to mitigate a particular type of subgraph attack [87] and is inefficient for large graphs.
Liu et al. [88] propose ways to preserve edge-weight privacy of a released graph. The paper
presents two algorithms. The first algorithm perturbs the edge weights by introducing
Gaussian noise to preserve the length of the perturbed shortest paths. The second algo-
rithm follows a greedy approach to preserve some of the shortest paths after perturbation
as well as keep the perturbation in length to a minimum. The scheme covers a very narrow
set of problems and is limited in scope.
Xue et al. [89] (Random Edge Perturbation – REP) suggest a scheme where the graph
is perturbed by removing a fraction of edges and adding the same fraction of non-edges.
Their aim is to defeat the narrow set of structural attacks presented by Backstrom et al. [87]
where the attacker launches active (sybil) and passive attacks by searching patterns in
sub-graphs to learn relationships between pre-selected target individuals. The authors
claim that knowing the perturbation factor allows the estimation of important graph
metrics. However, adding huge numbers of non-edges greatly warps the graph, which is
then of little use (even with the knowledge of the perturbation factor which authors claim
to be only known to the legitimate data recipient).
Mittal et al. [90] propose a random-walk approach to rewire edges in the graph to protect
link privacy. The scheme provides a good balance between utility preservation and privacy
achieved. The authors analyze link privacy based on Bayesian formulation of the adver-
sary’s priors as well as a risk-based measure which does not assume any prior knowledge
by the adversary. A formal treatment of perturbed graph utility and its relation to privacy
is also provided.
Liu and Mittal [91] propose LinkMirage to protect link privacy between labeled vertices.
The authors propose clustering static and dynamic graphs into communities and then
perturbing the inter-cluster and intra-cluster links to protect privacy. Clustering in dy-
namic graphs finds community structures in evolving graphs by simultaneously considering
consecutive graphs; subsequently changed communities are perturbed to keep the pertur-
bation minimal. Their approach allows high level of privacy in the perturbation process
while preserving graph utility.
2.6.1 k-Anonymity-based schemes
Li et al. [92] show that k-anonymity based schemes fail to provide sufficient protection
against re-identification. However, they can be preceded with a random sampling step to
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provide levels of privacy guaranteed by differential privacy with reasonable parameters.
k-anonymity provides some desirable properties; however, in its pure form it is known
to be of little use in protecting high-dimensional datasets [6]. This has not prevented
people from proposing a multitude of k-anonymity based graph anonymization schemes.
Such schemes show a gradual progression – starting with making the degrees of nodes
k-anonymous followed by 1-hop neighborhood to 2-hop neighborhood. The schemes that
target neighborhoods aim to modify the sub-graph around each node in such a way that
it becomes indistinguishable from k − 1 other nodes. Such schemes are computationally
very expensive and some are known to be NP-hard [93, 94]. Also, they are particularly
damaging to the graph’s overall utility; the anonymization strategy makes it hard to
analyze community structure and related properties. We describe some of the schemes
which fall under this sub-category in the next paragraphs.
Liu and Terzi [95] (k-Degree Anonymous – KDA) propose to make the graph k-degree
anonymous. They model the attacker’s prior knowledge as the degree of a target node and
present a perturbation scheme that ensures that there are at least k nodes of any given
degree. The authors present various algorithms to achieve k-degree anonymization. The
proposed adversarial model is weak and has limited scope. Knowledge of the node degrees
also allows the attacker to sketch attacks based on their distribution, but the authors do
not discuss this and constrain the attacker to only use exact degrees.
Zhou and Pei [96] (1-hop k-Anonymous – 1HKA) present a scheme to make the nodes in
a social network k-anonymous with respect to their 1-hop neighborhood. The authors
assume that the adversary only has knowledge of 1-hop neighborhood of the target node.
The adversarial model is weak as attacks by much stronger adversaries already exist [5].
The problem is shown to be NP-hard and a greedy approach is proposed instead of finding
the optimal solution. The utility of the anonymized graphs is not very encouraging and
is limited in scope. The experiments are conducted on sparse graphs with low average
degree which already require noticeable increase in the number of edges, the number of
edges inserted and computational complexity are likely to rise significantly with increase
in average node degree.
Thompson and Yao [97] propose schemes similar to KDA and 1HKA to achieve k-degree
anonymity and 1-hop k-anonymity. Their scheme relies on clustering nodes first and then
anonymizing the node clusters by adding and deleting edges to conform them to the
anonymity level sought. The scheme is not optimal and uses heuristics to cluster nodes.
Zou et al. [94] propose an anonymization scheme based on graph isomorphism. They
modify the original graph by inserting vertices and edges such that each node has at least
k− 1 automorphisms. Such a strategy limits the probability of node re-identification to 1
k
.
To achieve this, first, the graph is partitioned into blocks of sub-graphs, these blocks are
then grouped into groups of size k. Each of the blocks in these groups are made isomorphic,
the algorithm also considers the edges linking the blocks. The authors acknowledge that
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finding optimal edge insertions to make blocks in a group isomorphic is NP-hard, and they
propose heuristics to get around this problem. Finding the optimal graph partition is also
shown to be NP-complete. The approach is marred by several critical problems which
make the scheme unusable. The number of edges inserted is bounded by (k−1) ·E (where
E is the number of edges in the original graph), the paper does not provide a tighter bound
and even for modestly high k the graph would be too noisy [82, 83]. Utility is analyzed
using small graphs of low average degree at k = 10. Results on such graphs cannot be
generalized and they deteriorate significantly at k = 20 which is fairly low. Additionally
such techniques make it very hard to study community structure.
Cheng et al. [93] aim to protect against two kinds of attacks in anonymized social networks,
NodeInfo – identifying information related to a node and LinkInfo – identifying relationship
between a node pair. To this end they define the notion of k-security such that an adversary
armed with any kind of structural knowledge cannot launch these attacks with a success
probability of greater than 1
k
. The authors show that the problem is NP-hard. They
subsequently provide a solution using k-isomorphism by splitting the original graph into
k isomorphic disjoint sub-graphs such that they are pair-wise isomorphic, this is shown to
be both sufficient and necessary for protection. The generated sub-graphs are meant to
be a sample of the graph, but an analysis to confirm whether this sample is representative
is missing. The LinkInfo attack is particularly notorious to protect against as it can be
completely successful despite nodes being k-anonymous. This is identical to the problem
that l-diversity [39] tries to solve. Anonymization using k-isomorphism is limited at
providing privacy. The results presented are based on analysis of small graphs (largest
graph has 20 000 nodes) with very low average degree (≈ 5) using small values of k. This
does not at all represent real-world graphs and the results cannot be generalized. Even
if we overlook this weakness, the scheme does not scale and cannot handle large graphs
due to exponential runtime. Utility is measured by comparing path lengths and degree
distribution of the original and perturbed graphs. Such analysis does not account for
distortion of community structure, which is significant for the proposed scheme.
Wu et al. [98] propose k-symmetry to obscure node identities. The graphs are anonymized
by forcing each node to have at least k − 1 structurally equivalent counterparts to mask
their identity irrespective of the structural knowledge that the adversary may possess. The
authors achieve this goal by introducing new edges and vertices. A backbone sampling is
also proposed to extract the core structure from the modified graph to compute global
graph metrics. The suggested approach has several serious flaws. Firstly, the authors
assume that the anonymization algorithm is provided with the list of vertices that are
isomorphic to each other so that the algorithm can extend the size of the list to at least k.
Computing this list is far from trivial and is known to be polynomially equivalent to the
Graph Isomorphism problem [99]. The authors get around this hurdle by using Nauty13
13http://cs.anu.edu.au/~bdm/nauty/
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to compute approximate lists. This does not scale well and has problems handling even
graphs with as few as 20 000 nodes. The experiments conducted are in line with this and
the largest graph used has merely 4 213 nodes, casting serious doubts on the applicability
of the findings. Secondly, the anonymization algorithm has a time complexity of O(k2 ·n2)
where n is the number of nodes in the graph, which is rather expensive. For real world
graphs with tens of millions of nodes and moderately sized k ≈ 100, the cost is very high.
Lastly, the results presented claim to preserve global graph metrics to a large extent;
however, the size of graph used for analysis is too small (just a few thousand nodes, as
noted), with low average node degree, and values of k in the range of 5 to 10 which is far
too small. Choosing higher k values would skew the graph by a huge factor; k-symmetry is
a huge hindrance to allowing any local level analysis. Also, introducing vertices is specially
damaging as such a graph no longer represents the true reality beyond preserving some
global metrics which can be similar for graphs which are otherwise completely different.
As k-anonymization guarantees get stronger the complexity rises exponentially and we
run into NP-hard problems. Even if efficiency is disregarded, the guarantees provided
require suppressing huge amounts of information [6] thus rendering the data useless. In
Chapter 4 we analyze a representative sample of six anonymization schemes – RSP, RAD,
RSW, REP, KDA and 1HKA in detail and compare them with the base case when graphs are
not anonymized. The analysis studies the true marginal anonymity achieved purely due
to the anonymization scheme employed and its effect on utility.
2.7 The adversarial model
Adversaries often combine datasets to launch attacks [3, 5, 100–104]. This dissertation
uses the well-studied and widely used adversarial model originally proposed by Narayanan
and Shmatikov [5, 102] to evaluate our attacks presented in Chapters 3 and 5. The
model assumes that the adversary has access to an auxiliary graph which is used as side
information to re-identify individuals in a sanitized graph [105]. Data holders often choose
to sanitize the graphs prior to publishing them by removing the identifying information
of individuals; usually noise is also introduced by manipulating edges.
We simulate this by sampling overlapping graphs from a large social graph. We take a
real world social network G = (V,E) and randomly partition the set of nodes V into two
subsets V1 and V2 with an overlap αV . The overlap between the node sets is measured by
the Jaccard Coefficient, defined as:
JC(X, Y ) =
|X ∩ Y |
|X ∪ Y | (2.1)
where X and Y are sets at least one of which is non-empty. An overlap of αV is obtained
by randomly partitioning V into three subsets VA, VB and VC with sizes
1−αV
2
· |V |, αV · |V |
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and 1−αV
2
· |V | respectively and setting V1 = VA ∪VB and V2 = VB ∪VC . Finally, we create
two graphs G1 = (V1, E1) and G2 = (V2, E2) as node induced sub-graphs of G using vertex
sets V1 and V2.
Further noise is injected through random sparsification (RSP, see § 2.6) – edges between
nodes in G1 and G2 are deleted at random to produce the anonymized auxiliary and
sanitized graphs Gaux = (Vaux, Eaux) and Gsan = (Vsan, Esan) respectively. This is done by
making two copies of the edge set E and independently deleting edges at random from
each copy. The two copies are then projected on to V1 and V2 to obtain Eaux and Esan.
Deleting a fraction β of edges from each copy produces a fraction of (1 − β)2 common
edges and a fraction of 1−β2 present in at least one copy. Thus the edge overlap measured
as Jaccard Coefficient is, αE =
(1−β)2
1−β2 , to obtain this edge overlap a fraction β =
1−αE
1+αE
of edges must be deleted from each copy of E. This overlap is only among the edges of
the subgraph common to Gaux and Gsan; the edge overlap for the entire graph is much
lower. We refer to the vertex sets of Gaux and Gsan as Vaux and Vsan respectively, note
that Vaux = V1 and Vsan = V2. The nodes and edges are stripped of all identifiers, we
only consider the structure of the graphs in further discussions. Deleting edges is popular
and is in fact one of the best ways to introduce noise, as it produces an even degradation
of graph features while providing anonymity superior to many other schemes, as will be
shown in Chapter 4.
2.8 De-anonymizing social networks
Graph de-anonymization attacks broadly fall into two categories – seed-based and seedless.
Seed-based attacks use known mappings across auxiliary and sanitized graphs referred as
seeds to prime the de-anonymization process while seedless attacks proceed without the
prior knowledge of any mappings. Some attacks augment other attacks to enhance their
performance; Nilizadeh et al. [106] (NKA) exploit the community structure of social networks
to augment de-anonymization. The authors propose a divide-and-conquer approach to
de-anonymize nodes is two stages. The first stage maps the communities across graphs,
followed by mapping users within the communities. Experiments on large real world social
networks demonstrates that community-aware network alignment improves performance
in the presence of noise and a low number of seeds.
2.8.1 Seed-based attacks
Srivatsa and Hicks [107] (SH) splice mobility traces with social network data to de-
anonymize mobile users using common friends. The mobility traces are cast as social
graphs to facilitate mapping with a related graph. The authors present a two step process;
the first step identifies landmark nodes which are used to extend the mapping in the second
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step using node similarity heuristics. Node centrality is used to identify landmark nodes
in both graphs; these nodes are mapped by trying all possible combinations and selecting
the most likely mappings using a goodness-of-fit measure. The mapping process is highly
inefficient and can only handle toy problems taking about seven hours for a 125 node
graph. The biggest graph used for evaluation only has 125 nodes and datasets have been
hand curated for the study which raises concerns about the results’ general applicability.
Narayanan and Shmatikov [5] (NS) present a two-phased attack to map nodes across over-
lapping directed graphs using graph topology. The attack presented is self-reinforcing
and feedback-based which provides the adversary more auxiliary information as nodes
are re-identified. The algorithm begins with re-identification of seed mappings in the
first phase which are then propagated to expand the mappings in the second phase. The
attack requires enough seeds of high degree and with specific structural properties. The
propagation step utilizes the seeds and topological information to discover new mappings,
the process is iterative and large scale re-identification is possible under the right circum-
stances. Running the two-phase attack is expensive even with the assumption of error free
seed mappings, the time complexity of the proposed algorithm is O((e1+e2) ·d1 ·d2) where
e1 and e2 are the number of edges and d1 and d2 are the maximum degrees in the two
graphs. The experiments conducted on real world social graphs establishes the feasibility
of the proposed attack.
Narayanan et al. [4] de-anonymize the Kaggle dataset released for link prediction using
a pre-crawled version of the same dataset. Their work combines de-anonymization [5]
and link prediction using random forests, however, the de-anonymization phase does not
use any machine learning. Random forests are used to predict those links which pure
de-anonymization could not uncover. Additionally, their work is based on availability of
ground truth to mount de-anonymization attack on a dataset which is not adversarial.
Cukierski et al.14 got good results just using pure random forests for link prediction, rather
than de-anonymization, for the same dataset.
Backstrom et al. [87] (BDK) were the first to present structural attacks on anonymized
social networks. Both active and passive attacks were considered to de-anonymize users
in published graphs. The active attack proceeds with the adversary inserting a small
number of sybil nodes in the graph before it is released. The sybil nodes create links with
a set of users whose privacy the adversary wishes to violate, a pattern of connections is
also formed among the sybil nodes to make them conspicuous. Thus the adversary can
efficiently find the sybils along with the targeted users in the published anonymized graph.
The passive attack is more subtle, the members of the graph do not form new links but
try to find themselves in the published graph. They then discover links among users to
which they are connected. Both the suggested attacks proceed by searching for sub-graph
14http://blog.kaggle.com/2011/01/14/how-i-did-it-will-cukierski-on-finishing-second-
in-the-ijcnn-social-network-challenge/
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patterns in the released network and assume the published network to be unperturbed.
While the active attack can be targeted it is likely to be detected using various sybil
detection techniques [108–113]. Active attacks are hard to launch at scale; attacker cannot
control the links made to the sybil nodes by the rest of the network, and many social
networks only allow a link to be created if the connection is mutual. Passive attacks are
also hard to launch at scale as colluding nodes can only breach the privacy of individuals
they are already friends with. Additionally, both attacks are sensitive to perturbation in
the released data.
Korula and Lattanzi [114] (KL) use seeds and common neighbors to reconcile users across
social networks. Their algorithm is not meant to be a hostile attack but is aimed at aiding
users with tasks such as suggesting friends. The algorithm starts with a high number of
seeds, about 5-10%, and maps users across overlapping social networks starting from high
degree nodes using common friends. Their technique is based on the absolute number of
common friends and cannot attack low degree nodes. In summary, the adversarial model
is unrealistic due to the high number of seeds needed to mount the attack.
Yartseva and Grossglauser [115] (YG) analyze the of success of seed-based social graph de-
anonymization algorithms. They analyze the dependence of large scale de-anonymization
on the number of seeds and propose ways to estimate the critical seed set size. A seed-based
de-anonymization scheme similar to KL, based on common neighbors, is also proposed
which is shown to depend upon a critical number of seeds, properties of the graph, the
overlap with the auxiliary graph and common neighbor threshold for large scale percolation.
The algorithm has a high error rate when vertex sets of auxiliary and sanitized graphs are
not identical. Setting a threshold prevents it from attacking low degree nodes.
Ji et al. [116] quantify the de-anonymizability of social networks under seed knowledge.
The authors investigate the feasibility of mounting seed-based de-anonymization attacks
on social graphs from the theoretical perspective. A large scale evaluation is conducted
using 24 real world social networks to demonstrate the conditions for perfect and imperfect
de-anonymization and the number of users that can be perfectly de-anonymized. The
results show that structural attacks are more potent than attacks based only on seed
information. The analysis of structural attacks is limited as it does not leverage all the
global graph properties for de-anonymization.
Ji et al. [103] (JLS+) present two seed-based attacks that use structural similarity, common
neighbors and seed-induced distance between nodes to identify node mappings. The first
attack needs the precise knowledge of overlap between the two graphs whereas the second
attack estimates this overlap. The two-phase algorithm starts with seed selection and then
propagates the seed mappings iteratively to neighboring nodes. Each iteration uses the
already mapped nodes to expand the mappings. The technique is resistant to moderate
noise levels and achieves good accuracy. The attack is based on graph metric heuristics
with arbitrarily chosen weighing parameters. The auxiliary graph used to attack the real
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graph are structurally very similar while some datasets are hand-curated. The techniques
presented are similar to the attack presented by Narayanan and Shmatikov [5], although
the authors conduct a broader study.
2.8.2 Seedless attacks
Ji et al. [104] (JLSB) study the de-anonymizability of social networks using structural infor-
mation. They highlight the conditions under which perfect and imperfect de-anonymization
can be achieved. Although, most social networks can be largely de-anonymized it is shown
to be computationally infeasible to search for such an optimal attack. A computationally
feasible optimization-based de-anonymization attack (which is a relaxed version of the
optimum scheme) is proposed as a compromise. The algorithm assumes the auxiliary and
sanitized graphs to have the same node set which is then used to start de-anonymization
by mapping highest degree nodes from both the graphs. In absence of complete match the
algorithm may suffer from high error rates or not even launch. Additionally, the algorithm
does not consider mapping nodes in the case where their degrees have been disproportion-
ately damaged thus skewing the correspondence between high degree nodes. Heuristics
with arbitrarily chosen parameters are used to map nodes based on structural similarity
by minimizing de-anonymization error. The results are good for optimization-based de-
anonymization, though they are run on graphs with high overlap. The theoretical study
sheds light on the difficulties in preserving privacy while publishing structural datasets.
Wondracek et al. [117] employ web-browser history-stealing attacks to demonstrate that
group membership of users of a social network is sufficient to de-anonymize them. The
attack has important privacy implications but requires active effort by the adversary.
Perdarsani et al. [118] (PFG) propose a Bayesian framework to match common nodes across
social networks without seeds. The algorithm proceeds in rounds starting with mapping
high degree nodes based on degree fingerprints. As most likely nodes are mapped they
generate additional features based on distance to the mapped nodes which are used to
map increasing number of nodes in subsequent rounds. The algorithm presented is limited
in scope as the process relies on computing the probability of node pairs being identical
or non-identical based on their features. This requires knowledge of the anonymization
scheme to create a probabilistic model and even after this knowledge it limits the features
used to represent nodes as the model complexity increases with that of the features.
Additionally, the algorithm suffers from inefficiency with a time complexity of O(n3 log n)
where n is the number of nodes in the graph. The proposed strategy is very sensitive to
graph overlap and needs graphs to be sufficiently similar with a large node overlap. We
present an improved de-anonymization algorithm in Chapter 5 which is free from such
limitations as the model is learned by the classifier automatically in the training phase.
Perdarsani and Grossglauser [119] study the conditions under which the structural cor-
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relation of two social graphs sampled with a noise from a larger graph becomes possible.
They investigate the dependence of graph anonymity on its parameters irrespective of the
graph de-anonymization algorithm applied. It is shown that the mean node degree needs
to grow only slightly faster than log n for nodes of a random graph with n nodes to be
identifiable. Although, the existence of an algorithm which achieves perfect matching has
been demonstrated, it remains a challenge to discover it. The work provides further evi-
dence regarding feasibility of graph de-anonymization using topology alone, and highlights
the challenges involved in releasing such data.
2.9 Definitions
In this section we define terms that are commonly used throughout the subsequent chapters.
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1-hop
1-hop
1-hop
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2-hop
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Figure 2.2: The 2-hop egonet of a node
Ego An individual focal node in a graph; a graph has as many egos as it has nodes.
Egonet The local network centered around an ego derived based on some function.
i-hop node A node such that the shortest path length from the node to the ego is i.
i-hop network A node induced neighborhood graph around an ego with all i-hop nodes
included. It is also known as i-hop neighborhood.
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Graph density The fraction of total possible edges that exist in a graph. It is formally
defined as:
2 ·m
n · (n− 1)
where m is number of edges and n is the number of nodes in the graph.
Average node degree The average degree of a node in a graph, defined as:
2 ·m
n
where m is number of edges and n is the number of nodes.
Figure 2.2 shows the 2-hop egonet of a node formed around its 1-hop and 2-hop neighbors.
2.10 Summary
In this chapter we studied the privacy landscape and challenges concerning the release
of highly-dimensional datasets. Starting with privacy in high-dimensional datasets we
saw how it is related to social networks and why it is so hard to preserve when releasing
datasets. We then took a detailed look at the privacy preserving approaches developed
so far – ranging from interactive to non-interactive mechanisms. Most of the approaches
so far have been developed as a response to the attacks on privacy which have always
been a step ahead. As we saw a wide variety of attacks have been proposed to breach
privacy in social networks – seed-based and seedless. So far the attackers seem to be
winning. In the subsequent chapters we propose a new generation of social graph attacks
by replacing the heuristic based algorithms with learning models and describe how it fits in
the present context. Finally, we also discuss ways to mitigate risks associated to releasing
social graph data by limiting its distribution and providing data analysis platforms while
still controlling the datasets.
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Chapter 3
Automating social graph
de-anonymization
3.1 Introduction
A number of the serious privacy cases already discussed, such as the Netflix scandal,
have shown that anonymization of social networks is much harder than it looks. Rich
datasets have are often published for research purposes with only casual attempts to
anonymize them. Research in de-anonymization has also seen an upswing [4, 87, 117, 120],
leading to high-profile data releases being followed by high-profile privacy breaches. These
developments have forced organizations to make some effort to better anonymize the
released data. However, distorting data to achieve this contradicts the very purpose of a
release, since it damages utility. So how hard can it be to re-identify users? In this chapter
we present a generic and automated approach to re-identifying nodes in anonymized social
networks which enables novel anonymization techniques to be quickly evaluated. It uses
a machine-learning model to match pairs of nodes in disparate anonymized subgraphs.
Social network graphs in particular are high-dimensional and feature-rich data sets, and
it is extremely hard to preserve their anonymity. Thus, any anonymization scheme has to
be evaluated in detail, including those with a sound theoretical basis [61]. As discussed
in §§ 2.4 to 2.6, many techniques have been proposed to resist de-anonymization; however
Dwork and Naor have shown [121] that preserving privacy of an individual whose data is
released cannot be achieved in general. The resulting uncertainty makes mass data release
a very tricky proposition specially from the perspective of data subjects.
Ad-hoc vs generic. It has been conclusively demonstrated that merely removing identi-
fiers in social network datasets is not sufficient to guarantee privacy. Despite these results,
data practitioners, continue to propose anonymization strategies in the hope that they
can resist de-anonymization “in practice”, such as the ones used to protect datasets from
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The Data for Development (D4D) challenge. This has led to a cat-and-mouse game: Data
practitioners devise new anonymization variants by tweaking simple building blocks like
sampling, deleting nodes or edges or injecting random ones. Then privacy researchers
devise ad-hoc de-anonymization attacks to break the new variants.
Unraveling each anonymization technique manually, requires considerable effort and time
and each attack can be defeated by a small tweak to the anonymization strategy, often by
destroying specific features the attack exploited. Tailoring attacks to specific scenarios [3]
highlights the problem of anonymization. However, it does little to deter future attempts
to formulate “novel” anonymization techniques. Additionally, the expense involved in
evaluating each new scheme cannot be amortized.
We need generic de-anonymization techniques that will allow cheap and timely evaluation
of novel anonymization schemes, and eliminate large classes of weak ones. In this chap-
ter, we demonstrate the efficacy of automated de-anonymization attacks on real-world
anonymization schemes. They automatically uncover artefacts remaining after anonymiza-
tion that enable re-identification of nodes in social networks. Our automated attacks can
be used quickly and cheaply to screen “novel” anonymization schemes.
Our contributions. The key contribution of this work is to cast the problem of de-
anonymization in social networks as a learning problem, and show that an automated
learning algorithm can be used to evaluate a variety of social network anonymization
strategies. Specifically, we:
• Formulate the problem of de-anonymization in social networks as a learning task.
From a set of examples of known correspondences between nodes (training data) we
wish to learn a good de-anonymization model (§ 3.3.1).
• Describe a non-parametric learning algorithm tailored to the de-anonymization
learning problem in social graphs. The algorithm is based on random decision
forests, with custom features that match social network nodes and a granular graph
structure-based metric to capture the likelihood of node re-identification (§§ 3.3.2
to 3.3.4).
• Evaluate the learning algorithm on a real-world de-anonymization task from the
D4D challenge, and compare it with an ad-hoc approach (§ 3.4.4).
• Show that the algorithm and model learn sufficient information about the anonymiza-
tion algorithm, rather than the specific dataset anonymized, to be useful when de-
anonymizing social networks of a different nature than the ones used for training
(§ 3.4.3).
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• We apply the automated learning algorithm, to a standard problem [5] of de-
anonymizing nodes across social networks. It performs well, even when a very
small number of examples are used to train it (§§ 3.4.4 and 3.4.5).
The work presented in this chapter is based on the paper titled An Automated Social Graph
De-anonymization Technique [122] published in the Proceedings of the 13th Workshop
on Privacy in the Electronic Society (WPES 2014), and is in collaboration with George
Danezis. I did all the day-to-day work while George acted as a senior academic advisor
for this work. George proposed the idea of using machine learning to de-anonymize social
networks. The design of the system evolved through our discussions. I wrote the code
and conducted all the experiments. The first draft of the paper was written by me and
was subsequently reviewed by George.
3.2 Motivation: the D4D challenge
In July 2012 Orange unveiled the Data for Development (D4D) challenge1 to promote
research in behavioral science in the Ivory Coast using a number of mobile call datasets.
The datasets are based on “anonymized” call detail records extracted from Orange’s
customer base. The data was collected for 150 days, from December 1, 2011 until April 28,
2012, and contains 2.5 Billion calls and SMS exchanges between around 5 Million users, i.e.
a quarter of the Ivory Coast population [123]. Teams with access to the datasets had to
sign appropriate non-disclosure and ethics agreements to protect privacy and supplement
the anonymization procedures employed.
Prior to release, the organizers asked us to evaluate the quality of the anonymization
scheme used. We examined the datasets, proposed an ad-hoc de-anonymization mechanism,
and advised them accordingly. As a result the organizers independently modified the
anonymization process (Scheme 2) prior to the final release. In total four datasets were
released for analysis [124]. In this work we concentrate on analyzing the anonymization
procedures for dataset 4, representing an anonymized phone call graph. We study two
versions of the anonymization scheme that were used for dataset 4: the first is the scheme
(Scheme 1) we were provided for evaluation, and the second (Scheme 2) is the scheme
they devised for the final data release. We compare the two strategies, analyze them and
present de-anonymization attacks for both of them. We note that none of our results are
based on processing the actual D4D datasets – we evaluate the anonymization process
only, using datasets with known ground truth.
1http://www.d4d.orange.com/
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3.2.1 Data release and anonymization
The two variants of the anonymization process select a number of highly connected indi-
viduals (egos) and output a social subgraph around them (egonets).
Scheme 1. The initial dataset contains subgraphs of about 8 300 randomly selected in-
dividuals. Each subgraph contains all communication amongst the egos and their contacts
for up to two degrees of separation. The data also includes the volume of calls, duration
of calls within a period and their directionality. The data spans a period of 150 days
which is split into two-week chunks. Individuals are assigned random identifiers which
remain the same across time slots but are unique to each subgraph. This is meant to
obfuscate links between subgraphs to prevent an adversary from reconstructing a larger
communication graph by stitching subgraphs together. We refer to this anonymization
strategy as “Scheme 1”.
It is extremely hard to anonymize graph data without preventing meaningful analysis of
the data, the methods used to analyze graphs can equivalently be used to compromise
privacy, our analyses of the datasets corroborates this theory. Difficulty in anonymization
is specially apparent for dataset 4 which releases high-dimensional and feature-rich data
like graph topology, research suggests that such data is almost impossible to anonymize
efficiently without seriously limiting its usage [3, 6, 125].
Scheme 2. Following our preliminary analysis the organizers independently modified
the anonymization scheme prior to the final release:
1. the number of egonets released was reduced from 8 300 to 5 000;
2. all links between the 2-hop nodes (friend-of-friend to friend-of-friend of the ego) were
deleted;
3. the number of calls, duration of calls and the directionality of calls between two
users was removed;
4. calls with easy to re-identify features were removed, such as to or from public phones.
These changes degrade the information available to adversaries but, as we demonstrate,
they do not guarantee anonymity. We refer to the modified anonymization strategy as
“Scheme 2”.
The toy example presented in Figures 3.1a and 3.1b illustrates the difference between the
two schemes when anonymizing the same ego subgraph. The nodes represent individuals
and the edges indicate their communications. The entire 2-hop ego network has been
released for Scheme 1, whereas the interactions between the 2-hop nodes have been deleted
in Scheme 2.
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ego
1-hop
1-hop
1-hop
2-hop
2-hop
2-hop 2-hop
(a) Scheme 1
ego
1-hop
1-hop
1-hop
2-hop
2-hop
2-hop 2-hop
(b) Scheme 2
Figure 3.1: Scheme 1 preserves the complete 2-hop network while Scheme 2 removes edges
between 2-hop nodes
3.2.2 Robustness of anonymization
The intent behind both anonymization schemes is to obscure the full social graph by only
releasing unlinkable subgraphs. Releasing the full graph would lead to de-anonymization
risks similar to those against Netflix [3] or AOL2 (see, § 2.1.1). Therefore the primary aim
of our privacy evaluation is to determine the extent to which the same node in different
anonymized sub-nets may or may not be linkable. Special attention needs to be paid to
the false positive rate, namely when we label two nodes as identical when in fact they
are not. Even a small false positive rate may in general introduce considerable noise in
piecing together subgraphs, since matching a node to a n-node subgraph may only contain
a single match but at least n− 1 mismatches.
Success of de-anonymization. The success of de-anonymization is measured by an
individual’s risk of re-identification [3, 5, 117]. To model this we measure the probability
of re-linking an individual present in two social graphs purely based on topology. More
formally, we measure the indistinguishability of an identical pair of individuals from a
random pair. Members of the pair belong to different social networks under evaluation.
We note that we have concentrated on matching nodes between egonets as a measure of
success of de-anonymization. This is the task we were required to perform when evaluating
the actual D4D dataset on behalf of the competition organizers. However, this reduces to
a lower bound on the probability of matching an anonymized egonet with a fuller social
graph or a fragment of the social graph. One may simply take the full social graph and
apply the anonymization procedure to generate egonets. Then our techniques can be
2http://www.nytimes.com/2006/08/09/technology/09aol.html
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applied to determine a match. However, we also discuss how to apply our technique
directly.
Finally, our success rates need to be interpreted as lower bounds. We use graph-metric
based node features that are not complete: better ones may be found that improve the
de-anonymization rate. This is particularly true of the node features used as part of our
machine learning approach. Automatically trained classifiers are capable of out-performing
humans in many tasks, but are limited when it comes to using higher level features. Thus,
even when de-anonymization rates are low, our results can never be interpreted as a proof
of security, only an illustration of vulnerability.
Graph isomorphism problem. The challenge of matching social graphs to reconcile
identities of individuals is rooted in the graph isomorphism problem [126]. Two graphs G
and H are considered isomorphic if there is a bijective mapping between the node sets of
the graphs such that it preserves the edges between the nodes in both graphs. Babai and
Luks [127] proposed a solution to the problem with a runtime complexity of 2O(
√
n logn),
this was subsequently improved by Babai [128] to 2O(log
c n); where n is the number of
nodes in the graph. Czajka and Pandurangan [129] show that efficient solutions for graph
isomorphism problem exist for random graphs. Some variants of the problem are subgraph
isomorphism problem [130, 131] – determining if G contains a subgraph that is isomorphic
to H and maximum common subgraph isomorphism problem [132, 133] – finding the largest
subgraph of G that is isomorphic to a subgraph of H. No polynomial time algorithms are
known for these problems in the general setting. The problem of mapping nodes across
overlapping social graphs is even harder due to the noisy and dynamic nature of the graphs
and relations between the nodes. As seen in Chapter 2 so far the approach to solve these
problems has been to recover an imperfect matching often using seed mappings to initiate
the process.
3.2.3 Ad-hoc de-anonymization
We first present an ad-hoc attack on Scheme 1 that links nodes across egonets. We observe
that we may encounter three distinct cases when linking nodes from two different egonets,
that allow different types of analysis:
Case 1: “1-hop”. Both nodes are at a distance of 1-hop from the ego, or are the ego in
both subgraphs;
Case 2: “1,2-hop”. Only one of the two nodes is 2-hops from the ego in one subgraph;
Case 3: “2-hop”. Both nodes are at a distance of 2-hops from the ego in both subgraphs.
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Given a large egonet it is easy to detect which case we are tackling by first identifying
the ego. In a medium-sized subgraph it is the single node from which all others are at
most 2-hops away. If more than one node satisfies this relation we cannot detect the ego
accurately. However, this does not affect the attack.
The ad-hoc attack exploits the variability of degree distributions of nodes in social networks,
which is known to approximately follow a power-law [134]. We observe that the entire
1-hop neighborhood of nodes that are friends of the ego is preserved in Scheme 1 (since
the full degree 2 graph is extracted). Therefore for Case 1 node pairs we can generate a
signature for nodes that is invariant under the anonymization procedure: the signature
for each node consists of the sorted list of degrees of all the nodes in its 1-hop network.
For example, if a 1-hop node has four friends with degree 3, 2, 2 and 1 in its 1-hop
network then its signature is {1, 2, 2, 3, 4}. When a large signature of two 1-hop nodes,
in different egonets, matches exactly we classify them as being the same node. We present
an evaluation of the effectiveness of this attack in § 3.4.
3.2.4 Limitations of ad-hoc de-anonymization
We tried to extend the attack to node pairs in Case 2 and Case 3 by using an approximate
match on their common 1-hop nodes. Since considerable parts of the neighborhood of
2-hop nodes are deleted we cannot use an exact signature match on them. Perhaps
unsurprisingly, we got mixed results for this approach and they were neither consistent nor
robust. Extending the attack to Scheme 2 was even more restrictive; the exact signature
match is not applicable for Case 1 due to the edges being deleted in relation to the ego,
thus precluding any extension to other categories.
The failure to generalize this approach is quite limiting: overlaps between egonets are
likely to contain a 2-hop node rather than exclusively 1-hop nodes, since the number
of 2-hop nodes is considerably larger. The attack on node pairs involving 2-hop nodes
cannot be mounted unless the egonet pair has some 1-hop nodes in common. Due to the
unsatisfactory results we do not discuss an ad-hoc extension of this attack any further,
and simply consider it inapplicable for Scheme 1 Cases 2 and 3 and Scheme 2 completely.
Overall, constructing such ad-hoc attacks is an expensive procedure. It requires manual
identification of some invariant property between subgraphs. It is also rare that such ad-
hoc attacks make use of a combination of weak features – since identifying them by hand
would be a laborious process. A reliance on quasi-invariant features makes such ad-hoc
attacks quite fragile. This is exemplified by the anonymization procedure of Scheme 2
that severely degrades features vital to the ad-hoc attack, namely the edges between the
2-hop nodes which generates inconsistent signatures of 1-hop nodes and renders our attack
completely useless.
This points to a more significant problem, relating to the economics of privacy research:
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designing new variants of anonymization procedures is cheap; analyzing them requires
manual labor to extract new complex invariants, even when the schemes are quite obviously
leaking a lot of identifying information. Attacking even simple anonymization techniques
individually is not practical and provides diminishing returns. Instead, we propose a
general approach that applies to the analysis of anonymized social graphs. It uses machine
learning to automatically learn invariants or informative relations between the same node
in different egonets or subgraphs.
3.3 Learning de-anonymization
Graphs carry a huge amount of information and research has shown that it is notoriously
hard to release graph data for meaningful analysis while preserving privacy. Although
successful and efficient attacks have been presented, they are hand-crafted for a particular
problem. As illustrated by our analysis of Scheme 1 and the slight modifications in Scheme 2
this approach gets expensive for the analyst. To tackle this challenge we use techniques
from machine learning to automatically uncover and learn invariants and similarities that
can be used to link data in anonymized graphs. We present a classifier using random
forests, and use it to mount attacks on Scheme 1 and Scheme 2 using a common algorithm
despite their differences. The results are presented in § 3.4.
3.3.1 De-anonymization: a learning problem
A large number of variants of anonymization algorithms can be devised at low cost through
combinations of sampling, injecting random nodes, removing specific or random nodes, or
picking specific subgraph. Each variant would traditionally require careful manual analysis
to devise an effective de-anonymization strategy. Thus the evaluation of such algorithms –
and the demonstration that they perform poorly – is a labor intensive process. However we
observe a key commonality of “useful” anonymization procedures: they need to preserve a
rich set of generic features of the original graph, and its subgraphs, to provide an acceptable
degree of utility to legitimate data users. As a consequence a subset of those features may
be automatically refined as identifiers to de-anonymize the nodes.
We propose to replace the manual process of devising de-anonymization strategies by a
generic learning algorithm. The learning algorithm takes an anonymization algorithm and
automatically learns a model that allows the de-anonymization of a significant fraction
of social network nodes. The learning algorithm does not require a full description of
the anonymization scheme. Instead, we provide the learning algorithm with examples of
network nodes that are meant to be unlinkable. The algorithm then automatically learns
sets of features that constitute effective invariants that allow linking and de-anonymization.
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Two de-anonymization problems are considered in this chapter within the generic learning
framework:
• Linkage between sub-nets: Two nodes in two different anonymized subgraphs
are presented to the algorithm, which must decide whether they represent the same
subject or not. This is the problem associated with linking ego-nets in the D4D
challenge. This task forms the core of our evaluation.
• Linkage between raw and anonymized graphs: A vertex in a raw graph and
a vertex in an anonymized graph are presented, and the algorithm has to decide
whether they represent the same user. This more traditional task is discussed in
§ 3.4.4.
The models learned for the tasks in both cases above are presented with two target user
nodes in two different subgraphs. Ultimately, their task is to classify the two target graph
nodes as representing the same user or not.
Original Call Graph
Anonymization Process
Anonymized Egonets
Training Set
Known node pairs
Evaluation Set
Identical node pair?
Figure 3.2: The model for D4D sub-net linking learning task
The role of training examples. Our learning algorithm makes use of examples of
anonymized graphs, to learn invariants that can be used to link nodes. These can be
generated at will by applying a black-box anonymization algorithm. It is best if the
training examples come from the same distribution as the target anonymized networks.
For example, the D4D challenge publishes mobile phone call graphs, so using some mobile
phone call graph to generate training examples is best. Finding some example call records,
and processing them to produce examples of anonymized subgraphs is easy for a serious
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adversary. We note that the training examples do not have to contain any nodes that will
be in the actual target anonymized graphs, unlike previous approaches [5] that required
known seeds to bridge anonymized and raw graphs. Thus, for example, one may use an
available call subgraph from one operator to train an attack on anonymized call graph
from a competing operator. In § 3.4.2 we provide an extensive analysis in this setting,
using very few training examples.
However, we note that training examples uncover artefacts of the anonymization technique
that enable attacks, not merely quirks of the specific training data. This is illustrated in
§ 3.4.3 by the fact that training examples from graphs of a very different nature, leads
to de-anonymization success in other graphs. Figure 3.2 illustrates the sub-net linking
learning task; the model learns to de-anonymize nodes by training based on a set of egonets
that are different from those being attacked.
3.3.2 Decision trees and random forests
Decision trees and random forests have been widely used in computer vision with significant
success and better results than other machine learning techniques [135–138]; Microsoft
Kinect for XBox 360 being one of the most recent achievements [139]. Our generic model
for de-anonymization is represented as a collection (forest) of decision trees on graph
features, which are learned using a random decision forest training algorithm.
A random decision forest is an ensemble of randomly trained decision trees [140, 141] and
was first introduced in the context of hand-written digit recognition [141, 142]. However,
ensemble methods were proposed even earlier by Schapire [143] as a boosting algorithm
which builds accurate strong classifiers as a linear combination of many weak ones by
iteratively re-weighting training data. Each tree of a random forest is a simple learner
which provides a rough prediction. The prediction of trees, representing multiple learners
of different types, are collated together resulting in a performance improvement [144–147].
A detailed treatment of decision forests and their applications can be found in the technical
report by Criminisi et al. [148]. Here we present a brief overview of the techniques.
Decision trees. A decision tree is comprised of nodes and edges arranged in a hierarchi-
cal structure. We use binary trees in our work because using n-ary trees (n > 2) does not
provide significant accuracy benefits [148]. The branch nodes of the tree are called split
nodes and the terminal nodes are the leaf nodes. A decision tree uses a weak classifier at
each split node to route an item to the “left” or “right” child node based on its features.
The item is routed down the tree, ultimately reaching a leaf node where one class, or a
distribution over classes, is assigned. The features on which the split node predicates are
defined is problem-specific – we propose features to represent an anonymized graph in
§ 3.3.3.
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Training and testing. The tree-training phase involves injecting labeled data into
the tree to optimize the split parameters at the internal nodes and determining the leaf
predictors. Given a set of pre-labeled data points, each internal node finds a split of
points based on some feature that produces maximum information gain as defined by
Equation (3.1). Each internal node of the tree is associated with a binary classifier also
known as weak learner, whose output decides the data split for a given parameter. Here
SL denotes the set of points passed to the left child of the split node, SR denotes the set
of points passed to the right child. We denote S as the set SL ∪ SR of all items used to
train a split node. To train each split node we select the feature of items in S producing
sub-sets SL and SR such that it maximizes the information gain objective function:
I = H(S)−
∑
i∈{L,R}
| S i |
| S |H(S
i) (3.1)
where H(S) is the Shannon entropy of the labels in set S with elements belonging to the
set of classes C is given by:
H(S) = −
∑
c∈C
Pr[c] log Pr[c].
Maximizing the information gain at every split node decreases entropy of data and increases
confidence in tree prediction. Each leaf node stores the empirical distribution of the classes
associated with the subset of training data reaching that leaf node. The predictor is defined
as the probability of a data point belonging to a particular class based on the distribution.
We only use binary classification, hence we have just two classes.
The decision forest model. An ensemble of randomly trained decision trees constitutes
a random decision forest. Randomness is injected into trees during training by:
• Bagging: a random subset of training data is used for each tree [142];
• Randomized node optimization: each split node is trained using a random subset of
features [149].
These techniques are orthogonal and we use both of them to produce different trees as
discussed in § 3.3.4.
The trees of a random forest are trained independently in parallel. A data point is classified
by pushing it through all the trees, branching left or right within each tree according to the
item features, until it reaches the leaves of all trees (this process can also be parallelized).
The prediction of each tree at the corresponding leaf node is averaged to generate an
aggregate forest prediction, defined as:
p(c|v) = 1
T
T∑
t=1
pt(c|v) (3.2)
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where p(c|v) is the empirical probability (as computed by the random forest) that given a
feature vector v, it belongs to a data point of class c, T is the number of trees and pt(c|v)
is the prediction of an individual tree. We use T = 400 trees in our experiments.
3.3.3 Specialized social graph features
Random forests rely on finding features that when combined using many weak learners,
classify the data accurately. Training ensures that the best features are retained, and their
best conjunction will be selected per tree. Different trees allow disjunctions of features to
contribute to classification.
A balance must be struck between too generic or too specific features. If the features are
too generic, in that they appear in most subgraphs, then classification will be akin to
guessing. On the other hand if they are too specific and rely on intricate graph structures,
then they may be seriously damaged during anonymization. In all cases efficient feature
extraction is important to allow for fast training and evaluation.
Node similarity metrics have been well known to significantly improve the confidence
and accuracy in predicting links between nodes [86, 150–157]. Cukierski et al. [158]
summarize techniques to differentiate between fake and real edges in a graph using similar
features. The authors use a variety of features and random forests to reach their final
result. Although a much simpler problem compared to link prediction, the features help
in finding similarity scores between nodes.
Henderson et al. [159] define regional features to represent a node in a graph. The features
are extracted using node degree and egonet structure around the node. The experiments
show the efficacy of these features in transferring learning from one graph to another by
training a model using topological features to describe a node. The features are scalable,
robust to noise and perform well in general data mining tasks such as node classification
and social graph de-anonymization. Nunes et al. [160] propose techniques to resolve user
identifiers in social networks using binary classification. The task is similar to ours and
a classification model is used to distinguish between a pair of identifiers as belonging to
the same individual or not. The features used to describe a pair of identifiers consist of
similarity between profile information, interests and friend lists. Results indicate that the
user identities can be distinguished with a high success rate.
Inspired by the results from the confluence of link prediction and machine learning litera-
ture we present a solution which uses these techniques for social graph de-anonymization.
We use the degrees (number of friends) of the “friends” of a node as features. Degree
distribution is a fundamental property of social networks [134] and a node can be uniquely
identified by its neighborhood degree distribution [83]. Most anonymization strategies
strive to preserve some utility of the data, and damaging such a fundamental property
of graph elements unpredictably has an averse effect on utility. Hence, the very fact
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node degrees are predictably perturbed also allows us to mount an attack: we expect
the distribution of degrees in the neighborhood of subgraph nodes to be related between
different ego-nets. As demonstrated in Chapter 4 too much damage to degree distribution
renders the data useless. Furthermore, neighborhood degree distribution can be efficiently
computed. These are generic graph features, and not specific to any anonymization scheme.
For each node in the social network we define a feature vector v = (c0, c1, . . . , cn−1) ∈ Z
of length n made up of components which are bins of size b. Each component represents
the number of neighbors that have a degree in a particular range. The ith component is
the count ci of the number of neighbors with degree such that i · b < degree ≤ (i+ 1) · b,
where i ∈ {0, n− 1}. If the degree exceeds the maximum possible range of n · b then it is
included in the last bin.
Neighborhood degrees are binned for efficiency and performance. Anonymization perturbs
the degrees of nodes, but this change cannot vary vastly across subnets for the same node
as this would damage data utility. By binning the degrees in a particular range we get
a coarse estimate that is robust to perturbations due to anonymization. Since the exact
degree of the nodes across different anonymized subgraphs may vary, the exact degree is
irrelevant, and binning increases matching robustness. In our experiments we use n = 70
and b = 15. Figure 3.3 illustrates the feature vector v = (8, 4, 0, 0, 3, 0, . . . , 0, 2) of a node
with neighbors of degrees – {1, 1, 3, 3, 5, 6, 7, 13, 16, 20, 21, 30, 65, 69, 72, 1030, 1100}. We
illustrate the classification performance trade-off for different value of n and b in § 3.5.3.
c0 = 8 c1 = 4 c2 = 0
size b = 15
n = 70 bins
. . .
. . .
c4 = 3
. . .
. . .
c69 = 2
Figure 3.3: Example node feature vector
Apart from the depicted values all bins contain 0’s. The feature vector represents a node
in a particular egonet. Defining features in this manner allows us to compute them only
for node pairs of interest and proceed with classification. Note that when a node appears
in different egonets we expect the feature vectors to be different. However, through the
training phase, we learn the regularities that are able to predict a match despite the
differences.
3.3.4 Training and classification of node pairs
The basic data point to be classified consists of a pair of node features, each in a different
egonet subgraph. Let us denote the feature vector belonging to a node np to be vp. Each
node pair (np, nq) is represented as a pair of vectors (vp, vq). The node pair can be labeled
as either “identical”, if the nodes np and nq are the same individual in different egonets;
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or “non-identical” if np and nq are in fact different individuals. The objective of the
classification task is to infer the label of the pair (np, nq) on the basis of the feature vectors
vp and vq. If we succeed in classifying node pairs accurately then we may relabel identical
node pairs across egonets to recover a larger graph.
Training & Weak Learner. We use both bagging [142] and randomized node opti-
mization [149] to train decision trees. The trees are trained by injecting a random sample
of data points at the root node. The sample contains data points of each class in equal
proportion.
The weak learner at each split node is presented with pairs of feature vectors (vp, vq) and
needs to decide whether they are assigned to the left or the right child node. To decide the
split our weak learner uses the Silhouette Coefficient between two sample features x ∈ vp
and y ∈ vq defined as:
δ(x, y) =

0 if x = y = 0
| x− y |
max(x, y)
otherwise
(3.3)
where x, y ∈ Z. Thus, for each feature pair (vp, vq) we can calculate all n2 component
pairs δ(vp[i], vq[j]), where i, j ∈ {0, n− 1}. Each feature vector has n components hence a
pair of vectors have n2 component pairs which can be inputs to the weak learner to split
data. For a given component pair (vp[i], vq[j]) the tree computes δ(vp[i], vq[j]) and passes
the data point to the left or the right child depending upon threshold τ . As defined by
Equation (3.3), 0 ≤ δ(x, y) ≤ 1; during training each split node is assigned a τ that splits
the data for a given (vp[i], vq[j]) to maximize information gain. To choose the best τ for a
given (vp[i], vq[j]) we cycle through τ ∈ [0, 1] in steps of 0.05. We inject randomness in the
training of each split node by considering only a random 5% of the total n2 (vp[i], vq[j])
tuples of features.
Once the values (i, j, τ) that best minimize entropy are determined for the split node,
they are stored and do not change. The training procedure is repeated for its child nodes.
We stop growing trees when the number of data points reaching a split node falls below
10% of the total data points that were injected at the root node. This provides a good
balance between trees that are too deep or too shallow, both of which provide poor results.
Training ensures that the most informative features out of those available are learned at
each split node. Randomizing the available set of features produces robust forests, that
classify data according to a diverse set of mutually supporting features.
Figure 3.4 illustrates a sample decision tree: the split nodes contain the weak learner
parameters, the left branches correspond to a False result while the right branches corre-
spond to True. The leaf nodes store the count of (non-identical, identical) vector pairs
reaching that leaf. We note that the sets of features selected are, perhaps surprisingly, not
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False True
Figure 3.4: A randomly trained decision tree. The split nodes store weak learners
δ(vp[i], vq[j]) ≤ τ , the highlighted leaf node has posterior of (0.24, 0.76)
always from buckets close to each other. This is counterintuitive but works, illustrating
the difficulty of choosing such features manually.
Classification. This is the simplest part of the algorithm. Once the decision forest
has been trained, a previously unseen data point is classified by each tree till it reaches
the leaf node and the values at all leaf nodes are recorded. At each leaf we calculate its
probability of corresponding to an identical or non-identical node pair as their empirical
distribution. For the highlighted leaf node in Figure 3.4 the empirical distribution is (6, 19)
and the probability of being classified as non-identical = 6
6+19
= 0.24 and probability of
being classified as identical = 19
6+19
= 0.76. After traversing each tree in the forest all
probabilities are averaged, as shown in Equation (3.2), to compute the final prediction.
We discuss our choices of random forest algorithm parameters in § 3.5.3.
3.4 Evaluation
We evaluate the classifier by training and testing on publicly available real world social
networks. Our analysis is based on datasets obtained from the Stanford Network Analysis
Platform3. We use two social networks to demonstrate our results: Epinions – an online
social trust network of a consumer review site and Pokec – the most popular online social
3https://snap.stanford.edu/data/index.html
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network in Slovakia. These different types of network illustrate the applicability of our
automated de-anonymization techniques across different types of social graphs.
We use a very small partition of each of those networks (see, § 3.4.1) to produce labeled
training sets for the two anonymization schemes under consideration. Random forests
are trained on the labeled training sets, and evaluated on separate test sets. Successful
classification of test node pairs as “identical” or “non-identical” illustrates the success
an adversary would have in using our techniques to attack the anonymization schemes.
Social networks have similar properties, the decision trees aim to learn the features which
distinguish a node based on these properties. The features may vary depending upon the
anonymization strategy employed. Training the classifier on pre-labeled node pairs allows
us to de-anonymize previously unseen node pairs.
To fully characterize the difficulty of de-anonymizing each type of node pair (1-hop, 1-to-
2-hop or 2-hop, see § 3.2.3) we also consider each category separately. In those cases we
set aside training and test data containing only pairs for that category. This does not
provide the adversary with any advantage, since the category of a node and node pair can
be inferred easily from the anonymized egonets. We also provide an aggregate analysis
with node pairs from mixed categories. This is meant as a baseline representing the most
generic attack, where the adversary is not making use of category information.
3.4.1 Experimental setup
The D4D datasets motivating this study comprised of 5 000 egonets of nodes selected at
random out of customer base of about 5 Million. In line with this we generate 100 egonets
for the Epinions dataset which has 75 879 nodes and 1 000 egonets for the Pokec dataset
which has 1 632 803 nodes. We select those 2-hop egonets to have more than 400 nodes
for Epinions and 800 for Pokec (to focus on “important” nodes as in previous work). The
reason for doing this is two-fold. Firstly, since the egonets were released for analysis, too
few members would make the dataset useless. Secondly, we found that selecting egonets
of size below 400 did not produce sufficient common node pairs to run our analyses. The
Case 1 node pairs are the rarest, we found less than 1000 of them for Epinions dataset
(100 egonets and 4950 egonet pairs). The Pokec network is even more sparse, we found
negligible Case 1 node pairs when using Scheme 2, hence to facilitate analyses we increased
the minimum size of egonets to 800. Considering that Pokec has over 1.6 Million nodes,
this change is minuscule. We only study linkage of nodes with degree greater than five;
lower degree nodes have too little information to be meaningfully re-identified in bulk.
Table 3.8 in § 3.4.6 lists the number of training links extracted from the training ego-nets
for different node pair categories. We make no distinction between categories of non-
identical node pairs. For each classifier we train 400 trees, each with 600 identical node
pairs (of the appropriate category) and 600 non-identical node pairs (1200 in total).
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Figures of merit. The output of a trained random forest classifier is a real value in [0, 1],
where a higher score denotes a higher probability of nodes being non-identical. Decisions
based on different thresholds lead to a trade-off between True Positives (TP) (the fraction
of identical nodes that are labeled as identical), and False Positives (FP) (the fraction of
non-identical nodes that are erroneously classified as identical). For each classifier, each
dataset and each scheme we present the true positive rate, for selected values of false
positives rates (0.01%, 0.1%, 1% 10%, and 25%). The Receiver Operating Characteristic
(ROC) curves illustrate all trade-off points between TP and FP. A summary of the quality
of the classifier is provided by the “area under the curve” (AUC) of the ROC curve. The
diagonal line denotes the FP vs TP akin to guessing and produces an AUC of 0.5.
3.4.2 Results: same training distribution
We first present the results of classification of identical versus non-identical nodes when
the training data comes from the same distribution as the data to be classified.
Epinions. Table 3.1, summarizes the performance of the ad-hoc attack in re-identifying
node pairs of Case 1, Scheme 1. This hand crafted specialized attack leads to almost
perfect results. On 900 identical node pairs it identified each one of them; on testing for
4907 non-identical node pairs the algorithm was correct 99.98% of the time. This is almost
perfect classification, but the technique cannot be generalized to other cases or schemes.
Table 3.1: Success percentage for ad-hoc de-anonymization of Scheme 1 for Case 1 node
pairs
Success percentage
Identical Non-identical
Epinions 100 99.98
Pokec 100 99.96
The automatic machine learning approach can be generalized to all cases of both schemes,
as summarized in Table 3.2. For the sake of direct comparison, for Scheme 1 using a fixed
small false positive rate (0.1%) we can recover 90.39% of Case 1 links; we also recover
46.82% of Case 2 links, and 17.36% of Case 3 links. The attack generalizes to Scheme 2
where we can recover 52.92%, 25.95% and 7.33% of links in Cases 1, 2 and 3 respectively.
Despite Scheme 2 leading to lower re-identification rates, for a fixed false positive rate, we
observe they are never negligible, and a released dataset is likely to lead to the linkage of
a significant number of individuals between “unlikable” subgraphs. For even smaller false
positives a significant number of Case 1 links are recoverable: 70.81% for Scheme 1 and
35.08% for Scheme 2. Case 2 linkage is also never negligible and higher than 11.37% for
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both Schemes. If the adversary has any side information (such as seed nodes) that can be
used to establish a good prior, a higher rate of false positives (1%) can be tolerated with
linkage rates of over 35.67% even for the hardest Case 3 links.
Figure 3.5 illustrates the ROC curves for Scheme 1 and Scheme 2 for all types of node
pairs along with area under the ROC curve (AUC). We note that the AUC for Scheme 2
is consistently above 95% for all link categories, higher than for Scheme 1 for Cases 2 and
3. This is due to the classifier performing significantly better for Scheme 2 when high
false positive rates can be tolerated – which may or may not be the case depending on
adversary side information.
Overall, the machine learning approach yields good results for Scheme 1, Cases 2 and 3
which the ad-hoc de-anonymization could not attack. More importantly, it yields good
results for Scheme 2, on which the ad-hoc attack was not applicable. As expected, we get
better results for the 1-hop category of node pairs, and for Scheme 1, which retain the
most information from the original graph.
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Figure 3.5: Epinions (self-validation): ROC curves for both schemes
Pokec. The results on the Pokec network are summarized in Table 3.3 while Figure 3.6
illustrates the ROC curve and the AUC. The results are similar to Epinions, which
supports the general applicability of the attack. The ad-hoc attack against Scheme 1 gives
almost perfect results. For Case 1 and 2 links the true positive linkage rate of the machine
learning re-identification procedure is 42.92% and 11.58% for Scheme 1; for Scheme 2
they are 16.26% and 6.41% respectively (for a 0.1% false positive rate). Interestingly, the
linkage rate for Case 3, which was the lowest in the Epinions network, now outperforms
Case 2 and is on par with Case 1 when higher false positive rates are tolerable. This is
likely due to a lower degree of overlap in the neighborhood of non-identical nodes resulting
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Table 3.2: Epinions (self-validation): False Positive vs. True Positive for both schemes
Scheme 1
False Positive 0.01% 0.1% 1% 10% 25%
1-hop 70.81 90.39 96.80 99.38 99.63
1,2-hop 30.35 46.82 67.25 87.15 93.35
2-hop 5.11 17.36 35.32 68.42 84.65
Complete 4.41 17.76 35.67 68.08 83.79
Scheme 2
False Positive 0.01% 0.1% 1% 10% 25%
1-hop 35.08 52.92 82.87 97.33 100.00
1,2-hop 11.37 25.95 62.11 83.95 93.70
2-hop 1.86 7.33 47.71 99.98 100.00
Complete 0.34 5.89 36.33 94.99 98.62
from sampling links out of 1 000 ego-nets rather than 100 as was the case for Epinions.
We study the sources of error in § 3.4.5.
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Figure 3.6: Pokec (self-validation): ROC curves for both schemes
3.4.3 Results: different training distribution
In this section we evaluate the performance of the classifiers trained on totally different
distributions. For this, we turn the classifier trained on the 100 Epinions ego-nets to
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Table 3.3: Pokec (self-validation): False Positive vs. True Positive for both schemes
Scheme 1
False Positive 0.01% 0.1% 1% 10% 25%
1-hop 27.50 42.92 51.04 88.75 93.96
1,2-hop 5.25 11.58 36.16 73.24 88.68
2-hop 0.00 12.55 23.15 49.14 69.96
Complete 0.01 10.44 20.48 47.60 68.36
Scheme 2
False Positive 0.01% 0.1% 1% 10% 25%
1-hop 4.20 16.26 49.89 97.20 99.58
1,2-hop 0.79 6.41 28.32 73.88 94.66
2-hop 1.62 12.12 50.42 99.96 99.99
Complete 0.68 6.12 21.14 64.12 86.10
classify test data from Pokec (see, Figure 3.7 and Table 3.4), and vice versa, we use the
classifier trained on 1 000 Pokec ego-nets to classify the Epinions test data (see, Figure 3.8
and Table 3.5). The two networks are of a totally different nature: Epinions is a small
web-of-trust on a consumer reviews site; Pokec is a much larger national social network.
It is clear that a different training distribution has a detrimental effect on the quality of
classification for very low false positive values. For a false positive rate of 0.1% Case 1,
2 and 3 links in the Pokec network are linked at a rate of 27.29%, 10.10% and 4.18%
respectively for Scheme 1, and 5.40%, 2.08% and 13.57% for Scheme 2 (see, Table 3.4).
The results on the Epinions network see a similar fall (see, Table 3.5). Despite this, they
never become small enough to guarantee that the likelihood of linking is negligible. For
higher false positive rates (1%) the linkage rate becomes significant again, particularly for
Case 1 links, with success rates of 34.79% (Scheme 1, Pokec), 12.29% (Scheme 2, Pokec),
53.45% (Scheme 1, Epinions) and 64.51% (Scheme 2, Epinions). The linkage rate for the
Pokec network under Scheme 2 is the largest for Case 3 links, namely 13.57% (0.1% FP),
and a surprising 45.45% (1% FP).
We conclude that while training on examples from a totally different distribution yields
lower true positive rates for equivalent false positive rates, it would not leave either
anonymization Scheme 1 or 2 unscathed. If data were to be released, a significant number
of links, particularly Case 1 links, could be uncovered with a low error rate. Where the
adversary can use side information to build better priors (using additional attributes or
known seed nodes as suggested by previous research) a significant fraction of the links
would be recovered.
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Figure 3.7: Pokec (x-validation): ROC curves for both schemes
Table 3.4: Pokec (x-validation): False Positive vs. True Positive for both schemes
Scheme 1
False Positive 0.01% 0.1% 1% 10% 25%
1-hop 19.38 27.29 34.79 57.92 76.25
1,2-hop 2.98 10.10 26.52 70.37 90.72
2-hop 1.71 4.18 18.84 39.12 52.52
Complete 1.89 4.05 16.83 36.81 50.76
Scheme 2
False Positive 0.01% 0.1% 1% 10% 25%
1-hop 2.11 5.40 12.29 28.29 60.26
1,2-hop 0.18 2.08 14.34 49.25 70.76
2-hop 3.02 13.57 45.45 99.80 100.00
Complete 1.00 5.61 19.22 56.90 72.76
3.4.4 Traditional de-anonymization task
To assess the generality of the proposed algorithm we apply it to the traditional de-
anonymization task, which requires mapping individuals between two different social
networks. The adversary uses auxiliary information from a social network to which they
have insider access to compromise privacy using the learned mappings from the released
network. Narayanan and Shmatikov [5] present an attack based on topology to map node
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Figure 3.8: Epinions (x-validation): ROC curves for both schemes
Table 3.5: Epinions (x-validation): False Positive vs. True Positive for both schemes
Scheme 1
False Positive 0.01% 0.1% 1% 10% 25%
1-hop 17.86 43.60 53.45 74.63 85.34
1,2-hop 2.71 6.11 19.79 57.65 78.54
2-hop 0.13 0.68 5.99 35.99 64.20
Complete 0.05 1.87 7.52 33.40 61.54
Scheme 2
False Positive 0.01% 0.1% 1% 10% 25%
1-hop 1.44 6.56 64.51 93.64 99.69
1,2-hop 0.57 3.27 23.80 82.46 91.93
2-hop 0.03 1.17 9.72 99.69 99.99
Complete 0.72 2.96 23.42 93.12 97.75
pairs across social networks that proceeds in two phases: First, the attacker manually maps
a few “seed” nodes that are present in both the anonymized target graph and attacker’s
auxiliary graph; then a propagation phase begins which extends the seed mappings to
new nodes based on topology. The new mapping is fed back to the algorithm, eventually
resulting in re-identification of nodes across the two graphs.
The performance of the algorithm is evaluated in [5] by synthetically generating auxiliary
and sanitized graphs from a real social network. We follow the same technique as described
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in detail in § 2.7 to generate an overlapping pair of auxiliary and sanitized graphs.
Given the graphs Gaux and Gsan we trained our classifier to distinguish a node pair as
being identical or non-identical. A handful of seed mappings are used to train the learning
algorithm. We tweaked the features slightly to take advantage of the global information: we
add the 1-hop feature vector (see, § 3.3.3) to the feature vector of the 2-hop neighborhood of
the target node to produce a vector twice as long. Decision trees only consider component
pairs from the corresponding neighborhood vector to decide the split, i.e. a feature of
1-hop neighborhood is never matched to a feature of 2-hop neighborhood. We use the
Flickr social graph [161] (also used in [5]) to generate Vaux and Vsan of size about 50 000
nodes with an αV = 0.25. We train 400 trees with 5 000 non-identical pairs and a varying
number of identical pairs (seeds) – 10, 50, 250, 1250, and carry out testing on 10 000 pairs
of each class.
Figure 3.9 and Table 3.6 demonstrate that even with as few as 10 seeds we get a significant
true positive rate (16.74%) for an appropriately low false positive rate (1%). Increasing
the number of seeds and edge overlap improves the results. The re-identification achieved
by our classifier is not dependent on a critical mass of seed mappings, large scale re-
identification in the algorithm presented by Narayanan and Shmatikov depends sharply
on the number of seed mappings. Our classifier degrades gracefully as the number of
seeds are decreased. The results are similar even when the classifier is trained with graphs
generated using Epinions and then used to attack graphs generated using Flickr, which
conclusively indicates that our algorithm can learn de-anonymization independent of the
data being analyzed.
We note that the previous results [5] are reported as absolute success or error percentages
on a global matching task, rather than a pair-wise matching task, and a specific dataset.
They report 30.8% of mappings being re-identified correctly, 12.1% incorrectly, and 57%
not being identified. Sadly, we cannot compare the results directly, since we do not perform
a global match. Chapter 5 presents a global matching attack derived from our classifier
and also compares our attack to Narayanan and Shmatikov [5] as well as several other
attacks in § 5.5.
3.4.5 Error analysis
This section investigates a key source of false positives, namely graph overlap between
distinct nodes. The features used to characterize and match nodes are based on the degrees
of its neighbors. Therefore we expect nodes that share a significant number of friends
would be harder to distinguish than those sharing just a few.
To study this hypothesis, we classify 10 000 identical pairs and 10 000 non-identical pairs,
that have been anonymized using the edge perturbation technique (with αE = 0.25, 50
seeds, see § 3.4.4). The classifier is tuned to achieve an overall 1% false positive rate,
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Figure 3.9: Flickr: ROC curves for edge perturbation
Table 3.6: Flickr (edge perturbation): False Positive vs. True Positive
Varying number of seeds (αE = 0.25)
False Positive 0.01% 0.1% 1% 10% 25%
10 seeds 0.14 3.23 16.74 52.39 78.39
50 seeds 0.72 5.61 22.01 58.38 84.20
250 seeds 3.68 7.19 22.32 58.61 85.14
1250 seeds 0.86 5.97 23.52 60.26 86.43
Varying edge overlap (50 seeds)
False Positive 0.01% 0.1% 1% 10% 25%
αE = 0.25 0.72 5.61 22.01 58.38 84.20
αE = 0.50 0.71 8.66 24.39 66.07 87.76
αE = 0.75 0.16 4.69 17.60 67.85 89.12
αE = 1.00 2.69 8.53 24.64 74.24 93.07
leading to an overall true positive rate of about 20%. Pairs are also categorized according
to the Jaccard Coefficient (JC, see Equation (2.1)) of their 2-hop social networks, on which
their feature vectors are computed, which provides a degree of social overlap.
Figure 3.10 illustrates that the True Positive and False Positive rates vary widely depending
on the social overlap of the tested pairs. When the overlap is small (JC 0.00 – 0.05) the
false positive rate is extremely low at 0.31%, but the true positive rate also suffers greatly.
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Figure 3.10: True Positive and False Positive rates vary widely depending on the social
neighborhood overlap
However, when the overlap is significant (JC ≥ 0.15) both True Positive (63.79%) and
False Positive rates (37.5%) rise significantly above the overall baseline. However, only a
very small fraction of non-identical pairs have such a high JC (0.24%) , compared to a
large fraction of identical pairs (8.81%), leading to a small overall error for this category.
We conclude that False Positives links are likely to occur with nodes in the social vicinity
of the actual match. Thus, even erroneous positives allow an adversary to identify the
social neighborhood of a match, even if the exact matched node is incorrect.
3.4.6 Data sample sizes
We report the sample sizes for various datasets used in this section. Tables 3.7 to 3.9
show the sample sizes used for evaluation detailed in §§ 3.4.2 to 3.4.4. Table 3.7 depicts
the sample size for experiment reported in § 3.4.2 Table 3.1. To run cross classification
corresponding sample from the complementary dataset is used. For example to run cross
classification for Epinions Scheme 1 for 1-hop node pairs we used 451 Scheme 1 1-hop
node pairs sampled from Pokec. When there were fewer than 600 node pairs we trained
each tree with all the node pairs available.
3.4.7 Performance
All experiments in this dissertation use code written in Python and run using CPython
and a commodity laptop with a 2.8 GHz processor and 16 GB RAM. Time taken to
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Table 3.7: Scheme 1: Sample sizes for ad-hoc de-anonymization of Case 1 node pairs
Sample sizes
Identical Non-identical
Epinions 900 4907
Pokec 1000 5000
Table 3.8: Training and testing number of pairs for Epinions and Pokec
Epinions Scheme 1 Scheme 2
Train Test Train Test
1-hop 579 812 959 975
1,2-hop 51 716 10 000 11 407 10 000
2-hop 1 910 868 10 000 46 830 10 000
Complete 1 963 163 10 000 59 196 10 000
Non-identical 48 910 10 000 35 655 10 000
Pokec Scheme 1 Scheme 2
Train Test Train Test
1-hop 451 480 3226 3075
1,2-hop 39 529 10 000 8418 7210
2-hop 1 036 966 10 000 9263 7349
Complete 1 145 419 10 000 20 907 10 000
Non-identical 124 171 10 000 495 353 10 000
Table 3.9: Training and testing number of pairs for Flickr
Varying number of seeds
(αE = 0.25)
Train Test
10 seeds 10 10 000
50 seeds 50 10 000
250 seeds 250 10 000
1250 seeds 1250 10 000
Non-identical 5000 10 000
Varying edge overlap
(50 seeds)
Train Test
αE = 0.25 50 10 000
αE = 0.50 50 10 000
αE = 0.75 50 10 000
αE = 1.00 50 10 000
Non-identical 5000 10 000
extract features as described in § 3.3.3 is less than six minutes for Scheme 1 and less than
a minute for Scheme 2 for both datasets. Table 3.10 shows the time taken to train forests
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with 400 trees of each class of identical node pairs and run the classifier for both schemes
and datasets. The time taken to test cross classification is similar to the corresponding
reported times. Since trees in a forest are independent of each other, training and testing
can be run in parallel. However we present the time it takes to perform these operations
on a single core. Table 3.11 includes the same details for Flickr edge perturbation strategy.
Table 3.10: Training and testing times for Epinions and Pokec
Epinions Scheme 1 Scheme 2
Time (hrs) Train Test Train Test
1-hop 14.93 0.86 17.94 1.15
1,2-hop 15.96 1.60 15.93 2.09
2-hop 15.52 1.87 15.44 1.59
Complete 15.58 1.96 16.17 2.08
Pokec Scheme 1 Scheme 2
Time (hrs) Train Test Train Test
1-hop 10.94 1.00 20.04 1.37
1,2-hop 14.58 2.18 18.15 2.05
2-hop 17.07 2.35 14.56 1.43
Complete 16.80 2.50 18.40 2.36
Table 3.11: Training and testing times for Flickr
Varying number of seeds
(αE = 0.25)
Time (hrs) Train Test
10 seeds 0.72 0.27
50 seeds 3.21 0.79
250 seeds 5.42 0.97
1250 seeds 14.94 1.28
Varying edge overlap
(50 seeds)
Time (hrs) Train Test
αE = 0.25 3.21 0.79
αE = 0.50 2.89 0.64
αE = 0.75 3.07 0.66
αE = 1.00 2.88 0.68
3.5 Discussion
We have shown that the machine learning approach to de-anonymization and linkage
can be successful. Furthermore, we establish that training can be performed on different
graphs than the ones being attacked. Our core evaluation is performed by training on a
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small separate set of egonets derived from the same distribution for training and testing.
The resulting classifiers are able to de-anonymize egonets with no previously seen nodes.
Additionally, classifiers trained on data from a totally different distribution (Epinions and
Pokec cross-classification) still perform well enough to classify a non-negligible fraction
of pairs as identical, even for low false positive rates. At the very least they can be used
to identify a number of common seed nodes, to support further linkage that can tolerate
higher false positive rates. We also show that the classifier generalizes well and successfully
handles de-anonymization task in the traditional setting. This provides further evidence
of its applicability to evaluate novel anonymization schemes applied to diverse datasets.
As shown via thorough experiments in Chapter 4, this type of analysis is relevant to the
evaluation of any new anonymization algorithm, since as demonstrated, finding suitable
graphs and generating training data is easy. Chapter 5 shows the versatility of our classifier
by using it to determine a global match across graphs.
Resilience of classifier. The resilience of the classifiers is due to the nature of the
training and the classification task: the training algorithm is provided with pairs of nodes,
resulting from an anonymization algorithm, and provided labels about whether they are
the same or not. As a result it learns invariants that are characteristic of the anonymization
method, not merely the data. One might na¨ıvely conjecture that basing the node feature
vectors on neighborhood degree distribution would be inept in attacking anonymization
schemes that perturb the node degree at random (see, § 3.4.4). The success of classification
is not conditioned on the “invariance” of the node degrees but on their “variance” as a
function of the anonymization strategy. This function can be learned and hence hedged
to attack the scheme. We conjecture that purely synthetic specially crafted graphs may
be equally (or even better) suited to train the classifiers, but we leave this investigation
for future work.
About half a dozen of the previous attacks in the literature gave a significant inspiration to
the work described here. Backstrom et al. [87] presented active (sybil) and passive attacks
based on searching for patterns in subgraphs to learn relationships between pre-selected
target individuals of an anonymized social graph. Group membership has been shown to
be sufficient to identify an individual in a social network [117].
Narayanan and Shmatikov [5] present a de-anonymization attack on a social network using
auxiliary information from a different social network. They were also the first to note that
a large volume of matching errors are in the vicinity of the actual matching nodes. Similar
techniques were used to attack the Netflix dataset by correlating it with IMDb dataset [3].
We test our algorithm in this setting but also highlight some key differences that makes
their approach hard to apply to the D4D dataset. The algorithm proposed aims to link
two large correlated social networks. However, the D4D dataset is split into small ego-nets.
Consequently, one cannot straight-forwardly apply a method based on identifying few
known seed users and expanding from them, since such a propagation would naturally end
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at the boundaries of each ego-net. For this reason our learning approach does not make use
of known seeds, but instead we use training examples that do not necessarily comprise the
nodes in the subgraph to be de-anonymized. This allows the proposed approach to train
on different graphs, and still link nodes in small subgraphs of other networks. However,
we note that when a large subgraph is available the two approaches may be combined: one
may use the techniques proposed in this chapter to identify few seeds with high certainty,
and then apply our techniques to identify known nodes in their vicinity, which are more
likely to be related than random nodes.
Narayanan et al. [4] combine graph de-anonymization and random forests to obtain very
good results for link prediction. Cukierski et al. [158] showed that comparable results
for could be achieved by using pure random forests for link prediction, rather than de-
anonymization, for the same dataset. In contrast, we use the techniques for identity
reconciliation, we do not have directionality available for our graphs and our feature
extraction is simple and efficient, an important factor for attacking huge datasets.
Our work uses these techniques for the first time in an adversarial de-anonymization setting:
whereas previous de-anonymization techniques considered graphs that were organically
noisy but structurally intact. In contrast the D4D challenge organizers purposefully and
aggressively alter graph topology to prevent linkage.
3.5.1 Is anonymization effective?
So are anonymization Schemes 1 & 2 effective? First, it is clear that Scheme 2 is mildly
more effective than Scheme 1. Our attack only considers nodes with degree over five,
hence, for a given egonet Scheme 1 exposes more nodes to our attack than Scheme 2 due
to lower damage to the node degrees. Also, the true positive rate of the classifier is lower
for any fixed acceptable false negative rate. However, even for extremely low false positive
rates of 0.01% a non-negligible fraction of the nodes are correctly classified ranging from
1.86% for 2-hop nodes to 35.08% for 1-hop nodes (Epinions) and from 1.62% to 4.20%
(Pokec). First, a person may with non-negligible probability be within a successfully linked
pair. Second, extremely high confidence matches can be used to piece together disparate
egonets into larger graphs. Those larger graphs, with some common nodes, can be then
further used to de-anonymize other users.
Therefore we believe that the linking rates we observed are too high for the original
social network to be effectively unrecoverable. We conclude that the D4D competition
organizers were prudent to limit the disclosure of the dataset to known participants and
require contractual assurances that they would not de-anonymize the data.
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3.5.2 Improving de-anonymization
The D4D data release provides access to egonets observed between different time slots, with
same identifiers across time slots (see, § 3.2.1). We can amplify our classification success
by classifying a candidate node pair in each time slot and then applying a majority rule for
deciding the true association – identical or non-identical. Such an attack is significantly
more potent than one possible on an aggregated social graph across all time periods. The
original D4D dataset also contained edge weights. We chose to ignore those to devise
de-anonymization strategies for generic graphs without such weights. However, the feature
vector proposed could be augmented to take those weights into account to generate distinct
features.
A key difference between the proposed de-anonymization algorithm, and previous work [5],
is the lack of reliance on known “seeds”. Those seeds are adversary side-information, i.e.
a few known nodes between two unlinkable networks, that can be used to unravel the
anonymization. Our algorithms take two totally distinct egonets, for which no common
node is known, and classify nodes within them as identical or non-identical. In case some
seeds are known, our techniques can be applied to the common neighbors of the seeds
to determine whether they are the same node or not. In that case larger false positive
rates can be tolerated since the a-priori probability of the nodes being the same is larger
(by many orders of magnitude) compared to any two random nodes. Since the proposed
approach works extremely well for larger false positive rates (like 1%) such a combined
scheme is extremely effective as shown in Chapter 5. A full investigation of the iterative
application of the presented method, to build up a full graph is beyond the scope of this
work.
3.5.3 Choosing tree parameters
In this section we discuss the choice of parameters to train decision trees. The parameters
directly affect predictive accuracy, accuracy of the confidence, its generalization and
computational complexity of training and testing. Below we discuss how we chose the
factors that have the strongest influence on the results.
Forest size. Literature suggests [147, 162, 163] that testing accuracy increases monotoni-
cally with the forest size T . Using a small forest size decreases the accuracy of uncertainty
and produces low quality confidence estimates, this leads to erroneous generalization. Cri-
minisi et al. [148] present examples in their report which obtain good results for T = 400,
hence we have chosen the forest size to be 400. We tested our results with T = 500 without
any appreciable gain.
Randomness. We inject randomness while training using bagging and random node
optimization. Generating trees randomly produces different trees that lead to smooth
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decision boundary for the decision forest. Randomization leads to a lower confidence in
the posterior, hence we obtain smoother and more spread out posteriors. The optimal
separating surface for each weak learner is less sharply defined for the forest and the
effect of entire training data overpowers the effect of individual training points. We use
bagging by passing 600 node pairs (per class) sampled at random from the training data
set (Table 3.8, § 3.4.6) to each tree. Every split node is exposed to 5% of the total feature
parameters. We experimented by increasing the percentage to 10%, 20% and 25% but did
not observe any benefits.
Features. We use the feature vector length as 70 and bin size as 15. The intuition behind
this choice is that most individuals in a social network have fewer than 1 000 friends and
the above choice reflects this. We study the impact of vector length and bin sizes by
training a random forest with T = 200 and bagging with 200 node pairs (per class) for
Epinions Scheme 2 (complete set of node pairs). We experimented with vector lengths
21, 35, 105 and bin sizes 50, 30, 10 respectively. Increasing the vector length increases
the complexity by a quadratic factor. Figure 3.11 and Table 3.12 demonstrate that the
performance is similar for different vector lengths. The vector length of 21 performs the
best for the demonstrated example but we found that our choice of vector length 70 works
best over all across multiple settings.
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Figure 3.11: Epinions (Scheme 2, complete): ROC curves for effect of vector length
Our classifier can be further improved by weighting the important features using two
forests. The features selected by the first forest are chosen with a higher probability than
the rest of the features to train a second forest. The literature indicates that this produces
slightly better results, we do not use this technique in our work.
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Finally, we experimented with D4D by selecting features beyond the 1-hop neighborhood
of the node pair under consideration. This sharply increased our false positive rates. This
is due to the fact that many nodes share large parts of their 2-hop neighborhood, and the
number of features in that space is much larger than than in the 1-hop neighborhood. This
is in contrast with the de-anonymization features used in § 3.4.4. This happens because
the global properties of the overlapping subgraph are better preserved when the full graph
is available instead of just the local neighborhood. This allows us to select features from
the diverse 2-hop network without a sharp increase in false positives. Picking parameters
to be optimal across all settings is hard; instead we focus on developing techniques that
perform well for appropriately chosen parameters.
It may be the case that a biased proposal of features to train split nodes may overcome
this problem, and even produce better results. The inability of the weak learner to infer
the position of the pair of nodes via-a-vis the ego (as ego, 1-hop or 2-hop) also illustrates
that non-local properties of the subgraphs may contain useful information to improve
classification accuracy.
Table 3.12: Epinions: Varying vector length (Scheme 2 - Complete): False Positive vs.
True Positive
Varying feature vector length
False Positive 0.01% 0.1% 1% 10% 25%
21 X 50 1.07 11.16 37.62 90.88 97.35
35 X 30 0.40 3.78 22.97 91.45 97.75
70 X 15 0.49 1.49 21.01 91.87 97.99
105 X 10 0.49 2.39 21.38 92.37 97.82
Training. Posteriors obtained from the forest can be controlled by varying the ratio of
data points of the training classes. Increasing the ratio for a particular class increases
the confidence of prediction and accuracy for the class by imposing a higher penalty for
incorrect classification of the over represented category. We tested this by changing the
ratio of input node pairs to 1:10 in the favor of non-identical node pairs. This decreased
the false positive rate hugely with an expected increase in the prediction confidence at the
cost of lowering the true positive rate. This option is available to attackers dealing with
very large datasets, and therefore requiring a truly minute false positive rate – however,
all our training is performed with an equal number of identical and non-identical node
pairs.
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3.6 Summary
In this chapter we demonstrated how graph de-anonymization can be automated using
structural features to identify nodes. The technique presented is robust to noise and
generalizes across a variety of graphs and anonymization techniques. The model uncovers
artefacts and invariants of any black-box anonymization scheme from a small set of ex-
amples. Despite a high degree of automation, classification succeeds with significant true
positive rates even when small false positive rates are sought. We show next in Chapter 4
how these techniques can be leveraged to evaluate novel anonymization techniques quickly
and cheaply.
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Chapter 4
Benchmarking social graph
anonymization schemes
4.1 Introduction
Social graphs provide a rich source of data for analyzing and studying a variety of human
behavior. As a result the demand for real world datasets in academia and industry has
always been high. There is also the possibility of social good coming from such datasets
due to insights that it might provide. Such benefits, however, come at a price. As per prior
discussion in § 2.1.1 releasing rich datasets documenting private behavior of individuals has
the potential to cause a privacy catastrophe. To alleviate these concerns, data providers
often choose to scrub off personal identifiers and claim this is enough to preserve privacy.
Such superficial scrubbing has been known to be less than ideal [3–5], even though it may
provide the advantages of simplicity and legal compliance (or perhaps plausible deniability
in case of a privacy breach).
Anonymizing high-dimensional data is a very hard problem and conventionally it is consid-
ered unwise to publish graph data even without identifiers. A sizable amount of effort has
been spent in devising better social graph anonymization schemes that preserve privacy
without hindering analysis [82, 89, 93–95], however without providing much assurance.
It should be noted that some information needs to be destroyed to protect privacy and
this always affects analysis: there is an inherent tension between preserving privacy vs.
preserving utility and one adversely affects the other. But what exactly is the trade-off?
Most schemes are proposed in an ad-hoc manner and show no incremental evolution, thus
confounding their comparison. This has resulted in a large number of anonymization
schemes, but as shown in Chapter 3, constructing attacks even for simple schemes can
require careful study and manual work. This has created a skewed ecosystem where
anonymization algorithms can be proposed without much effort and a considerable time
must be spent to evaluate them.
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Hence it has become imperative to devise a yardstick to measure and compare anonymiza-
tion schemes against one another – a benchmark. Having a standard benchmark would
allow us to rank the schemes based on the anonymity provided and utility preservation,
starting form an equal footing. To this end we propose a machine-learning framework to
benchmark perturbation-based social graph anonymization schemes. To the best of our
knowledge this is the first attempt to compare and benchmark anonymization schemes in
a quick and automated manner. The framework can efficiently handle any perturbation-
based social graph anonymization scheme as well as a wide variety of adversarial models.
Although the node features presented can easily accommodate node and edge attributes we
focus on structure-based node re-identification. Graph structure is important for studying
social behaviors and interconnectivity of the entities make social graphs unique as a dataset.
Consequently, most data providers publish graph structure in some form and the bulk of
the de-anonymization research has been concentrated in proposing schemes to obfuscate
it. Hence, the analysis presented in this chapter focuses on graph structure-based attack
to evaluate anonymization schemes. Chapter 3 cast social graph de-anonymization as a
learning problem; this chapter extends and builds upon the model developed to benchmark
perturbation-based social graph anonymization schemes. In this chapter we demonstrate
the diversity of learning task and model developed by analyzing a variety of anonymization
schemes.
Our contributions. In this chapter we make the following primary contributions:
• We design and implement a machine-learning framework to benchmark perturbation-
based social graph anonymization schemes. The framework provides a quick and
automated platform to evaluate and compare anonymization schemes efficiently
(§ 4.2.3).
• We present a mechanism to train the framework without ground truth by generating
subgraphs and sampling training data from the auxiliary and sanitized social graphs
(§ 4.2.3).
• We conduct a thorough analysis of the effect of graph perturbation on the anonymity
achieved and utility preserved using publicly available real world social graphs. To
this end we analyze six popular graph perturbation schemes including those promising
k-anonymity based on two real world social networks for three perturbation levels
each – a total of 36 configurations (§ 4.3).
• We conduct a thorough analysis of the effect of graph perturbation on utility by
analyzing five fundamental graph metrics for each of the 36 configurations (§ 4.3).
We examine whether the anonymization schemes provide any anonymity at all even
when perturbation levels are high enough to destroy almost all utility.
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The work presented in this chapter is based on the paper titled True Friends Let You Down:
Benchmarking Social Graph Anonymization Schemes [164] published in the Proceedings
of the 9th ACM Workshop on Artificial Intelligence and Security (AISec 2016).
4.2 Quantifying anonymity in social graphs
Quantifying anonymity in social graphs is hard. Even for a given anonymity scheme it
is challenging to quantify the relation between anonymity and graph perturbation. It is
much harder to compare the anonymity provided by different anonymization schemes. All
meaningful schemes are constrained by preserving utility thus making them vulnerable
to attack. We exploit the utility constraint to construct a learning algorithm that learns
features from anonymized graphs to devise de-anonymization attacks.
4.2.1 The adversarial model
As shown in Chapter 3, even after node identifiers have been removed the structure of a
social graph can be used to splice it with overlapping social graphs thus revealing scrubbed-
off identities and potentially private relations among them. Ideally an anonymization
scheme should render relinking attacks discussed in Chapter 3 impractical while still
retaining the utility of datasets.
As discussed in Chapter 2, the graph anonymization literature contains a wide variety
of schemes with varying aims. Comparing these schemes requires a common adversarial
model. To measure the efficacy of an anonymization scheme we quantify the success rate
in re-identifying common nodes in an overlapping pair of graphs, both of which have been
anonymized using the scheme being analyzed. The adversary uses one of the graphs as
background knowledge to attack the other graph. This is similar to the setting used by
Narayanan and Shmatikov [5] to measure the success of their re-identification algorithm.
One of the other popular adversarial models [82–84, 165] assumes that adversary knows
the target degree, this is unrealistic but easy to evaluate hence popular. We cannot
consider a weaker adversarial model because attacks [5] already exist under the current
adversarial model. We focus on structure based attacks as most of the graph perturbation
based schemes are designed to conceal the graph structure and prevent re-identification
based on node neighborhood. However, due to its modularity the adversarial model and
learning model can incorporate a variety of adversaries which are much more advanced.
We describe our adversarial model in greater detail in the subsequent sections.
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4.2.2 Graph generation
Benchmarking an anonymity scheme begins with generating a pair of graphs with an
intersecting set of nodes from real world graphs [5]. Each graph is anonymized using
the scheme to be benchmarked. We treat one graph as the target graph (mimicking the
sanitized version released) and the other graph as the auxiliary graph at attacker’s disposal
(used as side information for linking identities), these can be interchanged. We constrain
the attacker to only have the knowledge of graph structure. This is the least amount of
information which is released and inclusion of any other information such as node or edge
attributes only strengthens the attacker.
We produce two overlapping graphs G1 and G2 as detailed in § 2.7; in our experiments
we use αV = 0.25. G1 and G2 are subsequently anonymized using the scheme to be
benchmarked (instead of RSP as fixed earlier), the anonymized auxiliary and sanitized
graphs thus produced are called Gaux and Gsan respectively. Creating overlapping graphs
allows us to quantify the efficacy of the anonymization scheme in preserving privacy by
measuring the success of structure-based re-identification. The efficacy is measured in
terms of success of the classification model in differentiating whether two individuals
belonging to social graphs Gaux and Gsan are identical or not.
4.2.3 The classification framework
We propose a machine-learning classification framework that uses structure-based re-
identification to measure the privacy leak in social networks. The classifier can quantify
anonymity of social graph anonymization schemes. As presented in Chapter 3, the frame-
work is based on an ensemble of randomly trained decision trees known as random decision
forest [148]. The forest is trained to classify node pairs (naux, nsan) such that naux ∈ Vaux
and nsan ∈ Vsan as identical or non-identical using the features of each node.
Features
As detailed in § 3.3.3 we use the degree distribution of the network around a node to
derive features to represent it. Full graphs have much diverse neighborhoods than egonets
hence we utilize both the 1-hop and 2-hop node neighbors to construct a node’s feature
vector. Both 1-hop and 2-hop features are computed separately and then concatenated.
Figure 4.1 shows a sample feature vector quantizing the number of nodes with degree in
a given range. In our experiments we chose the individual vector length to be 21 and bin
size to be 50.
We also use the Silhouette Coefficient of degrees of a node pair as a feature which is used
in parallel with degree distribution to decide the split in a tree node. The Silhouette
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c0 = 8 c1 = 4 c2 = 0
size b = 50 size b = 50
n = 21 bins (1-hop) n = 21 bins (2-hop)
42 bins (total)
. . .
. . .
c39 = 3 c40 = 1 c41 = 0
Figure 4.1: Example node feature vector
Coefficient of degrees of two nodes belonging to Gaux and Gsan is defined as:
δ(d1, d2) =
| d1 − d2 |
max(d1, d2)
where d1 = degree(naux), naux ∈ Vaux and d2 = degree(nsan), nsan ∈ Vsan.
We note that the modularity of these features allows us to tune them according to the ad-
versary’s background knowledge. For instance if the graph was directed and directionality
was part of the adversarial model then the features could be expanded to contain in-degree
and out-degree of 1-hop and 2-hop neighborhoods instead of combining the degrees.
Training
We present an improvement over the seed dependent training shown in § 3.4.4 (which
was used earlier solely to conduct a shoulder to shoulder comparison with Narayanan and
Shmatikov [5]) by using a mechanism to train a model in the absence of ground truth
or seed mappings across auxiliary and sanitized data. In the scenario of a graph release,
an adversary does not possess the real data but a morphed and damaged version of it.
The adversary attempts to splice it with the data at his disposal to re-identify individuals.
Training a machine learning model is tricky in such a scenario as we need access to the
ground truth. To re-identify nodes with high confidence it is important to train the
model with a substantial amount of high quality data. Ideally, it would be best to train a
model by generating auxiliary and sanitized graphs from the same graph that was used to
generate Gaux and Gsan. Providing the adversary access to such data makes it too strong
and unrealistic. We get around this problem by training the classifier using node pairs
from Gaux and Gsan, both the graphs are split again to produce two sets of overlapping
graphs. This time however, we do not apply any anonymization on the generated pairs as
they have already undergone anonymization. This allows us to sample node pairs from
the overlapping sets for which we know the ground truth. Data is sampled from each set
and merged to train the classifier as demonstrated in § 3.3.4. The adversary only needs
a rough estimate of the overlap between auxiliary and sanitized graphs to sample data
in the manner described thus producing node pairs which closely resemble those being
attacked.
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We also experimented by sampling training data by generating auxiliary and sanitized
graph from a different but similar social network to that under attack. The learning task
is transferable [159] thus cross training works as well but we get better results by training
from a distribution which is as close to the original as possible. Splitting Gaux and Gsan
to train simulates training under ideal circumstances as closely as possible. Gaux and
Gsan represent a damaged version of the original graph (G1 and G2 respectively), however,
under our adversarial model they are the closest dataset to that being attacked and hence
we only need to split them as they have already undergone perturbation. Training the
forest allows it to learn features that optimize the classification success. A random forest is
comprised of trees that are trained by randomly sampling training data and node features
thus helping it to learn the features for classifying previously unseen node pairs. We use
a forest of 400 trees in our experiments.
Classification
After training the decision forest a pair of feature vectors (vaux, vsan) representing the
node pair (naux, nsan) sampled from Gaux and Gsan is passed through the forest as outlined
in § 3.3.4. Each tree in the forest assigns a probability to the pair of being identical
or non-identical. After the node pair has passed through all the trees we average the
predictions to reach a final prediction.
4.3 Evaluation and results: anonymity vs. utility
We benchmark graph anonymization schemes based on two properties – quality of anonymiza-
tion and utility preservation. For each of the six social graph anonymization schemes – RSP,
RAD, RSW, REP, KDA and 1HKA (see, § 2.6), we measure how de-anonymization success and
utility vary versus strength of anonymization. Intuitively, if an increase in anonymization
does not produce a commensurate decrease in de-anonymization success while substan-
tially diminishing utility then such an anonymization scheme is considered less favorably.
All the schemes being evaluated provide varying levels of anonymity by controlling the
level of graph perturbation. We note that increasing perturbation does not necessarily
provide more anonymity in all cases but it always affects utility adversely.
We evaluate the anonymization schemes using two publicly available real world social graph
datasets, Flickr [161] – a popular social network for sharing pictures and Facebook New
Orleans dataset [166] – a dataset extracted from the world’s most popular online social
network. The graphs for evaluation are generated as defined in § 4.2.2. The original Flickr
graph has 80 513 nodes and 5 899 882 edges, the graphs generated for benchmarking have
about 50 000 nodes and 2 310 000 edges prior to any anonymization. The original Facebook
graph has 63 731 nodes and 817 090 edges, the graphs generated for benchmarking have
about 40 000 nodes and 320 000 edges prior to any anonymization.
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Interpreting the ROC curves. For a given social graph anonymization scheme and
anonymity strength, each node pair passed through the classification framework is assigned
a score which is a real number in [0, 1]. This procedure is carried out for more than a million
randomly selected node pairs to analyze the success of structure-based re-identification.
The score assigned to each node pair signifies its likelihood of being non-identical. An ideal
classifier will output 1 whenever it sees a non-identical node pair and a 0 whenever it sees
an identical node pair. The Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curves illustrate
how close the classifier is to an ideal one. It does so by measuring the True Positive (TP)
rate as the False Positive (FP) rate tolerated is varied in the range [0, 1]. An ideal classifier
gives a TP rate of 1 at FP rate 0, whereas TP and FP are always the same for random
guessing. In practice a classifier will always make errors (FP), our goal is to maximize
the correct classification rate (TP) for the error tolerated. The Area Under the Curve
(AUC) provides a summary of the quality of the classifier, an ideal classifier has an AUC
= 1 whereas random guessing produces a classifier with an AUC = 0.5.
Measuring Anonymity. Anonymity of a scheme is measured by the de-anonymization
success achieved as depicted by ROC curves and the AUC (shown in the figure legend);
this allows us to compare schemes. We also compare the performance of the classifier
when the graph is simply split (denoted as GS) and no anonymization is applied (node
pairs are sampled from G1 and G2) to the case where a particular scheme is used (node
pairs are sampled from Gaux and Gsan).
Measuring Utility. Measuring utility is harder as there is no standard metric to capture
it. An anonymization scheme such as RSW might perfectly preserve the degree distribution
of a graph while damaging other properties. Also, utility depends on how the analyst uses
data. We look at some fundamental utility metrics as they vary with anonymization level.
The properties we study are:
• Degree distribution – it measures the frequency of degrees as they grow and it is an
important measure of a small world graph.
• Joint degree distribution – the distribution of node degree pairs between which edges
exist in a graph.
• Average degree connectivity – the average nearest neighbor degree of nodes with
degree d.
• Degree centrality – the fraction of total nodes a node is connected to.
• Eigenvector centrality – it measures a node’s importance based on the its connection
to other important nodes. For a vertex v it is defined as the vth component of the
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eigenvector associated with the largest eigenvalue of the adjacency matrix of the
graph.
These properties are fundamental to the behavior of social graphs and damaging them
significantly has an adverse effect on the overall utility of the graph. Most of the usage
specific graph properties such as diameter, average path length, clustering co-efficient,
closeness centrality, betweenness centrality, pagerank, link prediction, number of connected
components etc. cannot be conserved without conserving the properties studied. For
instance all centrality and pagerank metrics are tightly coupled with eigenvector centrality.
Accurate measurement of these metrics is important for studying community structure,
designing routing algorithms and ranking problems. High levels of perturbation to node
degrees affects clustering co-efficient, average path length and diameter of the graph;
whereas joint degree distribution is important for link prediction. Due to the interconnected
nature of graphs it is very hard to selectively perturb some metrics while conserving others,
on the contrary perturbation that conserves particular metrics is very damaging to others.
As observed, RSW (see, § 4.3.3) preserves the degree distribution perfectly but is very
detrimental to other metrics. Figure 4.2 shows the joint degree distribution of unperturbed
graphs for reference.
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Figure 4.2: Original joint degree distribution
Implementation. The random forest classifier is trained using about 25K identical and
500K non-identical node pairs. We classify 16K identical node pairs for Flickr and 10K
for Facebook against 1 Million non-identical node pairs for both graphs. All identical
nodes pairs with degree over five are included for classification. We omit the low-degree
nodes as they have too little information to be identified reliably; as a result the number
of identical node pairs is lower for Facebook which is sparser of the two graphs. Training
the classifier takes about 10 minutes while classification takes about 25 minutes.
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4.3.1 Random Sparsification (RSP)
Anonymity. Deleting edges at random limits the scope of structural de-anonymization
due to lack of information. However, it does not rule out attacks completely. As shown in
Figure 4.3 the classification success diminishes with decreasing edge overlap (as measured
by Jaccard Coefficient, see, Equation (2.1)). We introduce an edge overlap of αE =
(0.75, 0.50, 0.25) by increasing the fraction of randomly deleted edges to produce Gaux and
Gsan; αE is computed for the common subgraph of Gaux and Gsan, the edge overlap for the
entire graph is much lower. Even after lowering αE to 0.25, enough information remains
and de-anonymization is quite successful for both the graphs.
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Figure 4.3: RSP: ROC curves
Utility. Deleting edges shows gradual and graceful decline in the quality of the graph.
• Degree distribution (Figure 4.4) – more of less preserved for varying levels of
anonymity, this is expected as edges are deleted uniformly at random.
• Joint degree distribution (Figure 4.5) – shifts towards the low degree node pairs as
deleting edges decreases the number of high degree nodes.
• Average degree connectivity (Figure 4.6) – shifts towards the origin due to decrease
in node degrees across the graph. Decrease in the range of degrees shrinks the
spectrum.
• Eigenvector centrality (Figure 4.7) – deleting edges uniformly does not effect the
eigenvector centrality much, the important nodes continue to be important. However,
the decrease of degree does shift the spectrum.
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Figure 4.4: RSP: Degree Distribution
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Figure 4.5: RSP: Joint Degree Distribution
4.3.2 Random Add/Delete (RAD)
Anonymity. Adding and deleting edges at random homogenizes the graph by decreasing
the degree of high degree nodes and increasing the degree of low degree nodes. Introducing
non-edges increases the degree of low degree nodes as non-edges are more likely exist
between such nodes. As a result structural classification becomes difficult, as can be
seen in Figure 4.8. We compare the performance of our classifier by introducing graph
perturbation of a fraction k = (0.10, 0.25, 0.50) of the edges. Even at k = 0.50 structure-
based de-anonymization is quite successful for both the graphs.
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Figure 4.7: RSP: Eigenvector Centrality vs. Degree Centrality
Utility. RAD is less forgiving of the graph properties, specially its degree and joint degree
distribution. Adding and deleting edges at random pushes the graph closer to a random
graph (achieved at k = 1).
• Degree distribution (Figure 4.9) – addition and deletion of edges at random makes
the degree distribution more compact. The shift is disproportionate due to nature
of perturbation being biased.
• Joint degree distribution (Figure 4.10) – confirms that all the node degrees move
close together.
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Figure 4.8: RAD: ROC curves
• Average degree connectivity (Figure 4.11) – shifts downwards as low degree nodes
get delinked from high degree nodes and linked to other low degree nodes, the high
degree nodes suffer a decrease in their degree and loss of links to other high degree
nodes, this decreases their connectivity as well. Since node degrees become uniform
the spectrum shrinks.
• Eigenvector centrality (Figure 4.12) – perturbation of the neighborhood of high
degree nodes decreases their degree; however, they still retain their importance as
deleting and adding edges at random does not have a huge effect on their influence.
On the other hand low degree nodes still remain relatively unimportant because
of being primarily connected to other low degree nodes thus producing the shift
observed.
4.3.3 Random Switch (RSW)
Anonymity. Switching edges at random affects the graph properties in an unpredictable
manner. Although RSW perfectly preserves the degree distribution, it is rather damaging to
the other graph metrics. This scheme provides a perfect example of the challenges faced in
preserving utility in a perturbed graph. In our experiments we introduce perturbations of
a fraction k = (0.20, 0.50, 0.85) of the number of edge pairs; smaller values of k produced
no perceptible change in ROC curves hence larger values are picked to study variance.
Figure 4.13 shows that even at the highest level of perturbation barely any additional
privacy is achieved. Preserving the degree distribution not only adversely affects the
graph’s properties but also makes it more vulnerable to structure-based re-identification.
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Figure 4.9: RAD: Degree Distribution
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Figure 4.10: RAD: Joint Degree Distribution
Utility. Almost all graph metrics are profoundly damaged apart from degree distribution
which is perfectly preserved, although at a high cost.
• Degree distribution – exactly preserved.
• Joint degree distribution (Figure 4.14) – becomes more uniform throughout the graph.
The original joint degree distribution (Figure 4.2) shows that edges are concentrated
among low degree nodes. Switching edges gradually spreads the concentration
towards higher degree nodes.
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Figure 4.11: RAD: Degree Connectivity vs. Node Degree
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Figure 4.12: RAD: Eigenvector Centrality vs. Degree Centrality
• Average degree connectivity (Figure 4.15) – becomes uniform as low degree and high
degree nodes get linked.
• Eigenvector centrality (Figure 4.16) – remains preserved for low levels of perturba-
tion (k = 0.10) but the influence of nodes becomes directly proportional to degree
centrality at the highest level of perturbation. This is an indication of the graph
losing structure and moving towards randomness.
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Figure 4.13: RSW: ROC curves
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Figure 4.14: RSW: Joint Degree Distribution
4.3.4 Random Edge Perturbation (REP)
Anonymity. Deleting a fraction of edges and adding the same fraction of non-edges
produces a large increase in edges overall since the number of non-edges is several orders
of magnitude higher than edges. We introduce perturbations of µ = (10−4, 10−3, 10−2)
for our analysis. The authors who proposed this scheme [89] consider µ = 10−3 to be a
high level of perturbation which indeed it is. However, we did not see any appreciable
change in the ROC curve for such low values for Flickr so we raised it further. As seen
in Figure 4.17 denser graphs are more resilient to introduction of noise; this is even more
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Figure 4.15: RSW: Degree Connectivity vs. Node Degree
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Figure 4.16: RSW: Eigenvector Centrality vs. Degree Centrality
apparent in the case of REP which is rather damaging to Facebook at µ = 10−3 but does
little damage to Flickr.
Utility. Although we achieve a reasonable level of anonymity at µ = 10−3 for Facebook
it comes at the cost of utility which is significantly damaged. Flickr resists longer but to
achieve anonymity we need to compromise utility. At µ = 10−2 both graphs are perturbed
beyond recognition and of little use – but even at this level of perturbation Flickr still looks
attackable with AUC = 0.792, whereas classifying node pairs in Facebook gets reduced to
as good as guessing with AUC = 0.585.
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Figure 4.17: REP: ROC curves
• Degree distribution (Figure 4.18) – shifts towards the right but the change is more
extreme as the proportion of non-edges introduced is orders of magnitude higher.
• Joint degree distribution (Figure 4.19) – gets concentrated towards the high-degree
node pairs.
• Average degree connectivity (Figure 4.20) – addition of edges produces new low
degree nodes that are connected to other low degree nodes thus producing a dip of
connectivity spectrum towards the origin. The neighborhood of high-degree nodes
shows relatively less change.
• Eigenvector centrality (Figure 4.21) – in contrast to RSP adding non-edges at ran-
dom does not change the degree centrality or eigenvector centrality of nodes much.
Random edges do not change the importance of nodes, hence we see the spectrum
being preserved. However, extreme perturbation (µ = 10−2) causes the spectrum to
shift.
4.3.5 k-Degree Anonymization (KDA)
Anonymity. Ensuring k-degree anonymity for nodes requires introducing edges among
high-degree nodes since such nodes are rarer in the graph. We generate k-degree anonymous
graphs using the Supergraph and Greedy Swap algorithm [95]. Supergraph produces a
k-anonymous graph for a given number of nodes after which Greedy Swap swaps edges
among node pairs till the generated graph has almost the same edge set as the original
graph, in our experiments the generated graph has at least 90% of the same edges as
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Figure 4.18: REP: Degree Distribution
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Figure 4.19: REP: Joint Degree Distribution
the original graph. We introduce perturbations of k = (10, 50, 100) for our analysis. As
observed (Figure 4.22) even high values of k does not increase the anonymity by much for
either graph. Edge insertion among high-degree nodes is not large enough to mask their
true neighborhood structure whereas the low degree nodes are left almost untouched. The
result is significant damage to graph metrics without gaining much anonymity.
Utility. Change in the neighborhood of high-degree nodes adversely affects the properties
of graph without purchasing any additional anonymity.
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Figure 4.20: REP: Degree Connectivity vs. Node Degree
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Figure 4.21: REP: Eigenvector Centrality vs. Degree Centrality
• Degree distribution (Figure 4.23) – roughly flatlines for higher-degree nodes as such
nodes are fewer in number and the perturbation increases the frequency of each
distinct degree to a minimum value.
• Joint degree distribution (Figure 4.24) – forms a checkered pattern for high-degree
nodes as the perturbation introduces new edges among high-degree nodes.
• Average degree connectivity (Figure 4.25) – increases sharply for low-degree nodes
due to being connected to high degree nodes whose degree has been increased during
perturbation.
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Figure 4.22: KDA: ROC curves
• Eigenvector centrality (Figure 4.26) – remains largely same except for vertical pat-
terns appearing for higher-degree nodes (higher degree centrality) due to perturbation
in their degree.
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Figure 4.23: KDA: Degree Distribution
4.3.6 1-hop k-Anonymization (1HKA)
Anonymity. 1HKA is inefficient for large graphs with high average node degree. The
scheme ensures 1-hop k-anonymity by inserting edges which are of the order of 12% of
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Figure 4.24: KDA: Joint Degree Distribution
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Figure 4.25: KDA: Degree Connectivity vs. Node Degree
the total edges for k = 30 [96]. To analyze this scheme and get around the problem of
inefficiency we introduce µ = (0.10, 0.25, 0.50) fraction of edges at random in the graph.
Inserting edges at random makes structural de-anonymization harder as compared to
inserting them in a formulaic manner (as confirmed by the results of KDA), also utility is
better preserved in this scenario. Hence the results achieved provide a lower bound on de-
anonymizability and an upper bound on utility compared to using the actual scheme. Note
that by definition 1-hop features of all nodes in an equivalence class would be completely
identical in this scenario therefore they cannot be used to differentiate among node pairs
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Figure 4.26: KDA: Eigenvector Centrality vs. Degree Centrality
any more. The 2-hop features are still relevant; we replace the 1-hop features by 3-hop
features. This is a simple swap which is easily done in our framework thus highlighting
its proclivity to swift adaptation. Figure 4.27 confirms that even adding a high fraction
of edges does not provide much anonymity.
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Figure 4.27: 1HKA: ROC curves
Utility. Adding edges at random damages the degree and joint degree distributions but
is less harsh on other properties.
• Degree distribution (Figure 4.28) – shift similar to REP due to introduction of edges.
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• Joint degree distribution (Figure 4.29) – similar to REP, shifts diagonally as degree
of all the nodes increases. The shift is more concentrated towards the low-degree
nodes as most edges are introduced in their vicinity.
• Average degree connectivity (Figure 4.30) – behaves similar to REP.
• Eigenvector centrality (Figure 4.31) – behaves similar to REP.
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Figure 4.29: 1HKA: Joint Degree Distribution
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Figure 4.31: 1HKA: Eigenvector Centrality vs. Degree Centrality
4.4 Comparing social graph benchmarking schemes
Even though a multitude of social graph anonymization schemes have been proposed, little
work has been done in the area of benchmarking them by quantifying the anonymity and
utility they provide.
A-posteriori analysis of re-identification probabilities is a popular [82–84] approach to
quantify anonymity in anonymized social graphs. After an adversarial model has been
defined such analysis proceeds by formulating queries based on the adversary’s a-priori
knowledge of the target and then computing the risk of re-identification based on the
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induced equivalence relation. This methodology is hard to quantify due to being computa-
tionally intensive. The results are highly dependent on the adversarial model and can only
handle simple adversaries [82]. Constructing optimal queries for an adversary possessing
knowledge of the target’s sub-graph is very tricky.
Hay et al. [83] present an adversarial model where the adversary knows some structural
information about a target in the original graph and tries to identify it by querying the
published anonymized graph. The authors assume that all the resulting candidates of
the query are equally likely and enforce the condition that each such query should have
at least k candidates; this is defined as K-Candidate Anonymity. This approach has two
serious issues. First, treating all candidates as equally likely is simplistic, undermines the
adversary and misrepresents reality. Second, the authors include a candidate in the result
of a query only when it exactly matches the structure of the target queried, there is no
provision for a probabilistic match, this is not optimal use of resources by the adversary.
The authors also present an attack where the adversary explores the neighborhood of the
target by performing a breadth first search. This models the scenario where the adversary
has incomplete knowledge of the sub-graph around the target. The adversary is limited
by the number of edges it can explore; not all edges convey equal information but the
adversary does not optimize for this. This attack is more realistic but hard to generalize
as it does not describe an adversary’s background knowledge concretely. Another serious
drawback of the analysis is that the authors compute k-candidate anonymity purely based
on the degree of the nodes in the resulting perturbed graph, thus implying that the
adversary knows the target degree in the perturbed graph as well. Such analysis befuddles
the quantification of anonymity by overestimating the powers of a weak adversary. The
authors conclude that anonymization using RAD and RSW makes such attacks harder, but
to provide any meaningful protection the perturbation required is too high to preserve
graph properties.
Bonchi et al. [82] refine the definition of K-Candidate Anonymity by proposing an entropy-
based metric. Hay et al. [83] measure the probability of a node in the perturbed graph to
have originated from the target, thus providing a local estimate. Bonchi et al. [82] provide
a global estimate by computing the entropy from the distribution of belief probabilities of
the nodes being mapped to the target. The authors present two approaches to quantify
anonymity – first, where the adversary’s aim is to identify a particular target in the
anonymized graph and second, where the adversary is interested in identifying anyone
in the anonymized graph. The authors compute the entropies for both definitions under
RSP, modeling a rather weak adversary that only has the knowledge of target’s degree.
These computations however, become far too complicated and computationally infeasible
for even a slightly more potent adversary that has the knowledge of target neighborhoods
instead of just the target degree. It is suggested that the adversary also faces a similar
challenge while launching attacks, although no motivation is provided for the adversary to
do so, nor is it proven that this is the optimal attack. Additionally, this model prevents
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us from comparing schemes.
Singh and Zhan [167] propose a metric based on degrees and variance of clustering coef-
ficients of nodes to measure topological anonymity of a social graph. It is not explained
why these properties should be picked over others. Additionally, their metric is rather too
basic to accommodate adversaries with structural knowledge of the target’s neighborhood.
Ji et al. [102] propose SecGraph – a platform to evaluate graph data anonymization
and de-anonymization schemes. The authors conduct a survey in which they analyze a
variety of graph anonymization schemes based on utility preservation and their resistance
to modern structural graph de-anonymization attacks. The authors conclude that the
analyzed anonymity schemes preserve some utility while being vulnerable to most de-
anonymization attacks. The adversarial model used to evaluate the de-anonymization
attacks is far too liberal towards the adversary. The auxiliary graph used to attack the
sanitized graph is sampled from the same graph with varying levels of edge deletion. The
resulting pair of graphs have the same set of nodes but the set of edges retained in each
graph depends upon the sampling probability s. Specifically, given a graphG = (V,E) with
node set V and edge set E, the sampled graph G′ = (V,E ′), where Pr[e ∈ E ′ | e ∈ E] = s.
The anonymization schemes are evaluated by anonymizing the raw graph before sampling
the graphs; this is strictly weaker than sampling the graphs first and then anonymizing
them. The adversarial model does not truly reflect a plausible scenario, independent
anonymization of graphs is more realistic. Assuming that the adversary has an auxiliary
graph of exactly the same individuals as contained in the sanitized graph is a very strong
assumption. In reality it is much more likely that graphs have a partial overlap and
have perturbations introduced due to a combination of organic and synthetic processes
which should be modeled by anonymizing each graph individually. Such an adversarial
model overestimates the success of attacks and does not capture the true trade-off between
privacy and utility. We take all these factors into consideration in our adversarial model
(§ 4.2.1). So, although the paper presents a useful way to compare anonymization schemes,
it is far from ideal. Using success of de-anonymization attacks to compare schemes is
in particular not ideal: attacks can be optimized to de-anonymize the largest fraction
of nodes while sacrificing accuracy or vice-versa. They can also be tuned to be more
successful for certain nodes than others. Structure-based attacks are not designed to serve
as a measuring tool.
In contrast to such previous approaches, in this chapter we propose a machine-learning
framework to benchmark graph anonymization schemes. Our framework can easily adapt
to changes in the adversarial model and can accommodate a weak or strong adversary.
This is in stark contrast to the rigidity of structure-based de-anonymization attacks which
are time consuming to modify and cannot be adapted to a change in adversarial model
without manual effort. In the platform presented by Ji et al. [102] if an attack readily
assumes graph directionality to be available to the attacker [5] then it cannot be easily
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applied by an adversary who does not have this information, thus limiting the scope of
evaluation. Our framework, being automated, makes changes trivial by just adjusting the
node features. None of the attacks previously presented is successful when the anonymized
graph is published as a collection of disjoint subgraphs. Availability of seeds would be
useless in such a scenario as the mapping would stop at the limit of each subgraph, as
shown in Chapter 3 our framework can handle such cases with ease. Most approaches are
computationally extensive and thus heavy footed. We provide a nimble and automated
alternative to benchmark social graph anonymization schemes.
4.5 Discussion
Anonymizing high-dimensional data is not a new problem, though it keeps resurfacing in
one form or another. Data with a large number of attributes are very hard to anonymize
without unacceptable information loss [6]. There are exponentially many combinations
of dimensions that can be used as quasi-identifiers thus leading to inference attacks.
Preventing such attacks requires completely suppressing most of the data which renders
publishing data moot. Our experiments confirm the conventional wisdom in the scenario
of social graphs.
Parameter choice. The overlap between auxiliary and sanitized graphs is chosen as
αV = 0.25 to model an adversary with reasonable side information to launch an attack.
A higher αV strengthens the attacker as the side information increases; however, this
does not have any impact on the relative success of attacks under different schemes and
adversarial models. The de-anonymization attack gives robust results for αV ≥ 0.20, we
found that results are not reliable for lower values of graph overlap. However, this does
not limit the application of our techniques to social graphs of any particular kind. It is
challenging to attack sparse graphs due to lack of information but all other attacks face the
same challenge. It is possible that in future our techniques could be enhanced to lower the
graph overlap needed to launch a potent attack but we believe that there must a minimum
amount of side information needed below which attacks are not feasible. This provides
further evidence that our attacks should only be considered as a lower limit. Finding the
optimum attacker for a given adversarial model is a hard problem, hence it is wise to tread
with caution. Other parameters are chosen as detailed in § 3.5.3. We set vector length and
bin size (n, b) as (21, 50) (see, § 4.2.3); the value is chosen such that it can accommodate
higher degrees and their variation, the choice does not have a huge impact on accuracy (see,
§ 3.5.3). A forest size of 400 is used to achieve good testing accuracy. We experimented
with using features such as centrality, edge weights and group membership in addition to
those proposed. Complicated features do not provide a significant improvement.
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4.5.1 Risk of re-identification
The classification framework presented quantifies the risk of re-identification based purely
on graph structure, given a perturbation scheme. The task of distinguishing identical node
pairs from non-identical ones captures the most basic challenge faced by the adversary. We
provide a granular graph structure-based metric to capture the likelihood of a node being
re-identified. The classification task used by our framework is not new and has been widely
used in the literature [3, 5, 117]. The key difference is that previous results have been
reported for the global matching task rather than pairwise matching task. The results
of the global matching task are derived from the success attained in pairwise matching
task. Hay et al. [83] proposed K-Candidate Anonymity based on the number of matches
returned by a structural query on a graph. Bonchi et al. [82] refine the definition to
propose k-Preimage Obfuscation which is based on an entropy. Both these definitions rely
on the success of the adversary to find pairwise matchings of graph nodes.
Our structure-based re-identification has a high true positive rate and a low false positive
rate, allowing us to re-identify an individual with high confidence. The re-identification
rates observed are a lower bound on the attacker’s success; more potent structure-based
re-identification cannot be ruled out. And structure is not the only information that an
adversary might possess; any side information is likely to cause a further decline in false
positives. In the light of this, none of the six schemes analyzed provide sufficient anonymity
while preserving utility (Figure 4.32). Acceptable levels of anonymity are only achieved
at very high perturbation levels at which point data is of little use. Tables 4.1 and 4.2
show that even at very low false positive rates the true positive rates are unacceptably
high. REP (µ = 10−2) for Facebook is the most successful scheme at repelling structural
attacks with true positive value of less than 1% for a false positive of 0.1% and an AUC =
0.585; though not as effective for Flickr it behaves reasonably well. We introduce extreme
levels of perturbation in our experiments only as a means to study the graph behavior,
perturbation at such high levels serves no practical purpose.
Flickr. All the schemes except REP (µ = 10−2) have a TP of above 5% at a FP of 0.1%
for even the most extreme level of perturbation. This is already pretty high even if we
make the very strong assumption that the attacker can gather no side information for any
of the nodes attacked.
Facebook. Anonymization is more successful as compared to Flickr. Most schemes
apart from REP (µ = (10−2, 10−3)) have a TP of around 3–5% at a FP of 0.1%. This also
affects the utility of graph metrics which are noticeably damaged. Overall, Facebook’s
anonymization and utility are more sensitive given a particular level of perturbation.
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Table 4.1: Flickr: False Positive vs. True Positive
False Positive 0.001% 0.01% 0.1% 1% 10% 25%
Graph Split 3.89 9.19 21.07 47.40 88.78 98.56
RSP (αE = 0.75) 1.93 6.41 18.62 44.82 87.36 98.09
RSP (αE = 0.50) 2.59 6.04 15.04 38.85 83.57 97.10
RSP (αE = 0.25) 0.40 1.94 7.48 24.08 76.66 94.71
RAD (k = 0.10) 2.21 6.31 16.86 36.38 76.40 94.29
RAD (k = 0.25) 1.83 5.05 12.04 27.99 67.62 91.89
RAD (k = 0.50) 0.16 0.96 5.27 17.74 51.31 80.50
REP (µ = 10−4) 2.32 7.20 17.53 41.34 85.53 97.39
REP (µ = 10−3) 1.78 4.17 13.63 30.78 71.11 94.11
REP (µ = 10−2) 0.10 0.48 1.92 6.46 27.61 63.95
1HKA (µ = 0.10) 0.11 2.03 14.32 35.66 77.50 94.81
1HKA (µ = 0.25) 0.14 0.93 9.80 31.73 74.54 93.85
1HKA (µ = 0.50) 0.02 0.61 5.59 26.60 70.09 93.58
RSW (k = 0.20) 1.05 5.23 15.64 38.11 83.77 99.00
RSW (k = 0.50) 0.41 3.09 11.63 29.23 79.04 98.92
RSW (k = 0.85) 0.39 2.14 8.44 24.82 79.77 99.22
KDA (k = 10) 1.86 6.18 16.70 38.97 84.87 98.58
KDA (k = 50) 1.30 5.18 14.54 34.89 81.77 99.04
KDA (k = 100) 2.07 5.41 14.87 34.83 80.90 98.64
4.5.2 Comparing anonymization schemes
Bearing in mind that none of the schemes analyzed here are really fit for the purpose, we
provide a coarse ranking based on utility preservation and relative anonymity. RSW and
KDA are by far the least useful schemes for anonymizing social graphs. Neither provides
a safe level of anonymity even after hugely damaging the graph features. RSP and RAD
are by far the best schemes among the ones that we have analyzed; both provide graceful
and gradual degradation of graph utility. REP and 1HKA lie in the middle. REP provides
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Table 4.2: Facebook: False Positive vs. True Positive
False Positive 0.001% 0.01% 0.1% 1% 10% 25%
Graph Split 0.32 1.04 4.40 34.32 78.60 94.30
RSP (αE = 0.75) 0.46 3.14 11.47 34.20 75.51 92.16
RSP (αE = 0.50) 0.32 1.71 7.23 25.24 68.17 87.77
RSP (αE = 0.25) 0.13 0.44 2.97 13.69 54.02 77.84
RAD (k = 0.10) 0.42 2.49 10.81 32.48 71.61 89.92
RAD (k = 0.25) 0.22 0.99 5.16 18.78 56.42 81.00
RAD (k = 0.50) 0.11 0.56 2.77 9.78 33.35 58.63
REP (µ = 10−4) 0.17 2.61 10.98 28.21 65.89 86.69
REP (µ = 10−3) 0.20 0.67 2.37 8.19 32.28 58.21
REP (µ = 10−2) 0.00 0.71 0.71 4.44 13.21 30.87
1HKA (µ = 0.10) 0.19 1.87 9.32 30.14 71.82 89.87
1HKA (µ = 0.25) 0.25 3.11 11.13 27.83 61.61 83.79
1HKA (µ = 0.50) 0.07 0.94 4.64 16.86 49.52 75.04
RSW (k = 0.20) 0.21 1.38 7.33 23.97 64.93 88.68
RSW (k = 0.50) 0.19 1.18 4.19 17.10 57.25 87.21
RSW (k = 0.85) 0.00 0.12 1.51 11.17 51.83 86.91
KDA (k = 10) 0.58 3.02 11.20 32.33 71.08 91.49
KDA (k = 50) 0.21 1.49 8.01 26.55 66.26 89.30
KDA (k = 100) 0.08 0.91 5.26 19.09 62.15 88.37
anonymity at high levels of perturbation but produces graphs that are a mere shadow of
the original ones; it also introduces perturbations proportionate to the number of non-
edges which has a very damaging effect on sparse graphs. 1HKA preserves some properties
but is rather damaging for the others. The analysis of 1HKA provides a lower bound
on de-anonymizability and an upper bound on the utility (see, § 4.3.6). Schemes that
provide k-anonymity by homogenizing the i-hop neighborhood around nodes are not only
computationally expensive but also defenseless against sub-graph attacks. As shown these
schemes are very destructive to graph properties and can be defeated by extending the
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features beyond i hops. Such schemes achieve complete structural similarity only after
either all nodes are fully connected or disconnected [102].
Table 4.3 provides the concrete relation between the deviation of degree distribution and
joint degree distribution from the original as characterized by the Hellinger distance and
AUC of the ROC curves obtained. The Hellinger distance is defined as the statistical
distance H(P,Q) between two discrete probability distributions P = (p1, . . . , pk) and
Q = (q1, . . . , qk) given by:
H(P,Q) =
1√
2
√√√√ k∑
i=1
(
√
pi −√qi)2
H(P,Q) takes a value in the range [0,1]; the schemes that show a lesser distance between
original and perturbed distributions preserve the distribution better. In general schemes
which produce distributions closer to the original ones tend to allow more successful
structural attacks as measured by the AUC. Figure 4.32 shows how various anonymization
schemes fare against each other for a reasonably chosen level of perturbation.
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Figure 4.32: Scheme Comparison: ROC curves
Bottom line. After carefully studying the results we do not believe any scheme can
guarantee anonymity while preserving utility. De-anonymization can be seen as a utility
metric as it is constructed from the properties of the graph and it cannot be damaged
without destroying other properties. In summary:
• Our experiments show that properties of dense graphs are more resilient to a pro-
portionate perturbation which in turn makes them more vulnerable to attacks. De-
anoymization of Flickr is less sensitive to edge perturbations than Facebook as dense
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Table 4.3: Hellinger Distance between degree distribution (DD) and joint degree distri-
bution (JDD) for perturbed and unperturbed graphs and its effect on ROC curve’s Area
Under the Curve (AUC)
Flickr Facebook
DD JDD AUC DD JDD AUC
RSP (αE = 0.75) 0.109 0.570 0.959 0.062 0.295 0.926
RSP (αE = 0.50) 0.130 0.567 0.950 0.100 0.340 0.903
RSP (αE = 0.25) 0.204 0.610 0.931 0.194 0.477 0.850
RAD (k = 0.10) 0.314 0.562 0.935 0.138 0.283 0.917
RAD (k = 0.25) 0.467 0.582 0.915 0.273 0.336 0.870
RAD (k = 0.50) 0.603 0.657 0.864 0.439 0.478 0.763
REP (µ = 10−4) 0.232 0.568 0.955 0.280 0.286 0.900
REP (µ = 10−3) 0.599 0.612 0.924 0.759 0.630 0.761
REP (µ = 10−2) 0.912 0.899 0.792 0.999 1.000 0.585
1HKA (µ = 0.10) 0.318 0.562 0.936 0.141 0.269 0.917
1HKA (µ = 0.25) 0.465 0.581 0.929 0.281 0.293 0.888
1HKA (µ = 0.50) 0.584 0.606 0.920 0.428 0.338 0.845
RSW (k = 0.20) 0.000 0.170 0.953 0.000 0.084 0.904
RSW (k = 0.50) 0.000 0.268 0.943 0.000 0.143 0.889
RSW (k = 0.85) 0.000 0.350 0.942 0.000 0.203 0.879
KDA (k = 10) 0.136 0.576 0.954 0.056 0.279 0.920
KDA (k = 50) 0.260 0.793 0.950 0.125 0.485 0.907
KDA (k = 100) 0.327 0.863 0.949 0.175 0.603 0.898
graphs retain enough information even after perturbation. Additionally, high-degree
nodes are more vulnerable than low-degree ones. All useful anonymization schemes
leave a certain fraction of true edges intact; only a few true friends are needed to
re-identify an individual. Thus dense graphs are more vulnerable to re-identification
attacks than sparse graphs since on an average each node has more friends.
• Deleting edges is less harmful than adding false edges; Bonchi et al. [82] made the
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same observation. Introducing random edges disrupts the small-world characteristics
of the graph by shrinking it, while removing edges at random still leaves paths that
preserve the small-world features.
• Increasing perturbation does not necessarily provide more anonymity in all cases
but it always degrades graph utility.
• Formulaic and local graph perturbation such as KDA fares worse at providing anonymity
than global graph perturbation. The interconnectivity of graphs allows leveraging the
unperturbed neighborhoods to attack the perturbed neighborhoods. An anonymiza-
tion scheme must be global to have any chance of providing privacy.
• The discovery of more potent structure-based re-identification would not alter the
relative benchmarking of the schemes. Structure-based re-identification which is
generalizable would always be more successful on a weaker scheme. The classification
framework presented by us is generic as its success increases with decrease in strength
of anonymization for a particular scheme. This claim is supported by the results
presented for six different schemes.
4.6 Summary
In this chapter we extended and built upon the machine-learning techniques presented
in Chapter 3 to construct a benchmarking platform for perturbation-based social graph
anonymization schemes. The platform allows us to evaluate and compare anonymization
schemes efficiently. The work bridges the fundamental research gap of comparing and
evaluating social graph anonymization schemes under a common framework. We overcome
a major hindrance to learning based attacks on overlapping graphs by proposing a mecha-
nism to train the learning model in absence of ground truth or seed mappings. We conduct
a thorough analysis of the effect of graph perturbation on the anonymity achieved and
utility preserved by studying six perturbation-based social graph anonymization schemes
using publicly-available real-world social graphs. We comprehensively analyze the effect
of graph perturbation on utility by studying five fundamental graph metrics. We examine
whether the anonymization schemes provide any anonymity at all, even when perturbation
levels are high enough to destroy almost all utility. We propose a granular graph-structure-
based metric to capture the likelihood of node re-identification. The schemes are compared
based on the success of structure-based re-identification with varying levels of graph per-
turbation and its relation to graph utility. The findings are supported by a thorough and
comprehensive analysis of graph-anonymization schemes using real-world social networks.
In Chapter 5 we will demonstrate how the success of our classifier lies at the heart of social
graph de-anonymization by recovering actual mappings across anonymized graphs.
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Chapter 5
The next generation of social graph
de-anonymization attacks
5.1 Introduction
As discussed in previous chapters, in the event of a data release the privacy of individuals
is often seen as a hindrance and protected as an afterthought. This manifests itself as
poorly thought through data anonymization schemes. Social networks are specially hard to
anonymize due to the interconnectivity of individuals. As seen in § 2.4, privacy risks can be
alleviated to some extent by interactive mechanisms like differential privacy, where instead
of releasing the data a query interface is provided and the replies are tightly controlled
by adding noise to provide a privacy guarantee. Such mechanisms have their limitations
as they are non-trivial to set up, expensive to maintain and introduce excessive noise
where the data analyst’s goals are unknown [68]. Non-interactive privacy mechanisms
(see, §§ 2.5 and 2.6) that release a perturbed version of the data have also been widely
proposed [77–90, 92–98, 168, 169]. As seen in § 2.8, privacy researchers routinely break such
mechanisms [4, 5, 36, 87, 103, 104, 106, 107, 114–119, 170, 171]. Overwhelming evidence
suggests either privacy or utility must be relinquished if high-dimensional datasets are to
be released.
Ji et al. [104] show that most anonymized social network datasets can be largely de-
anonymized purely based on structural knowledge but searching for the optimal attack
is computationally infeasible. None of the approaches so far show performance close to
what is possible [104]. All approaches rely on hand-picked heuristics to exploit structural
similarity in social graphs. In this chapter we overcome these hurdles by proposing a
fresh approach using machine-learning models to obtain an appreciable improvement.
In particular, we present a new generation of graph de-anonymization algorithm that
is seedless, and automatically discovers artefacts from data samples to construct a de-
anonymization learning model thus doing away with the need for hand-selected features.
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Learning from pertinent examples limits human intervention and creates models that are
robust, reliable, nimble and able to adapt to changes in anonymization strategy.
Our contributions. In this chapter we make the following primary contributions:
• We present a new generation of heuristic-free seedless graph de-anonymization algo-
rithm that uses machine learning to map nodes across graphs (§ 5.3.3).
• We show that our proposed scheme can handle a variety of adversarial models and
is agnostic to the de-anonymization scheme employed (§ 5.3.4).
• The algorithm is evaluated on three real-world social graph datasets under four
adversarial models (§ 5.4).
• We conduct a thorough comparison of our algorithm with seven seed-based and
seedless attacks using two real-world social network datasets. Our algorithm’s overall
performance is better than all the others by a healthy margin (§ 5.5).
The work presented in this chapter is based on the paper titled Change of Guard: The Next
Generation of Social Graph De-anonymization Attacks [172] published in the Proceedings
of the 9th ACM Workshop on Artificial Intelligence and Security (AISec 2016).
5.2 The de-anonymization landscape
Graph de-anonymization traditionally tries to obtain a mapping between two graphs
using just their structure. The graph nodes represent individuals and the edges represent
relations among them. After an anonymized graph is released the adversary tries to match
it with a known graph to compromise privacy. The adversary’s knowledge is often imperfect,
but may be sufficient to launch potent re-identification attacks [3, 5]. Identification of
individuals present in both graphs could lead to discovery of sensitive relations among
them. The adversary could obtain side information from a number of sources such as
another data release, scraping the web or by colluding with individuals who are part of
a common social network. Most data releases aim to preserve some utility to facilitate
analysis thus limiting possible perturbation of the data. This allows the attackers to try
unraveling the anonymization using structural similarity and if available, any other side
information.
5.2.1 Anonymizing social networks
Several social network anonymization schemes try to protect node privacy, i.e., concealing
an individual’s presence in the graph (see, §§ 2.5 and 2.6). Such schemes are mainly
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of two types [43–45] – clustering-based and perturbation-based. Clustering-based graph
anonymization schemes release aggregate graph information instead of the raw graph while
perturbation-based schemes introduce imperfections in the graph via a combination of edge
additions/deletions to deter graph-structure-based de-anonymization attacks. Summariz-
ing data limits its scope and usage but provides better privacy. This chapter considers
perturbation-based schemes, which are more popular due to their wider applicability and
simplicity.
5.2.2 Heuristics vs. machine learning
Perfect recovery of common nodes across two graphs is a hard problem and computationally
infeasible for large graphs in general [127]. The problem becomes even harder when the two
graphs are noisy and the edges are perturbed. To make the problem tractable an imperfect
and incomplete mapping is computed whose goal is to minimize the error and maximize
the mappings. Modern graph de-anonymization algorithms are quite potent and can re-
identify a large fraction of nodes with good accuracy [4, 5, 36, 87, 103, 104, 106, 107, 114–
119]. All such algorithms exploit graph heuristics to recover nodes based on structural
properties. This approach, although potent, cannot produce the best performance with
changing real-world anonymization schemes. Additionally there is no predefined manual to
choose heuristics. The choice is based on judgment and prior knowledge of anonymization
techniques and is a constant co-evolution of attack and defense.
As demonstrated in Chapters 3 and 4, basic features based on neighborhood degree can
be used to build complex and expressive models that capture the learning task very pre-
cisely [159]. Handcrafting heuristics also suffers from the problem of tuning the parameters
for various adversarial models, datasets and graph metrics which is done by trial and error.
Pedarsani et al.’s [118] approach is a prime example of the limitations. The authors present
a Bayesian model to capture the similarity of two individuals belonging to different graphs.
The model requires knowledge of the anonymization scheme and can only handle simple
features as it gets too complicated when feature complexity rises. Machine learning models
can handle such complications and do not require manual tuning. In the rest of chapter
we show how to design such systems to breach privacy.
5.3 Evaluation
In this section we describe the adversarial model under which our de-anonymization
algorithm is evaluated. We also define the key components of the learning model and their
role in deconstructing the anonymization of social graphs.
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5.3.1 The adversarial model
We evaluate our attack using the model outlined in § 2.7. The adversary uses auxiliary
graph Gaux as side information to compromise identities in the sanitized graph Gsan.
5.3.2 Learning to de-anonymize
As discussed in earlier chapters, we use a random-forests machine learning model to de-
anonymize social graphs. The learning task is to classify a pair of nodes selected at random
from Gaux and Gsan as identical or non-identical. In this section we lay the foundation of
the model and show how to construct it. The simple learning task of node pair classification
lies at the heart of our algorithm. We show how success in the learning task translates to
success at de-anonymization.
Features
We use the same basic principle as described in §§ 3.3.3 and 4.2.3 to define a node feature
vector. The neighbors of a graph node can be split into two categories, 1-hop nodes and
2-hop nodes. Node feature vectors can be created for both 1-hop and 2-hop neighbors of
a node in an undirected graph – a total of two node categories. In a directed graph the
1-hop nodes are divided into successors and predecessors while the 2-hop nodes can be
divided into successor-of-successor, successor-of-predecessor, predecessor-of-successor and
predecessor-of-predecessor – a total of six node categories. A node feature vector is defined
as a concatenation of the two degree distribution vectors for undirected graphs and 12
degree distribution vectors for directed graphs, counting both in-degree and out-degree for
the six node categories. Figure 5.1 shows a sample feature vector composed of quantized
neighborhood degree distribution for a particular node category.
Additionally, we calculate the Silhouette Coefficient of the number of 1-hop neighbors as
well as 2-hop neighbors for a node pair to decide the split in a tree node. The Silhouette
Coefficient of a node pair is defined as:
δ(d1, d2) =
| d1 − d2 |
max(d1, d2)
where d1 and d2 are the number of either 1-hop neighbors or 2-hop neighbors of nodes
belonging to Gaux and Gsan respectively. This trains the model to predict the degree
deviation for identical and non-identical node pairs. Modularity of features makes them
nimble and adaptable; the features represent a node pair which is a data point for the
learning model.
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Figure 5.1: Feature vector of quantized node neighborhood
Training
The model is trained as discussed in § 4.2.3, by sampling training data by splitting Gaux
and Gsan. This can be achieved by the adversary with just a rough estimate of the node
set overlap between the two graphs.
Classification
After training the model, an unseen node pair can be classified as described in § 3.3.4.
Classification proceeds by extracting features of the nodes in the pair and passing it
through the random forest. Passing the node pair through a tree assigns it a probability
of being identical. After the node pair has been through all the trees, the accumulated
probabilities are averaged thus assigning the node pair a final prediction score which is a
real number in [0,1]. The higher the score, the more likely is the node pair to be identical.
5.3.3 Unraveling anonymization
Classifying node pairs provides a measure of their structural similarity but it cannot be
used directly to identify true mappings. Choosing a high classification threshold can be
used to select identical node pairs with high likelihood. However, false positives cannot
be completely avoided; too high a threshold will rule out a number of node pairs which
in spite of being identical, will not be selected thus adversely affecting the number of
mappings identified. The problem can be solved by two key observations [5]; first, high
degree node pairs are easier to re-identify than low degree node pairs due to their higher
information content and second, common friends of a node pair provide a valuable metric
for identification [150]. The rest of the section describes how these observations can be
used along with structural similarity as quantified by the classifier to produce actual node
mappings.
3-phase re-identification. We carry out re-identification of node pairs in phases, the
key idea is to re-identify high degree nodes early and then use them to attack low degree
nodes. Since high degree nodes are easier to attack we divide the node pairs into three
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categories based on their degree. We pick three degree thresholds such that t1 > t2 > t3
and divide the node pairs. All pairs with the degree of both nodes greater than t1 fall into
Phase 1, all pairs with degree of both nodes greater than t2 but not a part of Phase 1 fall
into Phase 2 and finally all pairs with degree of both nodes greater than t3 but not a part
of either Phase 1 or Phase 2 fall into Phase 3. Nodes of degree lower than or equal to t3
are left alone; t3 is chosen as a low value and such nodes are hard to identify with high
accuracy. Moreover, they are not influential and evoke little interest in an adversary. We
train a separate random forest for each phase to focus the attack better. The attack begins
with Phase 1 node pairs, moves on to Phase 2 node pairs and concludes with Phase 3
node pairs.
Initial mappings. To produce the initial set of mappings all node pairs in Phase 1 are
classified and only pairs with classification score above 0.95 are selected. These mappings
are dirty since at this stage a node might appear in multiple mappings thus making them
contradictory.
Cleaning mappings. A set of dirty mappings is cleaned by greedily selecting node
pairs starting with the node pair with the highest classification score. After a node pair is
selected all further instances of both the nodes in the pair are discarded from the remaining
mappings. Cleaning improves the overall accuracy of the mappings.
Filtering node pairs. The identified initial mappings are treated as true. At this stage,
the mappings are bound to have errors but we have no way to differentiate between a true
mapping and a false one. However, the initial mappings are composed of node pairs which
are structurally very similar, even the non-identical pairs, the nodes are highly likely to
be in close proximity of each other. We leverage this knowledge to filter node pairs based
on the friends they share. All node pairs (including those present in the initial mappings)
are filtered based on the cosine similarity of their neighbors that have been identified in
initial mappings. Cosine similarity is defined as:
CS(X, Y ) =
|X ∩ Y |√|X| · |Y |
where X and Y are two non-empty sets. The filtering process only preserves node pairs
that have a cosine similarity above a threshold. For a directed graph the cosine similarity
is calculated as a sum of cosine similarity of common successors and predecessors. The
filtered node pairs are cleaned again to discover new mappings; however, this time the
classification threshold is relaxed and node pairs self-select themselves until all pairs are
exhausted. The new mappings discovered at the end of this step are preserved and previous
mappings are forgotten.
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Propagating the mappings. Filtering node pairs using the initial mappings increases
the accuracy and coverage of subsequent mappings. Performance is further boosted by
iterating the process. As new mappings are discovered, filtering node pairs become more
reliable due to increase in accuracy and number of common friends; additionally, a larger
set of mappings reaches higher number of nodes. This produces a snowball effect causing
accuracy and coverage to grow till they stabilize. After this process concludes for Phase 1
the mappings are frozen and we continue with Phase 2. As we decrease the degree
threshold to t2 the number of node pairs rise sharply, making it inefficient to classify all
node pairs. This is where the mappings from Phase 1 come in handy; the Phase 2 node
pairs are pre-filtered before classification. Only the filtered mappings are classified and
cleaned; additionally, we decrease the number of node pairs further by removing the nodes
that have already been mapped in Phase 1. In Phase 2 node pairs are first filtered using
Phase 1 mappings, after new mappings are discovered they are rolled in with the frozen
Phase 1 mappings and the process is repeated. Whenever new mappings are found at a
later phase they are rolled in with the frozen mappings, keeping only the latest mappings
from the current phase. After the mappings from Phase 2 stabilize they are frozen and
we repeat the same process for Phase 3, starting with filtering using frozen Phase 1 and
Phase 2 mappings. We observe that mappings stabilize a lot quicker in later phases, as
after enough mappings have been discovered, new mappings do not influence the filtering
much.
5.3.4 Datasets and implementation
The proposed 3-phase seedless attack (3PSL) is evaluated using three publicly available
real-world social networks, Flickr [161] – a popular social network for sharing pictures,
Epinions1 – a who-trust-whom online social network of a general consumer review site2 and
Enron3 – a email communication network. The Flickr graph is undirected and provides
group membership of the users, Epinions is directed and has no group information and
Enron is an undirected graph. The number of nodes and edges in the original graphs
are as follows: Flickr (nodes = 80 513, edges = 5 899 882), Epinions (nodes = 75 879,
edges = 508 837) and Enron (nodes = 36 692, edges = 183 831). These graphs are used to
produce overlapping auxiliary and sanitized graphs with varying node and edge overlaps
(see, § 5.3.1); the details are summarized in Table 5.1. The number of common nodes in
each phase is depicted in Table 5.2 and Table 5.3 shows the chosen degree thresholds (see,
§ 5.3.3).
We analyze our attack with four different adversaries:
(i) A1 – Flickr undirected graph and node group membership (αE = αV = 0.33);
1https://snap.stanford.edu/data/index.html
2http://epinions.com
3Same URL as Footnote 1
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(ii) A2 – Epinions directed graph (αE = 0.33, αV = 0.20);
(iii) A3 – Epinions directed graph (αE = 0.50, αV = 0.35);
(iv) A4 – Enron undirected graph (αE = 0.43, αV = 1).
This allows us to test our structural attack under varying graph densities, edge overlaps,
node overlaps and side information like directionality and group membership. A Flickr
node pair is considered identical only if the group membership matches exactly. Table 5.4
shows the number of samples for the three phases used to train the random forest classifier.
Table 5.1: Graph details
Gaux Gsan
Nodes Edges Nodes Edges
Flickr (αE = αV = 0.33) 51 594 1 322 970 51 698 1 302 064
Epinions (αE = 0.33, αV = 0.20) 30 832 114 908 30 584 113 461
Epinions (αE = 0.50, αV = 0.35) 41 651 183 284 41 673 193 830
Enron (αE = 0.43, αV = 1) 36 692 110 298 36 692 110 298
Table 5.2: Common nodes
Phase 1 Phase 2 Phase 3 Total
Flickr (αE = αV = 0.33) 8684 6608 2779 18 071
Epinions (αE = 0.33, αV = 0.20) 759 1234 783 2776
Epinions (αE = 0.50, αV = 0.35) 1008 2727 1603 5338
Enron (αE = 0.43, αV = 1) 1462 2214 8357 12 033
Table 5.3: Degree thresholds for all phases
t1 t2 t3
Flickr (αE = αV = 0.33) 30 9 5
Epinions (αE = 0.33, αV = 0.20) 30 9 5
Epinions (αE = 0.50, αV = 0.35) 50 9 5
Enron (αE = 0.43, αV = 1) 25 9 2
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Table 5.4: Number of identical (I) and non-identical (NI) samples used for training
Phase 1 Phase 2 Phase 3
I NI I NI I NI
Flickr (αE = αV = 0.33) 8715 1 452 188 8765 1 988 697 4002 1 994 579
Epinions (αE = 0.33, αV = 0.20) 658 1 010 758 1303 1 998 397 920 1 998 940
Epinions (αE = 0.50, αV = 0.35) 1110 1 595 258 3729 1 996 012 2063 1 997 804
Enron (αE = 0.43, αV = 1) 2219 3 338 583 3520 1 996 121 14 364 1 985 529
5.4 Results
In this section we present the analysis of results obtained by running 3PSL on the three
datasets and four adversarial models. The classification of node pairs is successful with
consistently high true positive and low false positive rate. This is critical for the filtering to
begin as it depends on the quality of initial node mappings. Additionally the classification
produces good quality results overall as summarized by the area under the Receiver
Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve (AUC). The ROC illustrates how close the classifier
is to an ideal one. It does so by measuring the True Positive (TP) rate as the False Positive
(FP) rate tolerated is varied in the range [0, 1]. An ideal classifier gives a TP rate of 1 at
FP rate 0, whereas TP and FP are always the same for random guessing. In practice a
classifier will always make errors (FP), our goal is to maximize the correct classification
rate (TP) for the error tolerated. The Area Under the Curve (AUC) provides a summary
of the quality of the classifier, an ideal classifier has an AUC = 1 where as random guessing
produces a classifier with an AUC = 0.5. Classification success is an important factor
behind high quality clean node pairs. Figure 5.2 shows the classification success and
Table 5.5 provides a snapshot of the relation between TP and FP rates for Phase 1 for all
adversaries. Even at a FP rate of 0.1% the TP rate is about 15-30% which allows us to
mount an attack. Table 5.6 lists the number of mappings produced at various phases by
3PSL as well as the total mappings. The sparser the graph the fewer high degree nodes it
has and consequently it has fewer candidates for Phase 1, this in turn affects its propensity
to be attacked. On the flip side sparse graphs limit the scope of analysis.
5.4.1 Mapping accuracy and coverage
We use accuracy and coverage to study the performance of the de-anonymization algorithm.
Accuracy and coverage are defined as mtrue
mout
and mtrue
mtot
respectively; where mout is the number
of mappings output by 3PSL, mtrue is the number of true mappings out of those output
and mtot is the total number of mappings between Gaux and Gsan. Accuracy and coverage
are important metrics to evaluate the quality of mappings and a balance is needed to
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Figure 5.2: The ROC curve (AUC in legend)
Table 5.5: Phase 1: False Positive vs. True Positive
False Positive 0.001% 0.01% 0.1% 1% 10% 25%
Flickr (αE = αV = 0.33) 2.03 5.55 13.17 32.53 74.90 95.12
Epinions (αE = 0.33, αV = 0.20) 1.58 5.14 14.36 46.38 90.25 98.16
Epinions (αE = 0.50, αV = 0.35) 4.96 13.59 29.96 64.58 93.25 98.51
Enron (αE = 0.43, αV = 1) 0.41 2.33 11.35 35.57 81.87 93.64
Table 5.6: Number of mappings produced
Phase 1 Phase 2 Phase 3 Final
Flickr (αE = αV = 0.33) 8534 5668 2743 16 945
Epinions (αE = 0.33, αV = 0.20) 721 1189 1774 3684
Epinions (αE = 0.50, αV = 0.35) 997 2791 1734 5522
Enron (αE = 0.43, αV = 1) 1407 2077 7555 11 039
produce good performance. Tables 5.7 and 5.8 show the accuracy and coverage of the
mappings produced with a comparison presented in Figure 5.3. Results show that our
algorithm performs well and produces high overall coverage and accuracy. The percentages
for Epinions (αE = 0.33, αV = 0.20) are lower because of the graph being very sparse, as
well as low edge and node overlap among auxiliary and sanitized graphs making it hard
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to attack. Figure 5.4 shows the behavior of accuracy and coverage with increasing node
degree; as more information is available due to increase in degree the node pairs become
easier to attack. We also study the behavior of accuracy and coverage of the output
mappings by varying classifier threshold. Figure 5.5 illustrates that while the accuracy
remains roughly constant the coverage drops with the increase in threshold. A drop in
coverage is natural as a lower fraction of node pairs have a high classification score.
Table 5.7: Mapping accuracy (%)
Phase 1 Phase 2 Phase 3 Final
Flickr (αE = αV = 0.33) 95.85 92.36 66.10 89.87
Epinions (αE = 0.33, αV = 0.20) 74.06 37.85 6.82 29.99
Epinions (αE = 0.50, αV = 0.35) 96.69 85.78 55.36 78.20
Enron (αE = 0.43, αV = 1) 86.99 71.74 25.31 41.91
Table 5.8: Mapping coverage for node degree above t3 (%)
Phase 1 Phase 2 Phase 3 Final
Flickr (αE = αV = 0.33) 94.20 79.22 65.24 84.27
Epinions (αE = 0.33, αV = 0.20) 70.36 36.47 15.45 39.81
Epinions (αE = 0.50, αV = 0.35) 95.63 87.79 59.89 80.89
Enron (αE = 0.43, αV = 1) 83.72 67.30 22.88 38.44
5.4.2 Evolution of mappings
The mappings evolve as we iterate using the new mappings every time to filter node pairs
based on cosine similarity of common friends starting with the initial mappings. Figure 5.6
shows that accuracy and coverage are always low at the start but after enough iterations
they stabilize. Figure 5.7 depicts similar behavior for the total number of mappings.
Discovery of mappings in Phase 1 ensures quick convergence in Phase 2 and Phase 3 with
mappings stabilizing faster. The nature of the graph also affects the convergence; Flickr
(αE = αV = 0.33) converges faster as group membership helps re-identify node pairs
whereas Epinions (αE = 0.33, αV = 0.20) being sparser with low overlap takes the longest
to converge. Increasing the Epinions overlap improves the adversary’s side information
and makes it stronger and more successful as seen by quicker convergence. We perform an
additional step for Epinions (αE = 0.33, αV = 0.20) due to the low number of mappings;
after completing Phase 2 we reuse the Phase 2 mappings along with Phase 1 mappings
to run Phase 1 again, this improves the accuracy and coverage slightly after which we
discard the old Phase 2 mappings and proceed as usual, only the first run is reported here.
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Figure 5.3: Success of adversary
5.4.3 Error analysis
In this section we analyze the errors that our algorithm makes. Phase 3 node pairs are
the hardest to re-identify due to being low degree and consequently having insufficient
information. Figures 5.8 to 5.10 illustrate a heat map of the joint degree distribution of
true, false and unidentified node mappings. The figures show that most false mappings
are concentrated among low-degree node pairs while the true mappings are spread out
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Figure 5.4: Variance of accuracy and coverage with degree
across the diagonal. Mappings that could not be identified are also concentrated among
the low-degree nodes with a light spread along the diagonal but their overall numbers are
low compared to other mappings. A large number of true mappings are also concentrated
among the low-degree nodes since such node pairs are large in number and overwhelm the
mappings in high node degree vicinity.
We study the proximity of generated mappings by merging Gaux and Gsan using the
common nodes to create the complete graph Gcomp. We measure the shortest path length
between the generated mappings in Gcomp. A true mapping produces a shortest path
length of 0 due to the source and the target being identical. For each phase we plot the
various path lengths as a percentage of the total mappings produced. Figures 5.11 to 5.14
reveal that the output mappings are always in close proximity, with almost all mappings
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Figure 5.5: Variance of accuracy and coverage with classification threshold
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Figure 5.6: Variance of accuracy and coverage on iterating
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Figure 5.7: Variance of mapping count on iterating
being within two hops of each other. Since the node features are extracted from 2-hop
neighborhoods it is not surprising that almost all node mappings lie within this radius.
It is highly unlikely for distant nodes to be matched and this is confirmed by the results.
Our algorithm is most successful for Phase 1 node pairs and least successful for Phase 3
node pairs. The neighborhoods of low degree nodes are less diverse as compared to high
degree nodes, moreover, the number of low degree node pairs at a distance of two hops
from each other is a lot higher than node pairs at a distance of one hop. Hence, when the
algorithm makes an error it is more likely to do so for low degree nodes at a distance of
two hops from each other. This explains the reason for a larger percentage of errors in the
region of two hop distance; the error percentage increases with graph sparsity as we lose
diversity as observed in the difference between performance of A1, A2, A3 and A4. Sparse
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Figure 5.8: Joint Degree Distribution: True mappings
graphs also have fewer Phase 1 and Phase 2 node mappings thus confounding filtering of
low degree node pairs.
Node pairs with a higher neighborhood overlap are more likely to be identified. Figure 5.15
shows the cumulative percentage of node pairs above a given neighborhood overlap is
considerably higher for node pairs that are correctly identified. The neighborhood overlap
is measured as the Jaccard Coefficient (see, Equation (2.1)) of the 2-hop neighborhoods
of the nodes of a pair. The mappings that are falsely identified as well as those that could
not be identified share a very similar low neighborhood overlap which induces errors from
the algorithm. An effective way to defeat structural attacks would be delete enough edges
until the overlap becomes low – the downside being that such graphs would then probably
be unfit for any meaningful study.
5.5 Comparison with the state of the art
In this section we measure how well our attack fares as compared to other prominent ones.
Ji et al. [102] conduct a survey of graph anonymization and de-anonymization strategies in
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Figure 5.9: Joint Degree Distribution: False mappings
which they evaluate the de-anonymization attacks using the Enron and Facebook datasets
under A4’s adversarial model; we compare 3PSL with the reported evaluation. We consider
all the passive seed-based and seedless attacks for comparison, active attacks are excluded
as they do not scale well and require considerable control on the part of the adversary.
We exclude NKA as it is not an attack on its own and meant to enhance existing attacks.
We also exclude the passive attack of BDK as it does not work on perturbed graphs. All
seed-based attacks are provided with 50 seed mappings [102]. The distance-vector based
attack of SH is used for comparison as all other attacks do not scale even with pre-identified
seed mappings. Our comparison uses the graph-overlap estimating attack of JLS+. Ji et
al. [102] set mout = mtot in their experiments
4, hence accuracy is equal to coverage (see,
§ 5.4.1).
We compare the performance of attacks based on Enron and Facebook (nodes = 63 731,
edges = 817 090) datasets same as those used by Ji et al. [102]. A shoulder to shoulder
comparison is presented by measuring the coverage based on all node mappings, not just
those attacked. We do not attack nodes of degree below three for Enron, doing so would
increase the coverage but it would come at the cost of accuracy. Figure 5.4 shows the
4Confirmed via communication with the authors.
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Figure 5.10: Joint Degree Distribution: Unidentified mappings
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Figure 5.13: Epinions (αE = 0.50, αV = 0.35)
degradation of Enron’s coverage computed for all nodes as degree is increased. Facebook
is more dense than Enron and has a higher average node degree; as seen from § 5.4 and
the attacks presented in §§ 2.8.1 and 2.8.2, this increases adversary’s success [102, 104].
We estimate a lower bound for the overall accuracy and coverage for Facebook by using
the values for Enron.
Table 5.9 presents a thorough comparison of all the attacks. We see that despite attacking
only nodes of degree greater than two and no seed knowledge 3PSL’s overall performance is
better in all scenarios by a large margin. KL is the best attack for Enron, even with seeds
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it only achieves a coverage and accuracy of 15.96% marginally better than our coverage of
12.61%, we achieve an accuracy of 41.91% which is over 2.5 times than that of KL. The
best seedless attack on Enron fares even worse, with coverage and accuracy of 11.91%;
comparatively our algorithm has higher coverage with almost four times the accuracy. The
best attack for Facebook is YG which uses seeds to achieve a coverage and accuracy of
28.32% our algorithm achieves a coverage of over 40% and more than twice the accuracy
of over 65%. The best seedless attack for Facebook achieves a coverage and accuracy of
14.73%; comparatively our algorithm achieves more than twice the coverage with over
four times the accuracy. Seed knowledge is critical to attack performance in sparse graphs
(Enron) vis-a-vis dense graphs (Facebook). As adversary’s access to structural information
is limited, the dependence on seeds increases. Thus gap between seedless and seed-based
attacks is larger for sparse graphs like Enron as compared to denser graphs like Facebook.
Even in such an adverse scenario our algorithm shows better overall performance for Enron
with only slightly lower coverage (compared to seed-based attacks) to achieve a drastic
gain in accuracy, that too without seed knowledge. For Facebook, which is very dense,
no other attack comes even close to the performance of our algorithm even with seed
knowledge. The attack on Facebook is more successful as a larger fraction of node pairs
fall under Phase 1 and 2 as compared to Enron which are easier to attack. In particular,
only 32.79% of Enron and 65.18% of Facebook nodes have degree over two and attacked by
our algorithm. We can increase the coverage of our algorithm with a decrease in accuracy
by attacking lower degree nodes. It is better to have a low coverage and high accuracy
thus producing some useful mappings rather than high coverage and low accuracy which
would be akin to random guessing. 3PSL’s accuracy is appreciably higher than all other
attacks including those that use seed knowledge.
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Figure 5.15: Cumulative percentage vs Jaccard Coefficient
5.6 Discussion
As demonstrated by §§ 5.4 and 5.5, 3PSL shows a marked improvement over all other
graph de-anonymization algorithms. Not only does it perform better but it can also
accommodate a variety of adversaries and does so while using less information than all
the seed-based attacks. The attack is agnostic to the change of anonymization scheme
and trains a model using data samples generated from anonymized graphs. The success of
our attack emanates from the fact that we not only consider structural similarity but also
similarity based on common friends to recover mappings. These metrics are orthogonal and
thus complement each other perfectly. Our approach stands in contrast to schemes relying
only on similarity metrics based on common neighbors [114, 115]; it achieves improved
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Table 5.9: Comparison of coverage and accuracy percentage with other attacks (accuracy
= coverage for all attacks except 3PSL); ∅ denotes a seedless attack. A higher percentage
is better.
Enron Facebook
Coverage Accuracy Coverage Accuracy
KL 15.96 15.96 5.99 5.99
JLS+ 13.05 13.05 15.68 15.68
SH 12.77 12.77 15.63 15.63
JLSB∅ 11.91 11.91 14.73 14.73
YG 3.10 3.10 28.32 28.32
PFG∅ 7.39 7.39 10.87 10.87
NS 0.37 0.37 0.18 0.18
3PSL∅ 12.61 41.91 >40 >65
performance while attacking graphs with low node overlap.
3PSL outperforms the previous generation of algorithms, all of which are based on hand-
curated heuristics and thus prone to human bias and poor judgment. The high coverage
and accuracy for Enron (coverage = 12.61%, accuracy = 41.91%) and Facebook (coverage
> 40%, accuracy > 65%) is achieved by training statistical models to take decisions in the
presence of huge amounts of data which is overwhelming for the humans. In the future
these attacks could be further improved by using better feature vectors and learning models,
hence these results should be considered as a lower bound when estimating likelihood of
re-identification. In our work we focus on developing a machine-learning approach to
de-anonymize graphs rather than finding the optimum tuning parameters which is quite
a challenging task in itself. As techniques are refined the attacks will get stronger as they
always do.
The results demonstrate that a typical social network like Facebook is quite vulnerable to
re-identification attacks with close to half of the individuals with more than two friends
being identified with over 65% accuracy. Most people in a social network have more
than 25 friends and for them both coverage and accuracy would be appreciably higher
in the given adversarial model. The threat is even stronger when we consider that we
restrict the adversary to only have access to the graph topology; such attacks can be
considerably improved if the adversary is a member of the social network or could collect
side information about the target. This calls for exercising great caution when releasing
such datasets publicly. Automating attacks strongly influences the economics of security
by removing human input to a large extent. This allows the attacker to run large scale
attacks without much intervention thus decreasing the cost significantly. Even when
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the output mappings are wrong the errors are in the vicinity of the target node which
may be enough to breach privacy depending upon the attack scenario. In summary, our
experiments indicate that a data subject whose social graph is released cannot be provided
with reasonable privacy guarantees. If the adversary possesses even imperfect knowledge of
the target’s neighborhood then re-identification should be considered an imminent threat.
Hence, it would be prudent on the part of data providers to be transparent about the
privacy expectations an individual should have when their data is released.
Seed quality. All seed-based attacks assume knowledge of seeds to prime the de-
anonymization process. This may be considered reasonable in certain scenarios, but
possession of error-free seed mappings is a very strong requirement. As seen in § 2.8.1,
algorithms impose additional requirements on the seed set such as their size, structure,
degree, centrality and neighborhood. These requirements along with the size and structure
of the graph under attack heavily influence the quality of the seeds and as a result do not
generalize well [173]. Such graph de-anonymization algorithms are finicky as their success
is very sensitive to the size and quality of the seed set, and below a critical size the attack
fails to converge [115, 174, 175]. Table 5.9 shows that the performance of all seed-based
attacks (KL, NS) does not improve when attacking Facebook as compared to Enron; seed
selection has a huge impact on the results. Seed-based attacks are even less suitable when
the node and edge set overlap of auxiliary and sanitized graphs is low. Exploiting seeds
could lead to powerful de-anonymization attacks, though reliance on seeds is a serious
limitation. Ji et al. [116] demonstrate that structural attacks can be more potent than
seed-based attacks, which is corroborated by our results thus tilting the scales further
against relying on seeds.
Parameter choice. Classifying node pairs is more expensive than filtering them, hence
the choice of t1 influences the overall efficiency of the algorithm. It is also important to
partition node sets in such a way that trained decision forests can be focused to maximize
accuracy due to similar properties of the data points. Choosing t1 too low makes the data
points too varied, whereas setting it too high yields too few data points to effectively train
the model; for this reason sparser graphs have a lower t1. Flickr has a lower t1 despite being
dense because we could select node pairs based on identical group membership, this allows
us to get more high quality mappings for Phase 1. Identifying node mappings in a phase
helps reduce number of node pairs to be tested in subsequent phases hence it is desirable
to identify a large number of nodes in Phase 1, t2 and t3 are identical for all datasets except
for Enron we chose a lower t3 to increase coverage and enable comparison. We set vector
length and bin size (n, b) to be (7, 50) and (30, 35) for directed and undirected graphs
respectively (see, § 5.3.2). The value of (n, b) is chosen such that it can accommodate
higher degrees and their variation, the choice does not have a huge impact on accuracy
(see, § 3.5.3). A low cosine similarity threshold is chosen to filter out most spurious node
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pairs so that the remaining ones can be cleaned using the classifier; non-identical node
pairs with sufficiently high degree tend to have very low cosine similarity. As discussed in
§ 3.5.3 we use forest size of 400 for good testing accuracy. Phase 1 mappings stabilize after
about 10 iterations which can be increased further to ensure stability as each iteration is
cheap at this stage. Subsequent phases do not require many iterations due to sufficient
mappings being found in Phase 1.
Feature selection. We experimented by using features such as centrality, edge weights
and group membership in addition to those proposed. Complicated features do not provide
significant improvement. Perfect knowledge of groups does not improve the ROC curve by
much either; this is due to the fact that identical group membership is already captured
to a large extent in the 2-hop neighborhood degree distribution. The technique of using
groups to improve attacks (NKA) is useful for schemes that use only local features but it
does not help much in our case. Moreover, the knowledge of group membership is not
likely to be precise in reality which further dampens their effect. Even if using complicated
features were to provide a significant improvement, it would not matter a lot in the grand
scheme of things. We rely on the classifier’s success at selecting node pairs that are more
likely to be true; beyond a certain point the classification quality does not make a major
difference. It is more important to improve the filtering process (see, § 5.3.3) as it makes
the algorithm more efficient by improving the ratio of true vs false node mappings and
decreasing the number of mappings to be classified. We also experimented with features
beyond two hops but this increased false positives, as using large subgraphs to represent
a node produces overlaps with many other nodes.
5.7 Summary
This chapter showed the difficulties in manually optimizing parameters to find the optimum
graph de-anonymization attack and how automated learning models can aid these choices.
We demonstrated an attack based on random forests that outperforms all other attacks
that too while using simple and efficient node features. The attack proceeds in phases and
uses complementary node similarity metrics derived from common friends and structural
similarity to identify nodes across graphs. The high level of coverage and accuracy achieved
by our attack even for low degree nodes suggests exercising restraint when publishing social
network datasets. Automation of attacks has a strong effect on the security economics
as it significantly lowers the adversary’s cost to breach privacy at scale. Even partial
knowledge of a target’s neighborhood may be sufficient to compromise privacy specially
when it can be combined with readily available side information. We believe our work can
usher in a new era in social graph de-anonymization.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions
In this dissertation we have proposed a fresh approach to social graph de-anonymization
by casting it as a learning task. This opens up the possibility of analyzing the problem
from a new angle and utilizing machine learning tools to solve it. Our work focused on
the following three areas.
Chapter 3 laid the foundation for the learning model used throughout this work. The
D4D challenge in the Ivory Coast released call detail records of individuals and provided
the initial motivation for our work due to the privacy questions it raised. Privacy leaks
could have serious consequences when they pertain to countries like the Ivory Coast
which has a history of civil wars and political unrest. Thus carefully evaluating the
privacy of data anonymization schemes, such as the ones made available by the D4D
competition is imperative. Traditionally such an analysis had to be performed manually,
and painstakingly repeated for any new variant of the anonymization scheme, despite
general results indicating that social network anonymization schemes are likely to be
broken.
Our approach cuts the need for manual effort, and can uncover artefacts of the anonymiza-
tion process using examples that allow re-linking nodes in “anonymized” networks. Un-
raveling an anonymization strategy used to be a challenging task that took non trivial
manual effort and time. However, devising a new strategy was not as demanding, and even
poorly designed anonymization methods could take a significant amount of work to break.
For example, we presented an attack on Scheme 1 that works well for 1-hop node pairs
and gave mixed results for others. However, the trivial deletion of 2-hop links in Scheme 2
disrupts the invariant relied upon for this attack, without necessarily guaranteeing security.
In terms of the specific anonymization procedures for the D4D competition that motivated
the study: we do conclude that Scheme 2 is marginally harder to de-anonymize and re-link
than the original Scheme 1 we evaluated. Yet neither provides a level of privacy we would
recommend for public release of data. Even a reliable linkage rate of 1% would lead to a
significant fraction of the mobile operator’s customers being potentially linked. Big data
make even a relatively low probability of linkage events certain to harm someone. In fact
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for a number of realistic configurations we show the linkage rate was much higher, leading
to efficient attacks particularly if some side information is available to build good priors
and tolerate slightly higher false positives. Thus we are relieved that the competition only
released such data under confidentiality agreements.
Our approach, and the learning task we rely upon, to link or de-anonymize, are purposefully
simple: they only use graph topology, not attributes, directionality or multiple snapshots
of graphs over time, despite the availability of such data in some cases. They also consider
a single pass of the procedure, where no known seeds are available. It is clear that richer
features could be used, and the attack can be iterated once a handful of nodes have been
uncovered to unravel larger graphs. As shown in later chapters such attacks could be
mounted. Our results confirm previous wisdom that releasing anonymized social network
data is likely to result either in a privacy catastrophe, or very poor utility. In fact it is
clear that releasing egonets through Scheme 2 leaks a significant amount of information,
but manually uncovering new invariants for it would require appreciable amounts of work.
A further trivial modification would again void the new analysis. Deleting information of
nodes as a function of their location vis-a-vis the ego leaks information and is flawed as
an approach. Our attack uses only graph topology to re-identify individuals in varying
sub-graphs and runs in linear time complexity in the number of node pairs classified. Using
machine learning provides the advantage of amortizing our efforts and eliminates the need
to construct attacks from scratch. Modularity ensures that the features can be picked in
accordance to the anonymization strategy employed to get better leverage. Our methods
are agnostic to the anonymization strategy employed and present a clearer understanding
of data.
The versatility of the machine learning techniques is further demonstrated in Chapter 4,
where we focus our attention on benchmarking social graph anonymization techniques.
It has always been easy to propose graph anonymization schemes, but harder to assess
whether they actually work. We provide a framework that levels the playing field for the
first time by automating the analysis of such schemes. Quick and automated analysis
empowers data holders to swiftly triage newly proposed schemes. We show how to train
a classifier in the absence of ground truth by generating subgraphs and sampling data
from auxiliary and sanitized graphs. The classifier uses node features that can adapt to
changes in adversarial model (as demonstrated for 1HKA) and accommodate adversaries
of varying strength. Incremental features allows us to model adversaries with much more
sophisticated queries based on neighborhood and can be easily modified to include node
and edge attributes. Traditional structure-based graph attacks cannot readily adapt to
changing adversaries. Additionally, using attacks to compare schemes is not ideal as
vulnerability to a particular attack does not capture the true extent of a scheme’s failure,
since near misses are not considered when producing full mapping. Measuring true positive
versus false positive rate is far more granular and gives us more information. Unlike attack
based measurement our framework does not assume a model of the adversary which can
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tolerate only a certain amount of error and hence rigid. We perform a detailed analysis of
six perturbation-based social graph anonymization schemes. A thorough study of trade-off
between anonymity and utility as a function of graph perturbation is also presented.
Our experiments conclusively show that none of the schemes analyzed provide acceptable
levels of anonymity while retaining utility. The levels of perturbation at which some privacy
guarantee is achieved destroys most utility. Schemes that introduce global perturbation
in graphs are better suited to preserving utility as well as anonymity. Any attempt to
preserve only a particular metric of the graph or perturbing it in a formulaic way produces
poor results both in terms of anonymity as well as utility. Our adversarial model considers
an adversary which has access to imperfect structural information of the graph which
is used to identify members of intersecting graphs. Both the graph at the adversary’s
disposal and the released graph are aggressively and synthetically damaged which limits
the adversary. In practical situations it is highly likely that the adversary can get hold of
a graph that has been damaged by organic processes that are not adversarial. In such a
scenario the attacks will be more potent and catastrophic for the privacy of individuals
whose data is released.
We believe taking a conservative approach while releasing data is the best way forward.
Even though anonymization schemes are useful in that they can be used to dissuade the
curious but honest adversary, they must not be assumed to be able to stop a malicious
adversary if utility preservation is important. Social graph anonymization schemes and
anonymization schemes dealing with high-dimensional data in general should always be
backed up by legal agreements which prohibit malicious use of data. There is a place for
anonymization schemes in social graph research but it does not belong in the realm of
preserving privacy.
Finally, Chapter 5 presents an end-to-end de-anonymization attack that builds on inferring
whether pairs of nodes are identical or not, to recover node mappings across full graphs.
Adversarial machine learning and de-anonymizing behavioral patterns are two sides of
the same coin and they are converging fast. In the presence of big data, attacks based
on heuristics will gradually be replaced by learning models because of their adaptability,
automation and superior performance. Not only are automated models better but as
demonstrated in Chapter 3, the learning is transferable across datasets [159], this provides
a significant improvement over the traditional techniques. It is not surprising that learning
models can surpass human intuition although the margin of improvement is startling. Our
work shows how to approach the problem of social graph de-anonymization in a systematic
manner. We presented an algorithm that outperforms all the other graph de-anonymization
algorithms proposed so far while using much stringent adversarial models without seed
knowledge. The algorithm is not dependent upon heuristics for its success and uses the
simple classification task of categorizing node pairs as identical or non-identical across
graphs. It uses modular features that can adapt to a variety of adversarial models. The
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machine learning model does not require knowledge of the anonymization scheme for train-
ing. De-anonymization is simple and efficient as confirmed by evaluation based on three
real-world social graph datasets under four adversarial models. A thorough comparison
with seven modern de-anonymization attacks using two datasets is also presented. Our
algorithm achieves a coverage of 12.61% and accuracy of 41.91% for Enron dataset, the
next best algorithm is seed-based and achieves a coverage and accuracy of 15.96% which
is substantially lower. The difference is even more stark for Facebook where our algorithm
achieves a coverage of over 40% and an accuracy of over 65%; the next best algorithm is
seed-based and can only achieve a coverage and accuracy of 28.32%. Our attack shows a
marked improvement over all other attacks. Optimizing parameters by training is better
in adverse scenarios as human error is costlier in limited information.
Starting from the simple task of classifying a node pair we designed and built intricate
models to capture a variety of learning tasks pertaining to social networks. The tech-
niques proposed are versatile and can be used to quantify and benchmark social graph
anonymization schemes and produce actual node mappings. Our work shows that even
an automated algorithm can produce good de-anonymization attacks, thus highlighting
the graveness of publishing social network data without proper checks and controls.
Future work. In this dissertation we have presented a number of enhancements over
traditional social graph de-anonymization approaches. The automated models are not
only adaptable and nimble but also provide better performance. However, social graph
de-anonymization remains a challenging problem and there is still scope for improvement.
Machine learning based approaches fare very well when ample data is available but training
quality drops if the data is insufficient. Hence, attacking sparse graphs with only a few
hundred nodes nodes is much harder. Availability of side-information is also a critical
factor – modeled by the overlap between auxiliary and sanitized graph as measured by
the Jaccard Coefficient (see, Equation (2.1)). The attack presented in Chapter 5 starts to
become potent for αV ≥ 0.2, below this overlap the mappings produced have low accuracy
and coverage. Also, it remains to be seen if low degree node identification can be improved
or whether we have hit a theoretical limit. We found it hard to achieve significant success in
attacking nodes of degree below six at scale. Since the node similarity metric forms the core
of the attacks presented, the run-time of the classifier is linear in the number of node-pairs
classified as all node-pairs must be considered for the attack. Future work may consider
improving upon these shortcomings. We note that sparsity of graphs, graph overlap and
attacking low degree nodes are not problems exclusive to our approach. Other state of
the art algorithms also face similar challenges many of which our approach outperforms.
Extracting efficient and accurate features is one of the most important aspects of the
attacks presented. We found it hard to improve the performance of classifier significantly
by using more complex features. It would be interesting to study if simple features with
better performance can be found. These could be topics for future work, and perfecting
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such attacks could be a fruitful research field for years. However, pursuing too far such
a research program may yield diminishing returns. Thus, it may be more beneficial to
research instead alternative ways to perform social network analysis in a privacy-friendly
manner, without the need for anonymized graphs.
Finally, it may be worth considering alternate solutions that enable privacy-friendly data
analysis. As discussed in § 2.4 differential privacy is a step in the right direction. Despite
being hard to setup and resource hungry it does provide provable privacy guarantees
which are worth having for sensitive datasets. If datasets are not very sensitive then
one might consider using an interactive setting similar to differential privacy but without
any guarantees; releasing results of computations on data instead of the dataset itself
reduces the scope of attacks. Solutions using cryptography have also been proposed, such
solutions aim to prevent cleartext data exchange and distribute pieces of the database
among various parties which participate in a multi-party computation based protocol to
analyze the data. This limits the risk of full exposure of data to a single party. It is a
challenge to setup such schemes and even after that they are limited in scope. However,
such schemes provide rigorous privacy protection and with time they will continue to be
refined with wider scope. Another measure that can be taken to decrease the chances of a
privacy breach is to share anonymized data selectively while backing it up with a stringent
non-disclosure agreement. We believe that handling data release wisely and managing
privacy risk is the best way forward. It is clear that analysis of datasets is valuable to the
society. Hence, a measured approach must be taken which balances risk to privacy of the
individuals and the benefits extracted.
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